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Tesla Before the New York 
Companies Section 

A nreeting of the New York Com- 
panies Section was held in the Engi- 
neering Societies Building on Mon- 
day, May 15, at 8 p.at., when nearly 
600 members of the Section and many 
ladies were present, The great at- 
traction of the evening was an address 
by Nikola Tesla, who made his first 
appearance before the National Elec- 
tric Light Association with a mem- 
orable lecture and demonstration at 
its annual convention in St. Louis in 
1394. The address was practically a 
review of the researches and inyen- 
tions of Mr. Tesla since that time. 
and coyered a remarkably large field 
of work, including wireless teleg- 
taphy, wireless transmission of en- 
ergy, the development of high-fre- 
quency apparatus, and the de- 
velopment and perfection of steam 
turbines, electric pumps and other 
apparatus, The lecture, which lasted 
about an hour, was profusely illus- 
trated by lantern slides, and at the 
close Mr. Tesla showed in operation 
his highly ingenious new form of 
pump, operated by the adaptation of 
some of the new principles described. 
He was heard with deep attention 
and frequent applause. 

The presiding officer of the even- 
ing was Mr. Arthur Williams, and 
Mr. Tesla was introduced by Mr. T. 
C. Martin. The chairman gave an 
account of the entertainment features 
which will attend the coming annual 
convention and impressed upon the 
members the fact that they were prac- 
tically the hosts on this occasion and 
would have to assist in extending the 
hospitalities of the cit all visitors. 
Tt was stated that oy: 
are now in the Secti 
are ted by the 
vention. , 

e close of t 
of the evening’s par 

590 

cellent vaudeville performance was given and cigars were handed arou nd, It was altogether a most memorable evening in the history of the Section. 

Activity at San Antonio, Tex. 

__ There has been considerable activ- 
ity of late in the Company Section 
of the San Antonio Gas and Elec- 
tric Company, and during the past 
two months several new members 
have joined. At the last meeting 
Mr. J. J. Wood, of the Fort Wayne 
Electric Works, and famous for 
niany inventions in the field of elec- 
tric light and power, gave an inter- 
esting address on developments in 
the field of aviation. He also de- 
scribed some of his early experi- 
ments and experiences with elec- 
tricity. 

Prof. Langsdorf Gives an 

Address in St. Louis 

The regular monthly meeting of 
the Union Electric Light and Power 
Company Section, St. Louis, Mo., 
was held on April 28th before a large 
gathering of its members. Prof. 
A. 3. Langsdorf, Dean of the Engi- 
neering Faculty of the Washington 
University, delivered an illustrated 
lecture on the oscillograph, which 
was followed with the greatest of 
interest. He discussed the history 
of the methods used to study the 
internal action of alternati) ; 
rent machinery and referred to vari- 
ous instances where the study of the 
electromotive force and current 
curves, as given by the oscillograph, 
assisted in the detection of the causes 
of trouble with that type of ma- 
chinery. After tracing the history 
and development of the various 
methods of obtains curves. he 
operated and descri heer 
graph, which was on exhibition. 
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* Alternating “Power Current's! 
~ Developer Found Dead in 

Hotel Suite Here ; 
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pare Coleman 

IMED A ‘DEATH BEAM’! Te “death pougrpment” © “lconcern was not financial, suse “"""" Greenwood [~ 
_ a a Herbert E 
_Insisted the Invention’ a 

Could Annihilate an Army ov Kellogg 
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Nikola Tesla, one of the world's 

it electrical inventors and 
ers, was found dead last 

it in his suite at the Hotel New 
orker. 
{ Engineers credit him with hay- 
fe devised the first practical ap- 

ication of alternating current; 

iheh Gas Menace rotary | ¢ principle of the 
magnetic field embodied in the lapsed.” However, he wyadg, L menace annlt pores om | aa t Detween | ------ Falls—in fact the : 
fof modern hydroelectric power— 
are credited to Dr. Tesla. 

ng to the hotel staff, Dr. 
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‘Thi, address made by Dr. Nikola Tesla before the New 

tk Rection of the National Electric Light Association 6f much a system, and demonstrations of ite practical work- | = week, and reported upofi other pages of this issue, is 
| which will attract great attention om account of the 

a by | ker. SS, — nme nebo san rn noo | “ per . IM - a number of years, and while it is impossible to esti- NOMICAL|SERVICE. 

nts about. twenty years lotaresque | 
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led to the discov, - Herts which startled the world” He + had tried to repeat the Herts Eperi- ments, worked on 
ae years and had 

_He called on Herts and told him of hi doubts. Since that time he alee fied himself that Herts had seen true. He mentioned the discovery by _ Roentgen in 1895, He had investigated the wonderful Phenomenon which 

to give them up, 

Roentgen investigated, and after long” 
qpeertained the true na- 

search finally 
ture of the rays and published. the Tesults in a series of papers in the Evecraica, Review, declaring we had 
to deal with a new matter which was 
ever before studied, showing that the 
Particles projected were smaller than 
atoms, that they were of various sizes, 

them for two or. 

Chanical analog, ana 
experiments made in Shad . 
candescent lamps were lighted Jn this 
manner., He then exhibited other dia 
Grams of his wireless system and pro. 
duced a slide showing a lamp lighted 
by wireless energy. The lamp he de- 
clared could have been lighted if it 
had been placed at th: i 
Dwelling on his wireless 
tail he said that it comprised five dis 
tinct inventions. The first of these 
wee his transformer. To convey an 
idea of the wonderful effects which ean 
be produced with that instrument a 
slide was produced illugrsting an ex- 
Periment performed very frequently in 
the years of 1892-96. Behind a screen 
was placed the primary of such a trans- 
former and before the screen a bulb 
of about fourteen inches in diameter 
and containing a drop of mercury. 
The experimenter holds the bulb in the 

when Mr. Tesla gave a dem- 
of his earlier inventions at 

¢. of the St. Louis Convention 
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May 20, 1911 

“He next showed another effect of 
such a magnifying transmitter with a 

Jarge ball, thirty-nine inches in diam- 
eter, whieh was placed just a little 
‘above the building, the roof of which 
was removable. Several of these 
streamers could be followed a hundred 
feet into the air; from a distance it 

looked as if the building was on fire 
and the roar could be heard for ten 

miles. He remarked that this was one 

of the most difficult experiments be- 
cause of the great force it takes to 

reach the required density. 

Mr. Tesla then referred to his third 
imyention called the ‘‘art of individ- 
ualization in whieh the nervou 
of the human body was imitated in a 

crude way’ (indicating diagram). 
“1 will not bother you with theories 

eee di 
ErOWER Paci, COUPLED TOORTHER By 

sistance. 
tunity in the city 

with, are because the workers in that field are laboring under delusions— they are transmitting messages by Hertz waves, and in this way no secrecy is possible,’* 
He then showed a picture of @ ma- chine exhibited in 1898, to which he first applied this art of individualiza- tion. 
After stating that his fourth i ven- tion Pertaining to the system ‘WAR & pe. culiar receiver condensing the energy, he dwelt on his di ‘overy of the sta- Nonary waves which was the last and most important. Before he could trans- mit energy without wire economically he found it absolutely necessary to lenrn how this great body, the planet, 

Vehaved, how the current would pass 
through the same and what are its con- 

As he col 

rent to Colorado § 
boratory for the pu 

of the same were pro 
reen. One showed in th be 

uilding a coil fifty-one 
eek aller ones wit) 

d been attuned to respond 
harmonics, 

of 

ELECTRICAL REVIEW AND WESTERN ELECTRICIAN 

987 
inches in diamet, 

Mr. Tesla then 

not stirred at all 
by its practical value, though it was 
immense, but by its philosophical sig- nificance. You know that through ages 
Past, man has always attempted to pro- 
ject in some way or other energy into 
space, but in all his attempts, no mat- 
ter what agent he employed, he was 
hampered by the inexorable law of na- 
ture which says that every effect di- 
minishes with the distance, generally 
as the square of the distance, and some- 
times more rapidly. Now, the diseov- 
ery I] have made upset all that has gone 

before, for there was a means of pro- 
jecting energy into space, absolutely 
without loss from any point of the 
globe to another. to the antipodes if 
desired. In fact, a force impressed 
at one point could he made to increase 
with the distance. I saw at once that 
distance was annihilated in all the three 
aspects; in the transmission of intel- 

ligence, in the transport of our bodies 
and materials, and in the transmission 
of the energies necessary for our ex- 
istence. You cam imagine how pro- 
foundly 1 wan affected by thin revela- 
tion. Technically, it meant that the 
earth, as a whole, had a certain period 
of vibration, and that by impressing 
electrical vibrations of the same period 



| future to decide whether I have acen ‘truly or not. ' ? © “On my return from Colorado | com- pleted plans to demonstrate these prin- * ciples on « larger and commercial scale, my laboraory in Colorado being 
>» -senly constructed for purposes of scien. tifle demonstration. Here are some views of my plant on Long Island, erected in 1901. Thin plant ix noth- ing but what I have called & mag. 

nified transmitter which, when com- 
pleted, will enable you to pick up any * telephone and, without the slightest ebange in the stations, talk as clear. | Tyas though sitting on the other aide of the table to any subscriber in 
the world. It will make no difference 
where he is located, and if desired the voice may be made to come out of the ground with such force that it-could be bi heard for miles. The plant was put up originally for the Purpose of serving as such a telephone exchange, but was. », t0 serve also for other important uses. 

give you an idea of the magnitude 
Of the effects, when You speak into the 

there will be electrical en- 
the “rate of one billion horse. 

f your voice across the 
aly this, but the plant 

that hundreds of 

} \ 

shall live to realize 
gan. I will carry out 
ly ‘as they were first 

ELECTRICAL REY, 

finally came to the following Argument: Uppow m number of pinter are moved through a uid medium, the medium will of coupe, be dragged along with the plates, and a 4 frictional low will be incurred. | the enaing are Arranged on» shaft 9 Dumber of diskx with openings and Spokes and there are orifices of entrance on the «i duce ® perfect halanc 
ATrANgeMent of outlets 
disks being rotated, the 
sucked into the channel, ix taken hold of and moves inn logarithinie spiral with very nearly the velocity of the sys- 

well known that 

ides to pro- 
and the usual 
This system of 
Water or air ix 

economic working, nor has any one properly grasped the 
Principles which eould be applied to Propulsion. So it happens again that it 
is my good fortune to come to the res- cue, and I have produced a highly eco- 
nomical way of compressing or pump- 
ing fluids.’ Mr. Tesla then wave @ prac. 
tical demonstration of the working of the principle in « model pump. 

“This is one of the early forms of 
hlower which I constructed” (referring 
to diagram). **That waa constructed 
three years ago. It is a two-stage blower. 
Far more important than the pum 
blower or compresor in the turbine 
Here in a simple structure, casing with 
two entrances, disks arranged on the 
shaft and outlets in the vent 
ercape. In this instance t] 

applied to one of the openings 
fluid mov 

Val. 58—No, 20 
such complications which cause #0 much : trouble, and besides the machines arr Perfectly Tevernible, working with the 
mame efficiency back or forth, making « valuable machine for driving boats, lo- “omotives, automobiles, ete. The accom panying illustrations show two of these 
tarhinex. 

“In thie new invention we have a Penutiful solution of many mechanical Problems, We have «prime mover “hich in reversible, idenlly simple, of enormous torque, incomparably greater than the turbine poxsexnen, 0 Tam look- 
tog for & revolution in mechanica from the application of this principle.’* 
Owing to the lateness of the hour, the 

other papers which were to have heen 
presented at the meeting were Jaid over 
until the next meeting. The members 
of the Section and their Ruesta were 
then entertained hy an interestin 
vaudeville performance. 

os 
Gas-Engine Plant in Japan. 

The ese Government has pli 
an order for the complete equipment of 
an electric power station for supplying 
electric railways. Mond 88 produ 
will be installed in three units. rach unit consisting of three gen 
vrators and a sulphate-of-ammonix 

very plant. The fuel to he used is 
ot an inferior quality, containing nearly 
twenty per cent of ash. Moat of the stew for the gax plant will be ob 

four-eycle type. each 
orsepower, with the cyl. 

tandem. The bea 
ifty tons, and te- 
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Attention: Ms, Ethe] Tiberg, 24 Library Services Gentlemen; 

event you may w; Teached at the 



ADDRESS BY NIKOLA TESLA 

Before the New York Electrical Society 
©. 

November 29, 1893 



The Chairman (C.E. Mailoux): We pass on to a name which is 

magic in this country and over the world, the name of a man who is 

one of the greatest explorers and discoverers of the present cen- 

tury, Mr. Nikola Tesla. A man who, perhaps, has gone farther to- 

_ ward the border line of discovery in analytical and technical 

Physics, the vibrations of matter and the minute analysis of those 

esses that neither the microscope nor the crucible can reach 

ch only the mind of the trained and careful student, Weekes 

great reluctance accepted these com- 
. 7 . 

interrupt e 

ow -- at least Ou 
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is one which I re- 
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A great many promised that they would come, but at the last moment Hi 

they became ill, and when the programme was sifted down I was the ’ . 

only healthy man who had the time to deliver a lecture; and so I 

managed to take some of my apparatus and, through the courtesy of 

some officials of the American Express Company, especially Mr. 

Sherman, to whom I am indebted, was able to arrive in time, pretty 

Rearly losing my opportunity by the impoliteness of one of the of- 

ficials of the Fair; and so I gave a brief outline of this work. 

} ta 
Now, as a matter of fact, at that time I had gone consider- 

and my notion was that I was touching upon some- 

important, something which would lead perhaps -- so ay 

my enthusiasn -- something which would lay the founda-— 

tions of a n stry, of more than one bea . 
ew 

to speak in ra before such 

e 5 si hod chiefly on 

ssed a purely scienti 8 



work, but if you work on steam engines you are bound to Sada” Hf 
All these men that r Mention are the most prominent in the profes- I 
sion. Another said: “I wonder what Tesla is going to do with his 
blessed engine.” Another, to whom I showed the advantage of doing 
away with complicated mechanism and generating electricity direct- 
ly, said, after he had watched it for a long time, “Couldn’t you 
apply this to rotating motion?” Now, this is the way that my work 
Was received! But I was quite prepared for that because for fully 
two years T had had these ideas in my mind. I rejected them and 
‘Fejected them again and again, until I got in my mind the con- 
struction of the apparatus, until I overcame some difficulties 

t first seemed to me insuperable, and, finally) I devoted 

© this work. One of the first impulses Which guided mé was’ a 
to produce an absolutely constant motion, which would be indepen- 4 < = dent of &-. ion losses, or gravity or temperature chang 

limits. Now, you can employ a pendulum, 4]° 
as can employ c of a vibrating Some such device 

= as that, but 

‘tive motion, so that 

istable. I r 

might rate what 

iptive discharge coil 

© produce a posi- 

Ie ago TI advai 

from dire 



was that these devices did not yield a perfectly constant vibra- 

“tion. I had to depend on a disruptive gap. I used air blasts, or 

x oil streams, or a mechanical interrupter. Now with this device 

which I invented subsequently I was able to maintain a vibration 

with perfect constancy. This device consisted of a spring which 

required several tons of force to spring a certain distance, and 

which was constantly kept in vibration by steam pressure or air 



whether it is not worth while I attempt to simplify those mecha- 

nisms which we have been using heretofore for the production of 

electric currents. When we look at a steam engine and inquire 

where the power comes from that drives the steam engine, we will 

always find that the power comes from a little box -- a cylinder 

with a piston in it -- and all the other appurtenances are really 

but to keep it going. You may do away with the flywheel, with the 

ss-heads, with the eccentries, with all the appliances, provid- 

that you can in some other simple way govern the motion of the 

So then my first idea was to apply the motio 1 

able, to a magnetic field, .xolmomeneme — © 

oil in 

this dire Now 11 

ficiency of 99 3/4. 

spect. F reduce the 

pressure and 

its weight. |, we 

tions. The engin sie a 

2 

rs it wort 



works -- we may take the efficiency as, 

the full load. 

Say, 81 to 82 per cent at 

But the efficiency is much less on a varying load. : 
Then, furthermore, we have got these variously estimated. I take 
the figures which I have found to be fair, giving this as the ef- 
ficiency. Now the dynamo again has got mechanical losses due to 
friction, and, furthermore, the wire is never utilized fully in 
eae dynamo. In my construction the dynamo may consist of a simple 
‘coil of the magnet, and a simpler coil which is all immersed in a 

the) eragnetiGerield: There f*no mselesal wirer Consequently, dy- 
namo and engine, if they are reduced considerably in weight, in- 
cr n efficiency. There is only one engine which can equal it 
in o1 ut, and that is the turbine. With the steam tur Gus ae 

I rmous output, ‘that is the reason why the steam » 
‘. y . € . inion may found a valuable 

driving hen convert the 

ing dynamos; 

cal cause why - 's : 

Cause we drive i L 

t if the medium 

turbine, 



plan I have mentioned, which would give the same weight and the 

same power. The power which a piston gives up during a stroke is \] 

proportional to the square of the amplitude. Now, with a very 

long stroke and a freely movable piston, we can reach any veloci- 

ty, practically, that we want to. We can transform the energy of 

the piston by shooting a magnet through the field into electrical 

“energy, and there is nothing in the way which would prevent, for 

instance, with some such mechanism as I have described, obtaining 

with th 
% 

at weight practically the same power as with the steam tur— 

is wo: 1. Out of a little thing no more than three inche: 
a 

four or five inches long, it is quite easy to 
—_ 

ae 

re and fair pressure, so that the 

while it may tell « 

the losses of 

specific ou 

ciency in th 

is, of course; 

a very great loss ‘ 

s in th 

because in the 

e clearance anc 

is at the Fair, 

inche: 
20 



speeds yet it is quite possible to do it. But since we can pro- 

duce higher speeds, we might as well increase the speed two or : | 

three times, and so augment the activity of the mechanism and 

raise the efficiency. Furthermore, as I am enabled now to work 

without a packing -- I found that in these mechanisms the packing 

is actually objectionable -- the expansion occurs at an enormous 

rate, and the engine being of such character that the exhaust can 

be reduced to pretty nearly the atmospheric pressure very easily. 

Chanical friction is reduced to such a small figure that we 

can xi ise the temperature of the steam very considerably. In high 

Vs pressure eam engines one of the greatest troubles is the lubri- 

go so far with the mineral oil, we can go S24 
t — 

' 

bu 



Pressure. But, on the other hand, four times the pressure and 

twice the number of vibrations means eight times the output. So 

it is therefore very important in this mechanism in which the 

power depends on the square to obtain as high a pressure as possi- "7 
ble. It is on this line now that T am working. | 

We have had such reciprocating engines as far back as 1868 or 

1870 and it would be a very erroneous idea to think I had evolved 

“Something radically novel in that part of the mechanism. 

It is more economical to produce rapid vibrations then low 
a, 

vibrat dons. But, so far as the economy of the dynamo is con- 

id so far as the economy of the engine in general is con- 

cerned t is better to Produce a long stroke, because a long a. 
a high a 
me 

a * 

aratus which runs lights in the 

shortly, I a, i 

practical appli > 

that we are going | 

stroke 

be 
a g twice as it al as we N produce at 

hand of pro- 

resent time -- pro\ am n i < his is subject, 

Irse, to a test, but I re confi it a > *_ 
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Presentation of the Edison Kedal 

to 

Nikola Tesla 

Bey 28, 19L7 

Acceptance remarks by Nikola Tesla 

NIKOLA TESLA: Mr. President, Ladies and Gentlemen. ~ I 
wish to thank you heartily fer your kind sympathy and appreciation. 
I eam not deceiving myself in the fact, of which you must be aware, 

that the speakers have greatly magnified my modest achievements. 
One should in such a situation be neither diffident nor self-assertive, 
and in that sense I will concede that some measure of credit may be - ‘ 

due to me for the first steps in certain new directions; but the 7 

ideas I advanced heve triumphed, the forces and elements have been 

_ conquered, d greatness achieved, tnrough the co-operation of many | 

able men s ‘engin vinon, I an glaé to say, are present this evening. : 

Inventors, rs, designers, manufacturers and financiers have 

done their until, as Mr. Behrend said, a gigantic revo. 

had been wro : e transmission and transformation eae 

-Vihile we are . 
an mn 

j Zz nd still gre 

_ On this occasion, ¥ ' : 

achieved we are pres 

sonal and more in 



Presentation of the Edison Medal 

to 

Nikola Tesla 

Lay 18, 1917 

Acceptance remarks by Nikola Tesla 

NIKOLA TESLA: Mr. President, Ladies and Gentlemen. - I 
wish to thank you heartily fer your kind sympathy and appreciation. 
I am not deceiving myself in the fact, of which you must be aware, r 
that the speakers have greatly magnified my modest achievements. 
One should in such a situation be neither diffident nor self-assertive, 
and in that sense I will concede that some measure of credit may be. = 
due to me for the first steps in certain new directions; but the = A 
ideas I advanced have triumphed, the forces and e2 have been 
conquered, and greatness achieved, tnrough the ¢ perction of many 
able men some of whom, I un glad to sey, are present this 6venir 
Inventors, engineers, designers, manufacturers and financial vi 
done their share until, as Mr. Behrend a gigantic revo 
had been wrout i rinsr Ke} ormetion of energy. 
‘While we are elate r ach we are pressing on, 
inspired with the s just a begi 4 
a@ Beesima or fur lishments. "24 

his occasion, you m 
ial and more intimate 

d to accord 
ow sO 
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training, stucy of sccintifie subjects and verification of theories 
through experiment, has become very accurate and precise, so that 
Z have been able to Gigpense, to a large extent, with the slow, 
Taborious, wasteful expensive process of practicl deve lopment 
On the ideas £ cc c. It has made it possible for ne to explore 
extended fields ¥ Ercat rapidity and gct results with the least 
expenaiture oF vitsl enercy. by this means I nave it in ny power 
to picture the objects of 4¢Sires in forms real and tangible and - 
sO rid myseds of tint n ie ng Lor perisnable possessions to 
which so many succuno. I may say, alse, that I am deenly religious 
at heart, although not in the orthodox meening, and that I give my- 
self to the constant enjoyment of believing that the greatest mys- 
teries of ovr béim, are still to be iathoned and that, all the evi- 
Gence or the senses and the teachings of exact ana ary sciences to 
the contrary notwithstend ing, death itself may not be the terminatior 
of the wonderful metemosrhoses we witness. In this way I heave managed 
to maintain en undisturbed peace of mind, to make myself proof against 
adversity, and to achieve contentment and hapsiness to a point of 
extracting some satisfaction even from the darker side of lite, the 
trials and tribulations of existence. I have fame and untold wealth, 
more than this, and yet - how many articles have been written in 
Which I was declared to be an imprectical unsuccessful man, and how 
many poor, struggling writers, have called me a visionary. Such is 
the folly and shortsightedness of the world! —~ ‘ela 
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inquire into the careur of successful men in, the inventor's profession you will find, as a rule, that ehey are us remarkable tor their Daysi-= cal as Yor tneir mental performance. I know that woen I worked with Edison, after all of sistants had becn exhausted, he said to me; "Y never saw such a t you e the cake." nat was a characteristic way for him to exp t i. ie worked from half pest ten in the morning until five oteloc next morning. I carriea this on for nine nonths without a single day's exception; everybody else gave up. Edison stuek, but he occ slonoliy dozed off on the table. ‘hat I wish to say Particularly is that my Carly life was really extraordinary in certain experiences which led to everything I ever did afterwards, It is important thet this should be explaincd-to you as otherwise jou would not know how I discovered the rotating field. From childnood Iwas afflicted in @ Singular wa ana scenes with a strom displ 
mss than those I had obsezve 
Objects and scenes I had actu 
I have asked students of 
about it, but nono of the. 
waich seems to have oven 
because my brother also say, 
thet they were simply ref x 
superinduced by hyper-excitat 
I had hallucinations. 
diseased nguisned brains. 

- and I had e Yo you wai 
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is traditional with me, for I 
what I said. 
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then it will be possible, (and certainly my experience has 

ted that), to project the image of any object one conceives 

zon and make it visible. if this could we Gone 

» all human relations. I am convinced that it 

correct, 

demonstra 

fn thoughion a sc 

4% would revolutio 

can and will be acco: plished. 

In order to fre: myself of the elormenting appearances, Bs 

tried to fix my mina on sole ot picture or image which I had seen, 

and in this wey f HWoula Mariage iO EE elief; vut in order to 

get this Pelier L had to let the images com one after the other 

very fast. Shen I found thet I soon exhausted all I had at my com- 

thes" was out, as it were. I had seen little of the world, 

they took me a few times to 

when I did so the sgcond or 

e from my vision, I found 

mand, my 

only objects around my own home, ana 

trhvors, that was all 1 impw. 

r in order to chase the appearanc' 

that this remed y lost all the force. ‘then i began to make excursions 

beyond the limits of the little world I knew, and I saw new scenese 

These were at first very blurred and indistinct, and would flit away 

when I tried to concentrate my ettention upon them, put by and by 

succeeded in fixing them; they gainea in force ang distinctness and 

finally assumed the intensity or real things. Soon I observed that my 

best comfort was attained ii I simply went on in my vision larther 

and ferther, getting new impressions all the time, and so I started 

to travel = of course, in my minds ‘vou know thet there have been 

when Columbus found America that was ones 

f£ traveling it secmea to me that was 

Every night (and some~ 
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and mechanical, is positive in resultse Almost any subject presented 

cun Le wathematically treutea ana the ciiects calculated; out it dt 

is such that results cannot be hee by simple methods of mathematics 
or short cuts, there 1s all the experience, and all the data on 

which to draw and from which to build; - why, then, should one carry 
out the crude idea? dt is not necessary, it is a waste of encrey, 

money and time. Now, that is just the way I produced the rotating 

field. 

If I am to give you in a few words the history of that in- 

vention, I must begin with my birthday, and you will se the reason 

why. I was born exactly at midnicht, I have no birthday and I never 
celebrate it. But something else must have hapcened on that date. 
Ihave learned that my heart beat on the right side and did so for 

Many years alter. as 1 grew up it beat on potm siaes, ana finally 
settled on the left. I1 remember that I was surprised, when I aevel- 
oped into a very strongman, to find my heart on the left side. No- 

body understands how it happened. JI had two or three falls and on 
one occasion nearly all my chest bones were crushed in. Something 
that was quite unusual must have occurrred at my birth and my parents 
destined me for the clergy then and there. When I was six years old 
I managed to have myself imprisoned in a little chapel at an in- , 
accessible mountain, and vistted only once a year. It was a place 
of many bloody encounters and there was a grave yard near oy. I was 
locked in there while looking for some sparrows! nests, and haa the 
most dreadful night I ever passed in my life, in compeny withythe 
ghosts of the dead. American boys will not understand it, of ~— | 

“course, for there are no ghosts in America - the people are too 
sensible; but my country was full of them, end ever, a fro 
smail poy up to the greatcst hero, who was plastered : 
medals tor cour: and bravery, had a fear of ghosts. 
by a wonder, the cued me, and thi Parents said: "Sure ” 

must go to the clergy, he must become a hman." ‘Whatever hapr 

after that, no matter what it wa ified them int 

resolution. One day, to tell 
top of one of the farm build 

: iling over a roaring 
iling- not according 

: "Was not 

assed through 
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kept his word, and after a year of roaming through the mountains 

and getting myselz in good prysicel snape, I went to the Polytechnic 

School at Gratz, Styria, one of the oldest institutions. Something 

else occurred, however, of which I must tell you as it is vitally 

linked with this Giscoverye in the preparatory schools there was 

no liberty im the Cis ice OL subjects, una unless ae stucent wes 

roficiont in all of them he could not pass. I found mysslf in this 

prodicament every yours 1 coulda not craw. My faculty for imagining 

things paralyzed whatever #ift I might have had in this respect. 

I have made some mechanical Gray ings, of course; practicing so 

many years one must needs learn to make simple sketches, out if I 

@ravw for half an hour I an all exhausted. -1 never was qualified and 

passed only through my tather’s ini luence- how, when I uent to the 

polytechnic school I had free choice of jubjects ana proroseé myself 

to show my parents what I could @. The first year on the polytech- 

nie. school was spent in this way ~ I got up at three otclock in the 

morning, and worked until evleveno'clock at night, for one whole year, 

with a single day's exception. ‘ell, you know when a nian with a 

réusomadle neaitoy vrain works thet way he must accomplish something. 

Naturally, I did. I graduated nine times that year and some ot the 

professors were not satisfied with giving me the highest distinction, 

because they said, that did not express their idea of what I did, 

ana here is where I come to the rotating field. In edcition to the 

regualar graduating papers they seve me some certificates whichIl ~ — 

prought to my father pelieving thet I had achieved a great triumph 

He took the certificates and threv them into the waste basket, 
jals are obt 

marking, contemptuously: ow how thee testimon 

That almost killed my ambition; but later, after my father had | ’ a 

»I was mortified to find a package of letters, from which L could ne 

see that there had been considerable correspondence going On, betwee TE 

‘aim ani the professors who had written to the effect thet unl 

took me away from school I would kill myself with work. #1 n 

understood why ] sligntca my SUCCESS, which I was we Be 

jus one at that institution; in fect the 

ed twice. My ra in the first year had 
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the subject. He remarked: "Mr. Tesla may accomplish great things, 

jut he certcinly never will do this," and he recsoned thet it would 

pe equivalent to converting 8 stenuily pulling force, like that of { 

gravity, into a rotary effort, a sort of perpetual motion scheme, a 

an impossible Gcea. But you Know that inetinct its something which ] 

transeends knowleage. we have, unuoubledly certain finer fibers that 

enable us to perceive trutis whon légical deauction, or any other 

willful effort of the brain, is futile. we cannot reach beyond certain 

limits ingour rPessoming, cut with instinct we cen go to very great 

lengths. I was convineed that J was right and that it was possiple. my 

It wos not a perpetual motion idea, 4t could be done, and I started : | 

to work at once 
, 

ZI will not tire you with an extended account of this under- 

telking, but will only say thet I began in the summer of 1877 ard I 

procecded as follows: 1 would picture, first of all, a Girect-current 

machine, run it and see how the currents changed in the a : 

Then I would imagine an alternator ané do the seme thing. Next 1 

would ualize systems comprising motors and generators, and sO OMe © | 

Whateve: paratus I imagined, 1 would put together and operate in 

my mind, and I continued this practice incessantly until 1882 r 

that year somenow or other, 1 vegan to feel that ea revelat: 

Tc not yet see just exactly how to ao it, but 1 

the solution. ‘hile on my vacation, 

idea came to me and IT will never forge 

will friend of mine in the city park of 

Faus It was nothing for me to reea from 
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In 1623,. 1 made some tests in Strasburg, as Mr. Terry 

pointed out, nnd there at the re 4lroad station obraineu the first 

potation- The same experiment Was repeatec twice. 

Yow I come to an int.resting chapter of my life, when I 

arrived in America. i had t es improvements in dynanos for a 

French company who were get mucninery from here. ‘the 

improveu yorms were so much b » that tne manager of the works 

said to me: “You must go to fn ond design the machines for 

the Edison Company." So, after in “‘fectual efforts on the otner 

side to get somebody to interest himself in my plans financially, 

I cexe to this country. + wish that I could only give you an idea 

how what I saw here impressed mCe You would be very much astonished. 

You have all undoubtedly reaa those charming Arabian Wights tales, 

in which the genil transports people into wonderful regions, to £0 

through all sorts of deligntful adventures. My case was just the 

opposite. The genii' transported me from a world of dreams into one 

of realities. My world was beautiful, ethereal, as I could imagine 

4t. The one I found here was & machine world; the contact Was rough, 

put I liked it. I realized from the very moment is saw Castle Garden 

that I was a 5000 american berore i lanaece ‘nen came another evente 

I met Edison, and the effect he produced upon me was extreordinery- 

When I saw this wonderful man, who had had no theoretical training 

at all, no acventages, who did all himself, getting great results 

py virtue of his industry and application, I felt mortified that I 

_ had squandered ny life. i had studied a dozen languapess delved 

in literature and art and had spent my pest years in ruminating 

through libraries end reading all sorts of stuff that fell into ny 

hends. I thouget to myself, what a terrible thing it was to have 

wasted my life in those useless efforts. If f had only come to imerice 

earlier and Gevoted all of my brain power to inventive work, wnat 

might I have done? In later life though, I realized I would not have 

_ proauced anything without the scientific training I got, and it is — 

 * question whether my surmise as to my possible accomplishment was ) 

correct. In nda \ I passed neerly a year or the most Sea. } 
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view periectly. re dams Waa much impressea with what L.tola him. 

Wie had some corres pongence eftervards, end whether it was ‘in conse- 

quence Of ny enlirhtenine him on t ituation, or owing to some i 

other influence, my syste ; adopted. Since th.t time, of course, \ 

new men, new inte in, and what has been done I do not 

know, except that the Kiagsra Palla enterprise was the real starting, 

impulse in the gre moverieut inaugurated for the transmission and 

| transformation of SY On & huge scale. . 

will just make a few remarks relative to these as some of ny work has 

been musunderstood. It secms to me that 1 ought to tell jou a few 

words about an effort that absorbea my attention later. In 1892 T 
deliverea a leciure at tne Moyal Institution ana Lora Kayleigh sur= 
prised me by acknowledging my work in very gencrous terms, something 

that is not cust ry, and emong other things he stated that I had 

really an extraordinary gift for invention. Up to that time, I can 

assure you, I had hardly realized that I was an inventor at all. I 

lockea upon the okting fieleé discovery as simply a4 mathematical, 

logical, step by step deduction. TI arrived at this invention by 
sheer force or energy, by using screws and levers, as it were. te 
did not get an inspiration, it secmed tome. My machines were 

fully developed in my mind. “when I triea the first experiments they 

meant nothing to me. I had already demonstrated them perfectly. So, 

when I went home, in 1692, and read these remarks of Lord Rayleigh, 

I began to think and convinced byseli that I was an inventor. I | 

remembered, for instance, when I was a boy, I could 0 out into © 

forest and catch as many crows as I wantea, and nobody else could 

uo ite Once, wien i was seven years o1 ug¢e, I repairsa & fire engine 

\ which the cngineers could not wake york, and ‘hey carriea me In 

triumph through the city. I constructed turbines, clocks and su 

devices as no other boy in the community. I said to mysel fre, > 

really have a ‘or invention, I 1 bend it to sone gee 

poss or task and 8 s small things." hen 

began to ponder Jj 6G to accomplish. 
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never granted. Put in Colorado I had constructed a transmitter by, 
- which I produced effects in some respects et.least greater than those 

of lightning. i do no tieen in potential. 4he hignest potential I 
reached Was something like 20,000,000 volts, which is insignificant 
as compared to thst of tning, but certain effects produced by, my. 

apparatus were greoter ti those of lightning. For instance, I 

obtained in my a ntcunae currents of from 1,000 to 1100 amperes. 

Thet was in 1899 ani you know that in the biggest wireless plants 

or toaay only 250 anpercs are useas In Colorago I succeecea one 
day in precisitating a dense fog. There was a mist outside, out 
when I turned on the cuvrent the cloud in the laboratory became 
so cense that when the hand was held only a few inches from the 
face it could not be seen. I am positive in my conviction that 
we can erect a plant of proper design in an arid region, work it 
‘according to certain observations and rules, and by its means draw 
from the ocean unlimited amounts of water for irrigation and power 
purposes. If I do not live to carry it out, somebody else will, 

but I feel sure that I am righte 

As to the transmission of power through space, that is 
a project waich I have considered absolutely certain of success long 

3 since. Years ago I was in the position to transmit wireless power 
to any distance without limit other than that imposed by the 4 
cal dimensions of the globe.. in my system it makes no difference 
what the distance is. The efficiency of the transmission can be 
high as 96 or 97 per cent, and there are practically no los 
cept such as are inevitable in the running of the machinery. en 

= there is no receiver there is no energy consumption anywhere. When 
the receiver is put on, it draws power. That is the exact o a 
of the Hertz-wave system. In that case, if you have o pls of 
1500 horsepower, it is radiating ali the time whether t 
is received or n 
are no receiver 
to maintain the 
plant when the 1 

but in my system no power is lost. when t. 
s tr lant consumes only ew horsepower necessary 
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‘\. Minutes of the Edison Medel Meeting only 

_ partially reprinted in Blectrical Review 
fand jester le triclan + Hay 26, 1917, 

and infseprint of this in Tribute to 
Nikola Tesla 



H INSTITUTE 

NG SOGET Ins — 
Lay 18, 1917. 

President Buck called the meeting to order at 8:30 
o'clock. 

TEE sPRESIDLLT: As you know, gentlemen, this is the 
Annual esting of the Institute, and the first thing on the 
procram Will be the presentation of the Report of the Board 
of Directors by our Secretary, ire Hutchinson. 

SECKS1sKY nUTCHINSON: The annual report of the Institute 
for the year has been printed and distributed, and it is not 
my intention to teke the time to read it. 1t consists of a 
brief resume of the activities of tne institute for the en- 
tire yeer, and includes abstracts of tne reports of the 

s committees. 

tery Hutchinson then abstracted the Report of the 
Lirectors) = f 4 

MT: Gentlenien, the next order of business X\ 
will be the announcement of the election of q A 
nagersfor coming year. The report of —— 7 

it by the Secretary, Mr. Hutch- . = 
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jy a few woras to you upon the origin Sor the suison kegel. Wirst of all, many pcople 
SuUppOse, tuat tHe »Gison i 1 26Gul presentea by ss ca= fson. “That is a mistake. Mr. Edison has been so busy during 
hts) life neceving 1 his not time for the de- 

es its existence to the 
9 in a véry remarkable 

I have here, have set 
ual award of a medal 

Deed of Gift, a printed ¢ 
part a fund for the pur; 

for mériterious achiev amc trical science and art. 
This deed of gift originally reci sd, in 1904, thatthe med- 
al should be annually awarded for the best greduating thesis 
by the students of electrical €ngiroering in the United _ 
States and Canada, but in tie years that elapsed between 
1904 and 1908, I think I am correct in saying that there were 
mo successful candidates, et least for the medal under those 
terms, although there may have been many aspirants. It is 
supposea thet the aignity of the medal and the junior charac- ter of the tyros restrained them in their modest from making 
proper application. 

4 

t as it may, finding that the applicants held back 
original terms of the deed of gift, the matter 
up further and the original bocy of men recrafted the deec Pleced it in the hands of the American Insitute 

Engineers to award the medal, under the choice 
annually, for meritorious achievement, as .in= 
esident of the United States, its cepend- -— 

encies, or uring each administration years The mon- ounent which ¢ aisea to Edison by their uct ia, 1 — think you will ¢ wonderful that has = x ever been raised . 3 Tye 

twenty-four 
© Kleetrical 

three ex 

easurer, and 

dicated, 
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In ada'tion to what\ thts deed of rift, shows in honor 
of air. Edison hims®lf, there is, of ourse, the very great 

heoporeth: 6 Git bestows upon the recipient. "he beed of Gift : 

says tacre shell be twenty-four jurors, which you see is twice 

#he number of jurors that is allowed the palladium of our 

1iserties, DUB Mhercas the jurors of a ary life convick 

by unamimous vote, the twenty-four jurors of the Ecison 

Medal _ comvict, at least, by a t iirds vote, so i think I 

am correet in saying thet their convictions have hitherto oven 

entirely uneiaimous, and in this particular case I)can certain= | 

ly ceclare that it has been-unanimous. 

The galaxy of names thut will be sroduced and hes already 
v@Sn prouucea unuer tails Gced of gift will oe great and note=- 
worthy. It will not be necessary to look into a “ihots ‘ 
Yho™ ito see who has been great and notorious and worthy of 
merit in electrical science ang ert. The historian of tne 
future | il simply say - "Give me the list of the zdison 

i of gift is also wonderrul in other respectse 
lous flexibility and marvelous rigidity in cer= 

tain, di: s. It vrovides for the vossibility of a change 
hange of procedure and a change of admin= 
and things change. It only makes one istration 

rigid restr + the neme "Sdison Medal" = and th.t 
shall never Qe S Wochange and oan and 
institutions, sae y go out of existences, _ 

Ms is 
there is py, y ¥ Moy tf the Ins - = 

ould say it i e of existe 
can no longer.a % ne five ol 1’ 
iversitiss of t » maintain se in elec= 
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a very ni ed of *~, 
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We have r€eently recetved the sad news in this country 
Of tne demise of the great Eng ele ical engineer Sil- 
Venus Pe Bhomson, e man wno admirers and many friends 
in this country, many students here, a tran whose name end 
work is dear to 30 y Of us, ond elrerts ere now being made 
to contribute to a iitting memorial fcr him by the purcnage 
Oi ois library as an appenix to the great librury of the 
British Institution of Ek ctrical Engincers, and a notice is 
givén on page 126 of the May P2 edings of the Institute re~ 
garding that movement, and you i) find it a very worthy movements Subscription lists are onen to the members of this Institute, as a matter of courtesy, end e matter of recog= nition, that so many of his frienas in this country could be allowea to give some contribution to this great Thomson iem- 
Oriel. It is a fact, as I Gare say many of you know, that 
the funds for Lord Kelvints Memorial Window in Westminster 

were largely raised in America, more lergely, I believe, ey Were in Lngland itself. In this case I am led to that they do not want the funds so much, as they want 
of sympathizers with tne Sroject, tne supoort of 
recognize the work and merit of Silvanus P. Thomp= sone ow much better it would be if wer were presenting ‘ | a memo o Silvanus P. Thompson living, as we are able \ to do fi 2 case of the Edison iiedal, than presenting a } © memorial 

. 
Vanus P. Thomson passed away. 
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. all practically for the first t 
was a revelation to seience and 

ond that what he showe 
‘t unto all time. - 

For this third vurpose the 
ated, and we may lock far forward into the future and see 
itveivem year aftem year for, lst us hope, as great merito- 
rious achievement as in the case upon the present occasions 
The only thing we regret dis tha : 

Gison Medal has been cre- 

mony 
which we may well expect will be furnished at that time. 
(applause) : 

THE PRESIDENT: Dr. Kennelly has referred to the strug- 
gles of the past, and we are very fortunate in having with us to-night one Who was associated with mr. Yesla in his strug- 
eles Ot the past. Gentismen, I want to introuuce to yOu ire Charles A. Terry, who will tell Us something about these Strurgles and the early work of Mr. Tesla, for which we as- Sign to him the Medal to-night. 

LLS A. TEXHY: lr. Kennelly spoke of the thousandth ward of the Medal. JI think there is a peculiar signifi- 
cance in the fact that lir. Tesla is to receive the seventh medal = the seventh in most calculations is considered a most excellent number to have. 
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mich he must express in plastic art or in archi- | tectural 2 rs; others are atriven by en taney forces to dey tneir lives ai Very of the secrets ot eee region of the oat orf arch out the mysteries of the stay fi e find thenselv L tible cesire to learn 

through archeolo achievements of 
a ent races; s nd formulate 
the physical laws wh d nature, and men 
ith other talents fii ge : a like persistent — 
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” PortUfately, rien generullyare not jealous nor envious 

of the doers of it deed $] 2 vers of large benefits, but 
Drom theveevths of their haz g teful and they are satis- 
fied onlywhen evicence of their fF ude can be brought home to 
the giver’ 

It is because of this desire, to show gratitude to, and 
appreciation of, one of our fe hose name history 
will rightly record in the gcting class with those we 
have mentionedythat we ate gatherec to-t 

Twenty-nine years ago this month, there wes presented 
before this Institute, a paper of unus.al import. It is in- 
titlea "4 hew system of alternate Current sotors and trens~ 
formers". The author, Nikola Tesla, was then only 31 years 
of age, and but four years a resident of this country. His 
early 1i fe was spent near his birthplace not far from the 
Easterm Adriatic Coast. His father a Greek Clergyman and his 

herself of an inventive mind, secured for their young 

son @ Comprehensive training in mathe matics, physics and philos= 
ophye At the age of 22 he had completed his studies in engineer- 
ing at the © Polytechnique School in Gratz and also a course in the | 
University of Prague; and in 1631 began his prectical work at 
Budapest. Int 883 he was located at Strasbourg, engaged in com= 
pleting the ] ting of a newly erected railway station. Shortly 
after finisning this task he came to the United States. iir. —_ 
Tesla's first work in this country was upon new designs of 
direct cura nd incandescent lighting systems for the 

A : ° Fes ; ~~ fLdison Coxupa in ‘ 9) bs ~ 

Throughout } years h's Gesire had been to find ¥ wy 
an opportunity to ¢ ate.tne tH conviction which 
became fixed inh E ng urrent motors 
in school at Gratz at it should 
be possibls to cr 3 : ithout the 

se of c tatorse 5 hac succeeded 
4 4 doin a 

mutual rep 
@ proc 
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fields without the use of commutators, as he had foreseen nine 
years before. 

Having thus cemonstrated the correctness of his theory and | 
the feasibility of its\anplfeation, it remained for Tesla to 
work out) various practical iutheus of epplying tne principle, and 
the rapidity and wonderful way in which he surroundaec the entire 
field of constant speed, synchronous, induction and split=phase 
motors is§béautifully set forth in his paper of Mey 18th, and in 

\ the numerous patents issued May lst, 1893, snd succeeding years, 
\ covering the forms of electric motors whick have since become the 

imost universal means for transforming the energy of alternating 
Currents into mechanical energy. 

it is somewhat difficult to eliminate from our minds the > 
mments of the past thirty years which have now become every Y | 
tures of the electrical industry, and to realize the 
ss of the then existing knowledge of alternating current 

The commercial use of alternating current systems of 
on was then scarcely two years old. The Gaulard & Gibbs 

ries transformers had been used abroad in a limited 
ightly longer period but the multiple arc system base 

lied "Sea 
€ 28 

e" which initiated the great 
Was ‘not put in practical ope: 

a plant untilMiiarch 1686. It was 

. compiste suc + a -| 
éssor Elihu Thor nptly 2 3 
16 motive portio : ted fieid and EY 

; ly close-circuited 
juri C ‘ demand for a _ 

: y 2 promising | € en sugeested — 

on ob a 
id C 3 = 4 os a 

and armature 
ede Such was 
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~~ and in June hire Westinghouse secnncd an option which shortly 
Mesultea@uin the purchase of the patents, thus bringing under 
one o ailtcrnating current transformer system of 
Gistrivution, and & tesla motor. it is erecting to here J 
motesthet Hrs Shallsnocrccr had about two wecks Before the 
publicetionsof the “esla patents independently devised an al- 
ternating current meter, the le, of operation of -which 
was that of the Tesla motor, r migut nave been 
Mr. Shaldenbergers's natural ent upon finding himself 

. thus anticipacea, he as unce reco, su trmt to »2. Tesla belonzed 
»\ the honor of being the first to solve tne great rundanental pro= 
) bien of an slternating current motor. A warm friendship between 
ythese two men befan at once and ecntinued throughout 2-r.- Shalien= 

erger's life, and hir. Tesla rejoiced to accord to Mr. Saallen- 
ser full credit for the latter's brilliant work in producing | 
is now the standard meter for alternating currentse : | 

llustreting the generous gentleness of Tesla's char- 
Wish to here quote from testimony given by him in 1903. 
to Shallenverger, Tesla said: 7 

and when I told i, 
had anticipated 

4% — 
is because 

destroyed By 
weeker."” my 

It is. tr = 4 so deeply regret , the @ ? " 

measure t be 
of alteration 

tne comne 
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aN "Tt rohained to the genius of Tesla to : 

capture, the unruly, unrestrained, and nitnerto c “4 

t WPopoosing, éle.ents in the field oO, nature and - 
>) @rt and to\narness them to draw the machines ; _ | 

ofpmen. )it)was heywho first slowed how to | 
transform the toy of wraco into am engine) of ; — 
‘power, the "“Zaboratory, experiment" of Baily ; ASS 
into a os successful motor, the in- { \ 
aicator into a Griver. ne tirst conceived tue 7 
idea that the very impediments of reversal in Ff ~ 
direction, the eontredictions of alternations, . 4 

| 

| 

might be transformed into poier-nroducing ro- : \ 
tation, a whirling fiela of force. . y\ 

What other looked upon as only invincible 
arriers, impasseble currents, and contre- , =e 
Letory forces, he brought under control and . “— > 

larmonizging their dirctions taught how to 
ze in practical notors in distant cities 

to a high degree is a markec 
entors, so it is of our er 
als, and, in fact, of abl 

The power to picture 
under 1y Taiaias 

Becu 

and particulal 
possess the f . eh Qught ter into 

d regions, not S pu hi Sue ‘3 

: evidenced by the 
itute at Columb 
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m Of all thé forma of nature's immeas 
“ and ever changing 
‘he inert universe, oo / and magnetism are perhaps the | 

and moving, age a 

fost faseinuting:." 

The impress mace udson the world by the deeds of a Ereat 
inventor cannot be measured by ihe number of petents which he 
has received nor by the monetary reward secured not by the mere 
explolttation of his name. often his Greatest gifts are in the 

or Inspiring contributions to the literature, filled with 
sestions of lines of thousht wnich lead others to work in 

guntried fields. This is espectally true of a series of lectures 
@elivered by Ur. Tesla upon the subject of high frequency, high 
potential currents. The first of the series was given at Columbia 
Colle ce in 1891, before this Institute. Uuring 1692 and 1693 

§ iscture with additional data and experiments was repeated in 
mM, Paris, Philadelphia and St. Louis. 

wing to an interesting interview with Mr. Tesla appear= 
a New York Gaily in 1893 regara@ing the St. Louis lecture 

the blectrical Viorld says: : 

la, in his own graceful way, sn 
ry of his” and the history — 

more imp ; inventions.e 
Perhaps th 
whose life 
takes a de 
this count: 

Tesla's fund o the results 4] 
extended rese 5 : ments patiently 

onductea at his e : ugh wany years. — 
: ¢ numerous 



ng 
The London ‘er the auspices of the 

British Inst: i seers and because of, 
the intenac ic interest mi sied aftsr its announcement 
thevample Gabacity of the Th e of the Noyal Institution was | 
Teguireu TOhaGcomuogece the eualiices 

i0n oF 

At the completion of the lecture Prof. Aytron spoke as 
follovs: > 

"It Gs my most pleasing duty to prosose 
a very heerty, vote of thanks to our lecturer, 
who hes entertained us} it is true, for two 
hours; but we would willingly wait for another 
hour's similar éntertaimnent." 

shir. Fleming in his authoritetive book on wireless teleg— 
and telephony peys the following tribute: 

“in 1692 Hikole Tesle captured the at- 
} on of théswhole scientific world by nis 

ating experiments on nigh frequency elec 
brrents. He stimulated the scientific 

meaning t 

An crticle 
orld of iiarch 

lecture with tr 

» "One sees f 
whi the works 

jpired among physi 
of his publication, a 

we are ad 
ch his 



In his lecture B 
ciation at st. Loul 

ecrtain views rey 

this field an 

elaborated . 
mpurtgnuee Of resonance e.fects in 

"T would s lt 
consténtly fil its and w h concerns 
fhe wetareé ofall. I 1 the tr ission of 
intelligible signals or perhaps even power to 
any dilstence Witadout the ucevof wires." 

ich 

He then announced that his conviction had grown so strong that 

he no longer looked upon the plan of transmitting intelligence 
as a mere theorevic¢sl possibility, and referring to the exist= 
ing belief of some that telephony to any distance migat be 
accomplished "by induction through the air", concisely set 
forth his theory as follows: 

~ "I cannot stretch my imagination so far, 
but I do firmly believe that it is practical 
to disturb by means of powerful machines the 
electro-statie condition of the earth and thus 
transmit intelligible sigrals and pernaps power." 

Enlaring upon this theory, he states thet, although we have 
no possible evidence of a charged body existing in space with= 

out other oppositely electrified bocies being near, there is a 

fair probability that the earth is such a body, for by whatever 
process it was separated from other bodies js must have retained 

a charge ana taat the upper strata of tue air may be conducting, 

and contain this opposite charge. ne furtncr expaided the, 

theory that wit oper means for producing electrical oscil an 

tions it migh’ gossible to produce electrical disturbances 
sufficiently @: 
at any point on th 's surface. mus forecast the 
theory at prese Ths 3 as ths true 

basis of wireless 

Continuing the same 1 
lew which appeared in 

"One result of my in 
bility 0: ich has b 

e tra ssion of ene 
t idea some t. 

receiving 

ge: ed | 

_s 
' 

1 to be perceptible by suitable instruments ier) 



Testifyine Im a patent sult x 

tions Mp. Jonn Stone Stone, the wel 

ess telegraphy hes but recen 

comment : 

these early predic— 
authority on wire- 
Llowing striking 

MT migundenstood yr 

misunderstood Tesla. & 
an@ visionary. He, did cream z 
ture, he @id have visions but y 
future, not an imagino one. Tesla was, the first 

man to’ Lift His eyes gh enough to see tnat the 
rarificd strutum of atmosphere ubove our earth was 
Gestinea to play an important role invthe racio 

telepgraphy of the future, a fact whien had te obtrude 
itself on the attention of most of us before we saw 

is. But Tesla also perceived what many of us did not | 
im those days, neancly, the currents which flowed away 
from the base of the antenna over the surface of the 
eermthyand in the earth itself." 

2 el. 
a aréemer 

ms cane 
sere) of a real 

Seldom is it that an art springs into being through the 

efforts of one man alone, but rather as a growth to which 

many heve contributed. This.is peculiarly true of the wire= 

art, and without detracting in the slightest from the hon- 

or which is justly due to taose who nave brought the system to 

its present wonderful efficiency, it is just to accora to tesla 

highest praise not alone for his exposition of principles as 

set forth in his lectures but also for the more Gefinitive work | 

which followed, much of which is evidenced by his many patants 

dealing with the wireless art. 

Before leaving 
again from the S 
the indebtedness 

e 
"Some of those 
gs during thet early | 

Nikola Tesla, Prof. 
» Prof. Lodge, Prof. 

Leblanc 

al insi rnat 
enabled him some years 

ic power t! 
y field mot 
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ht of 2 

suf a prophet. 
rophesies and it, has 
sortant improvements 

nout treveling part 

L blazec by this 
vious, practical and ~ 

ch construc ted, 
est of us then 

regard ast 

Of alman WhO we are ¢ 

modern experiencs 
He saw to the fu 
been difficult to ma 2y 

in, the axt of radio celegpa iph 
of the Way at least, along a tn: 
pioneer Who, though eminer 
successful) im the appa 
was so far ahead of his t 
mistook nim lor a Greamer." 

Another well recorngized wireless authority, Professor Sla by 
ina personal letter to Tesla took occasion to say: 

"I am eect ing myself since some time 
to investigations in wireless telegraph, wnich 
you Rave tirst founcea in such a clear and precise 
mafinere It will interest you, as father of this 
telegranay to know, etc." 

Throughout Tesla's work with high potential currents he had 
persistently in wind the wiréless transmission of power in large « 
quantities. Was in the furtherance of this line of investigation 

Jarge amounts of money and years of labor at 
Long Island, and at Telluride, Goloredo. Late in 

1914 he secured a patent upon an application filed»twelve years 
Be efore upon an apparatus for transmitting electric energy with 

Ld ch he hopes to be ae to transmit unlinitted power! with high — 
‘economy to any distance without wires, while as yet thes forts 

ve not resulted in rceial exploitation, the future ae 
at his dream of: nsmitting energy in substantial amoul 

: s of that class whi time come true, as in the case of his 

Pistesn of wireless tel 5 t : 

Another use to whic 
niche requency investigation, ’ 

pedoes and boats. Inl 
t ana ccessfully e 

opelling engine, #1 
y from th 

thet my f. 
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lows who are now 
throwgm the rai 
propulsion of ; 
provisions or 

forced to ficht their way to the rescue turf. It aay also be used for the 
t Uoats, for cap ying letters or instpuments to inaccessible regionswmie” , 

On March 12th, leys ap. Tesla met with a disastrous loss byethe destruction of his labo atory at 33 and $5 South 5th Avenue, New York. In the SBlectrical Aevicw or Larch 20th, 13895, there ig ruolisned an interview wich ur. 4ésla regaruing tais fire. In it he says: - 

"I an congratulalating elf all the time it is no worse. I/begin all over @gain, but I have the . knowledse and experience of what nas gone before, and fortunately I was able to showwith comsleted eoparatus thet my icess and tneories are correct. huu the tire Ocecurrea a few months ago I should have been robbed of ~ the opportunity of many highly suecessful demonstrations." 
In his laboratory were stored a vast quantity of old j models and trisl apparatus with which he would have been unwilling a i to part Lor &ny acount OL weney. ne turtner states tnoat he was at s6d upon four main lines of work ana investigation: » an improveG method of electric lighting, the trans= e. ui) mission of tellicence wi It wires, and, an investiration wal a a) - relating to { né Mature of electricity. lir. Tesh deeply aporeci- Ms ated the expr i a of sympathy receivea trom his many triends pend with unabated zeal applied himself to ac ontinustion of the ork thus unfort tely interrupted. 

Anocher field o Stigetion in whi « Tesla has con- > ributed valuable is related the 3 In the Blectrical Review of d e a of cOm:wunications fr 
- to Tietgen for his mag e mak b uch additions data Gerived from his ow: are ¢ His 1: of re- s6arer vrom an eaitorial i 1 kereh 18th, 18986 e following is quoted 
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wish thet sWeh courtesies among sci@htists\ would 
Always be practiced." 

tire J. ount sleyer comuenting upon these investirations 
said: 

"The results obtained by Tesla are simply marvelous, 
but are just What 1 expectea.” : 

Among the many other inventions to which Mr. Tésla has 7 ‘Gevoted much time and energy may be mentioned a thermo-magnetic 
tor anc a pyro-magnetic cencrator, anti-sparking dynamo brush and commutator, auxiliary brush regulation of direct current mr 

dymamos, uni-polar Gynamos, mechanical ana electrical oscillators, 
o-therapeutic apparatus, the oxiaation of nitrogen by high 

wency currents, and an electrolytic registering meter. The \ 
mec device was baced upon an exceedingly interesting theory. t to be measured was passed through two paralled conductors 

series. The current established a difference of potential 

\ 

7 decreasing the resistance of one é 
e From>such variations in resistan 

t energy expended is computed. 

Ons other ° 
to which tesla h 3 

adeless steam le We le friction of - 
distinguisne sca b is availed 

matteda bety: I discs and pussil 

y high tenperetures; 
S extremely simple and 

ie 6 With great ing 
succeeced in prod R sonsiderable 

5 exceedingly in seat : eri lt Ms 
with his indefatigab O 
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ns ‘rrosiDiwas “Gentlemen, w fortunate in having 
With us to-night another man who his been familiar with MreTeglats 
mork fopymany yoors ond can tell uy something furth«r about his 
work. J introduce Mr. B. A. Behrend, 

sident of the 
rs: Fellow liembers: Ladies 

BY AN EXPR*ORDINARY COINCIDENCE, it is exactly twenty- 
nine years ago, to the very day and hour, thet there stood before 
this Institute Mr. Nikola Tesla, anc he read the following sen- 
tences: 

"To obtain a rotary effort in these motors was 
the subject of long thought. Im order to secure this 
result it was necessary to rake such a ¢isposition 
that while the poles of one element of the motor are 

“shifted by the alternate currents of the source, 
the poles produced upon the other elements should al- 
ways be maintained in the proper relation to the 

mer, irrespective of the speed of the motor. Such 
a condition exists in a cdOntinuous current motor; but 

in a cehronous motor, such as ‘described, the con= 
fulfiiled only when the speed is normale 

ict hes been attained by placing within 
ly subdivided cylindrical iron core —— 
al indépenaent coils closec upon then- —~— 

at right angles are.cufficiént, but) ~*~ _ 
@ greater be advantageously employed. It oi] . 
results from position that when the coles of ob 
the ring a ss d 

intense at or n t 
of the lines or 1 
poles upon the armature 

e ring, at least fre et 
ntirely inde 

ne Tag 
pull is exé 
igany res, the 

jus current-mo 
so the resist: 
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Not since the aprearance of F 
Researches in Electricity has a at exper nt truth been 
voiced so simply and so clearly as this\description of 
MreTeslais great alscovery of the yeneration and utilization 
Of polyphase alternatin ntae He leit nothing to be done 
for those who foil paper containea the skeleton 
even of the mathematical theory. 

fay's E imental 

Thuee yeerssleter, InWe9h, there tes given the first 
great Genonmstration, by Swiss en:inesrs, of the trensmiseion 
oi power ut 60,000 volts from Lautien to rrankiort by means 

| of rr. Tés¥ats systems, A few years leter this was followed 
by the development of the Cataract Construction Yompany, under 
the presidency of our member, kr. Edvard ¥. Adams, and with 
the aid of the engineers of the Westingnouse Companys it is 
Gdnteresting to recall here to-night that in Lord Kelvin's 

port to ur. Adams, Lord Kelvin recommended the use of direct 
current for the development of power at Niagara Falls and for 
the transmission to Buffalo. 7 

me appreciation or even enumeretion of the results 
of lip a's invention is neither practicable nor desirable 
at th nt. There is a time for all things. = Suffice it ae ' 
to say were we to seize and-to eliminate from our indus- — 
trial wo 6 résults of ir. Tesla's work, the wheels of 
industry 
stop, our ould be @ , our mills would be dead and id 

ease to turn, out electric cers ana»trains would 

Yea, so far ing is a thst it has become the warp — 
and woof of i ANE = 

e A 
The basiz for eory of the operating chara 4 
be. Tesla'ser fiela inau motor, so neces. “to 

ts practical d s laid i Fren 
savant, Prof. Andr e. i of Birmirham. 
It fell to my lot e y Qo coordinate, — 

gs of the si liag omevhat 
1 ~ 
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ut by application : 2 11: P 4 

as great ti g, t . 



No, Mr. Tesla, 

symool of our gratitr 

impetus, ekin to revolution, 

¢tovour Science. tou have live 

established. Wheat j 

out to us a parapnr 

ve thought, the powerful 
given to cur art and 

work of your genius 

n this? There rings 

Nature and Neture's lax. 
God said, 'Let Tesla be 

THR PRESIDLNT: It is easy, I think, for engineers 

and scientists to take for things that have been done in 

years past. When we sit uncer en apple tree and see the apples 
fall, it is an obvious rhenomenon of nature. %e can understand 
the lews of cravitation, but to Sir Isase Newton, many years ago, 

this phenomenon, which to us to-day is so simsle, helped him to 
an act of crective imegination of the most extraordinary kind. 

..S0, later on, the phenomenon of electromagnetic induction, 

which to us to-day has become a matter of second nature, to Faraday 

was an act of the most extraordinary creative imagination. 

Thirty years ago when lir..Tesla was doing his very. great 

work, we sometimes forget the conditions of electrical engineering 

which prevailea at that time. Lirect-current or continuous 

current was universally used, and the conceptions of ele etrical 

engineers with respect to electric currents were ell unidirectional, 

so to speak. We had not arrived at that coneeption of currents 

which went first in one direction ana then in another, to say 

nothing of electrical currents which differcd ty phase relations, 

<= and the work of Nikola Tesla at that time in his ¢7eat conception 

7 of the rotary field seems to me one of the greatest teats of imag- 

ination which has ever been attained by human mind, To-day we take 

the rotary field motor, the rotary fielé transmission, as a matter — 

of course, because we have become used to it, and we forget what 

it required of the human intellect to create it thirty or thirty- —— 

five years agoe 
= 

f , ‘i > 

At the time the great Nia Falls enterprise was insti- = | 

we were under the d urrent regi Mr. Behrend says, 

a preat authority on B s Lor 
dison, reco ‘or tre 
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or oscillating media. ‘The direct-current engineers at the time 

never thought of the electric current boing something that. could 

oscillate, and «r+ Yesle showea it could, and he also shoved many 

of the phenomena which resulted from oscillating currents. Fron 

his work followed the creat work: of Roentgen, who discovered the 

Roentgen rays, and ald, that work which has been carried on through- 

out the world in following years by Jd- J. Thompson and other} which 

has really led to the conception of modern physics. His work, as has 

been stated, antedatcc that of u-arceni, and formea the basis of wire- 

less telegraphy, Which is one o1 the most scientific applications 

of the present day, and so on throughout all branches of science 

and enginecring we find from time to time some important evidence 

of what Tesla has contributed to the sciences and engineering of 

“the present Gay. So, lir. Tesla, you near to-nignt the many comm 

pliments which have been paid to you, but they are not bouquets 

merely cast for the adornasnt of the occesion ~ they have been given 

with the sincere appreciation of the electrical profession, and we 

give this inedal to you in recognition of tais, with full appreciation 
‘ you have done for us, and with great hope that you may con- 

so contribute to our profession in the future. (Great applause) 

\ TESLA: Mre President, Ladies and Gentlemen. ~ £ 

you heartily for your kind sympathy and appreciation. 

eiving myself in the fact, of which you must be avwar 

FE y magnified my modest aunievements. | 

One shoulc m be neither diffident nor self 

and in t ede that some measure of credit 

due to me f 
ideas I adv. 
conquered, a 
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of s¢cintific subjects ana verification of theories 

heexveriment, Has become very accurate and precise, so that 

7 fave been able to @ispense, to a large extent, with the slo, 

i rrocess of practicl development 

of the ideas E conceive it possible for me to explore | 

extenada fiedas with gpcat rapidsty and get results with the least 

expenaiture Of vitsl enercy- by this means I nave it in my power 

to "picture the objects of my ac =» in forms real and tangiole and 

so rid wyself Os that morbid craving for perishable possessions to 

which so many suceumo., I may say, alse, that I am deeply religious 

at heart, although not in the orthodox meening, and that I give my- 

self to the constant enjoyuent of believing thet the greatest nys- 

Mteries of our bein, are still to be iathoncd ana taut, all the evi-~- 

@ence ol the senses and the tcachings of exact ana ary sciences to 

contrary notwithstending, death iteelf may not be the termination 

the wonderful metemospnoses we Witnesse In this way I have managed 

intein an undisturved peace of mind, to make myself proof against 
ity, and to achieve contentment and nepsiness to a point of 

ng some satisfaction even from the darker side of life, 

é tribulations of existence. I have fame and untold weal’ 
‘this, and yet - how many articles have been written in more 

which fas declared tobe an impractical unsuccessful man, and | 

many pi trurcgling writers, have called me a visionary. Such | 

the foll | shortsightedness of the world: ae 

Now, thi have explai: why I have preferred my work 

the atteinnen worldly rewards, I will toveh upon a subjec 
wili lena me something, of greater importan d ens 

explain how d cevelo €ese put firs n 
words recording which was raordinary 
in its varied i the first 
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” iquire into the carésem of successiul men in the inventor's, profession 7 
- youswvill find, as » mule, that ehey are us remirkuble tor theim piysi= 

. cal ais ror G.0ir wental performances I know that when I worked swith qe 
Edison, after 411 of wis assistants had been exhausted, he) said to ine sail | 
WP"hewer saw sich « taing, )ou tuke the cuke." Dnat was a characteristicu | 
vagiion Aing@e yok phe ss whet), 1 Gig. .e worked from half past ten ih tha my 
morning until Pive o'clock the next mopniag. I carrlea this on for nine 
months without a single day's exccption; everyboay else gave up. A 
Edison stuck, but he occasionally dozed off on the table- ‘what I wish ~~ 
to say particulenly, is jthat my dearly life was really extraordinary In) Ww 
certain experieneés which led to everything I ever did afterwarcs. It § 

As important that this should be explained-to you as otherwise | 
QUld not know how I @iscovered the rotating field. From childnood ~ 

es afflicted in a singular way - I would sée imapes oz: objects | 
A scenes yith a stron; display of light and of much greater ¥ > 

) then those I had ovserved before. They were always ime 
and scenes I had actually seen, never of such as TZ 
ked students of psychology, physiology and other 

y but none of them has geen able to exp _ the 
Is to huve been unique, altuough I was 

p Saw images in the sae Wa 
f actions from the brz 

ion, of the nerves. 
possible. They are 
y head was a 

o tell of 

Vii 

oid aunts, 
: t protru 

o my check whe ssedime. One y they asked me vhich of 
jas prettier. ole svered: "This one is 

gly as the ee" ; 
you, I had 

3? and I wow ] 
k, "Are you afraid of! 
the village and nothi: 

“are y 



@orrcct,; wthen it + 

Geuonstrated) that), t 

in thourchk. On & scré 

it would revolution 

y my experience has 
ject one conceives 

if tnis could ce cone 
i am convincea that 10 

can end will be ac 12s ‘ie 

In order to freé myself of these lor: ing appearances, I 
tried to fix iy mina on some obii6: g¢ wnien I had seen, 

ena in this way [I would cankee 1o 3 vut in order to 

get this reli Dhad to let th one after tne other 

very fast. I found thet I echausted all I had at my com= 

mand, my "reel" was out, as it were. TI had seen little of the world, 

only objects arcund my ow » and they took me a few times to 

some ne " \hen I did so the e¢cond or 

third t af cr to chase 6 ppearence from my vision, I found 
i y lost all the force. ‘hen i began to make excursions 

beyond the limits of the little world I imew, and I saw now scenes. 

These@were at first very blurred and indistinct, and would flit away 

when ZT tried to concentrate my ettention upon them, but by and by 1 
succeeded in fixing them; they gained in force and distinctness and 

finally assumea the intensity of real things. Soon I observed that my 
best comfort was attained ii I siusly went on in my vision larther 
and farther, getting new impressions all the time, and so I started 

to travel - of course, in my mind. You ynow thet there have been 
great discoveries mace - when Columbus found America that was one; 
but when I hit upon the idea of traveling it secmed to me that was 
the greatest discovery possible to man. Every might (and some= 
times during the day), cs soon as I was alone I would start on my 

travels. I would see new places, cities end countries, I would live _ 

there, meet people and inuke iricndships and ccquaintances, and 

these were just as dezr t me as those in resl life and not 3 bit 
less intense. t is the way 1 did until IT reached almost man= | | 

hood. khen i t d by thoughts to invention, I found that I could 
with the greatest facility. I did not need 

i 

- / | 

any models, cravings « 
and I Gid. In this way } 

wi method of material ideas, which 
; actly opposite to the hich undoubtedly 

1 is the greatest and mo 23 3: : 2 moment you 

uct a device to cane to prac " a 1 find 

inevitable ener 2 ects 

go on imprt 3 3 } rm 

obtain re 
1+, I do not 
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amd mechanically is positive in results. Almost any subject presentcd 
Gum be uwathematically treatea ana the crsects culculated; out ip it 
4s such that resu canno& be had by simole methods of mathématics 

or short cuts, th is all the experience, and all the data on 
which to draw and f ich to build; - why, then, should one carry 
Qub the) cruGe@,idea? It is not neces » it is a waste of energy, 
moneywand time. Now, that is just the y I produced the rotating 
field. : 

If I am_t0 give you \in a few words the history of that in- 
vention, I must begin with my birthcay, and you will se the reason 
why. Iwas born exactly at midnicht, I have no birthday and I never 
celebrate it. But, something ¢lse must have happened on that date. 
Dyhave learned that my heart beat on the right side and did so for 
Mihy years alter. as LT grew up it deat on vota siaes, ana finally 
settled on the left. I remember that I was surprised, when I aevel- 
oped into a very stromman, to find my heart on the left side. No- 
body understands how it happened. JI had two or three falls and on 
one Occasion nearly all my chest bones were crushed in. Something 

mountain, and visited only once a year. It was a place 
encounters and there was a grave yard near oy. I was 

locked in @ while looking for some sparrows! nests, ang had the 
most Greacful night I ever passed in my life, in compeny with the 

© ghosts of the « fmerican boys will not understand it, of —_— 
course, for sc) ss in America - théppeorle aré™too , 

M Sensible; but myrc eS 

| 

fiom trem, end evengione frem the 
11 poy up to atcst here, wno was plustercd ail over wi 
als tor cou ery, haG a fear of chosts. finally, as 

r a wonder, they me, and ther Barents said: "Sv 
: must become a chu: chman." ‘Whatever 

t fied them in that 
, I feil from the 

le of milk, whi 
s boiling over a roar ig milk? - It was 

oiling- not according to t ugh I would 
3 as when I fell ed me out. But 

ignteeth ye 
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kept his word, and after a year of roaming througn the mountains 

End cettin, =ysely) in good physical shape, I went\to the, Polytechnic 

Sehool at Gratz, Styria, one olf the olcest institutions. \ Sozething 
else occurred, however, of which I must tell you as it is vitally 
jinkeagwith this Ciscovery. In the pr ; schools there was 

no diberty Um the ciucice of stbjects, una un ‘ SSu a stucent wis 

proficdent in all of them he could not pass. I found myself in this 
prodigament every year. IT aould not crew. My faculty for imafining 
things parslyzed whatever gift)i might hyve had in this respect. 
I have made some mechanical crayines, of course; practicing so 

many years one must needs lesrn to wake simple sketches, but if T 

craw for half an hour I eam all exhausted. »1 never was qualified and 

passed only through my father's iniluence. low, when I sent to the 

Polytechnic school T had free cholce of jubjects anc prorosed myself 

to show parents what I could ®. The first year on the polytecn- 
ni@ school was spent in this way - I got up at three otclock in the 

d until evlevenoteclock at night, for one whole year, 

single day's exception. 'e1l, you know wheh a man with a 

€ néuitay vrain works thet way ne must accOmplish somethings 

I did. 1 greadueted nine times that year and some ol the 
professOrs were not satisfied with giving me the highest distinction, 

because t said, that did not express their idea of what I did, : 
and here where I come tothe rotating field. In edéition to the 

regualer ating papers they gave me some certificates which 
ther believing thet I had achieved a great triumph. 
tificates and threw therm into the waste basket, re 

- 3 oe how thes testimonials are obtainede 
That almost k 3 fo ut leter, after my father haa « 
I was mortif ie kage of letters, 

B that there 
and the pr 1 

i k me away from v4 
| erstood why he | ch I was tol 
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themsubject. Ke remtrieds Mi. Tesla may accomplish great things, put he certéinly "yd do: GE © he ressoned thet it would 
. 5 & stoacily pulling force, like tnat of be equivelent to ext 

€ravity, intoja rotary effort, a sort of perpetual motion scheme y en Impossible idea. Sut you bn that inctinct is something which 
transetnes knowleG;e. we live, oulteily certain finer fibers that 
enable us to perceive truths when legieal deauction, or any other 
willful effort of the wrain, is wiltile. he cannot reach beyond certain 
limits in OUP Peésohing, cul with i: stinct, ve cen 6° to very great 
lengths. I Was convinced th:t 1 was right and that it was possiple. Zt wes not a perpetual motion idea, it could be done, and I started 
to work at once. 

‘2will not tire you with an extended account of this under- 
teking, vut will only say that I began in the summer of 1877 ard I 
proceeded as follows: I would picture, first of all, a direct-current 
machi run it and see how the currents changed in the armature. 

would imagine an alternator and do the same thing. Next I 
would visualize systems comprising motors and generators, and so on. 
Whatever apparatus I imagined, I would put together and operate in 

I continued this practice incessantly until 1662. In \ 
now or other, 1 cegan io feel that a revelation was 

jot yet see just exactly now to do it, put T know 
hing the solution. ‘hile on my vacation, in 

he icea cane to me and I will never forgetethe™ 
ng with a friend of mine in the cit 
om Faust. It was no 

Ac do much oett 
of you las th 'T ge ricus, entirely 

ual and retroacti nade my examens, 
4 f not a week 

ne i 
but if I hed 

e not clear and t 
was reciting Gocthe, 

ully el 
inery clea 
ork as if it 
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sburs; as Mry, Perry. 
a station ovraineu the inst 
peatec twice. 

In 1623,. I ma@@”some tests in St 
pointed out, nnd theye at the i 

rotation. he same exveriment w 

Now I come to an int.resting enter of my life, wnen IE 
arrived in Amépicu. I hadw: i:.provemt nts in cynanos for a 
French company who were gettin; their mcnine om here. ‘the 
imprOvéG Lorms Weréyso much better that tae u ser OL the works 
said to mez “Yow must igo to Amordica, snd) Ge 1 tne machines for 
the Edison Company." So, after incifectusl efforts on the other 
side to get somebody to interest himself in my plans financially, 
I ceme to this country. i wish that I could only give you an idea 
how whet I saw here impressed me. You would be very much astonished. 
You have ali undoubtedly read those charuing arabian Nights tales, 
imMwhich the genii transports people into worderful regions, to go 
through all sorts of Gcligntful sdventures. My case was just the 
opposite. The genii transported me from a world of dreams into one 
of realities. Qy world was beautiful, ethereal, as I could imagine 

‘nsn came another evente 
and the efiect he produced upon me was extraordinary. 

his wonderful man, who had had no theoretical training 
at all, no advantages, who did all himself, getting Ereat results 
by virtue of his industry and application, I felt mortified that F 
had squand 

rlier and cevoted lower tO inventive wor 
ght I heave don 7 I; I realized I would 
ocuced anything without the s ng I got, and it is 
question whether complishment was 

* In cdison or the most 

ea 
: ae 

ertaii 
to form my own comp 5 
d an are light. Tos 
the alternating-curre 

—— ae df = hea or Sy Set 



ew periectly. bP. adams Way much lupressea with what J,tola hin. 
WE 

vie Wad some cor 
quence of myyenli: 

ndence afterwards, and whether it was “in consc~ 

attuation, or owing to some ‘ine him on the 

opher dnfluence, my system Was Adoptec. Since tht time, of course, ; 

new wen, new imtercests have cone in, anu what has been done I do not | 

know, except that the Niagera Falls entorprise was the real starting al 

impulse in the great movenont juouguratea for the transmission and | 

transformation of energy On a higo seule. : 5 > ‘| 

Mr. Terry has’ referred to other ‘nve 1tlons of mine. I | 

will just make ayfew remarks relative to these as some of my work has = 

Ycen imsunderstood. It scems to me thut I ought to tell jou_a few | 

ds about an elfort that absorbea my attention later. In 1892 I | 

iverea a lecture ut the Koyal institution ana Lora nayleign sur- | 

ed ne by acknowledging my work in very gencrous terms, something | 

s not customary, and emonr other things he stated that I had — 

extraordinary gift for inventicn. Up to that time, I can 

calized that I was an inventor at al 

ecovery as simply 4 mathematical, 

I arrived at this inve 

I began to ir 
membered, fo 

forest and ca 
ite unce, 

ich the cngine 
riumph through 

devices as no othe 
eally have a gif 

or task and ne € s mall trings.” 

‘to ponder just w. vs t S o accomplishe 

was walking in the 5 a ed a I ran u 

f , The ai 

whey. carr i 
ines, clocks “and 
said to myselr: 

d to sone great pur= 



never granted. Buty in Colorado 
2 Which I produced erfects in some ‘ts at least greater than those 

of lightnir Ido po mean in porential. the bignest potential IT 
Tedched Was something like 20,000,000 volts, which is insignificant 
as compareG to we! of lightninr, but certain effects produced by my 

Apparatus were grcaber tt those of lightsings, For. instance, 1 

obtained in my a ntennae currents of from 1,000 to 1100 amperes. 

Twat was’ iW 1699 and you know that in the biggest wireless plants 

Oieto@ay only £5U auperes are useage. in Coloraco i succeeaed one 
cay in precipitating, a dense dog. There was a mist outside, out 
when I turned on the curtent the cloud in the laboratory cecame 
so cense that when the hand was held only a few inches from the 
face it could not be seen. I am positive in my conviction that 

Hie can erect a plant of oroper design in an arid region, work it 
Tas Sag to certain observations and miles, and by its means draw 

or: the ocean unlimited amounts of water for irrigation and power 
oses. If I do not live to carry it out, somebody else will, 

feel sure that I am right. 

l“constructed a\transmitter by 

© the transmission of power through space, that is 
waich I have considered absolutely certain of success long 
ars ago I was in the position to transmit wireless power 

her than that imposed by the phys 
ny system it makes no aifference 

iciency,of the transmis can 
there are practically no losses 
the running of, the machinenyew 

no energy consumption anywhere. 
the receiver S power. That — exact) “opposi e 
of the Hert s } aseé, if you ant 

5 spowe! F aGiati the tine alge 
is received or in my system no wer is lost 
are no receive i mt consumes w horsepower ont 

a ibration; dle, as the ae 
otors are s 

: A 1e & 8 iins 

contrioute to the practic 
obtained a patent on Y 

o transf uni mi tig : 
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- = . - “Ioant thot will 

350 

ile it with perfect 
106 Jf anybody, who 

us long as myself, hed 
lled. In this plant zr, 

te sGanc “ever. \I* was a cquare building, in which 
x fect in Glametcr, avout nine fcet highe When 

it was adjuste O resonsnce, the streamers passed from top to 
bottom and it a most beautiful sight. lou see, that was about — . bittecn aunured, perhaps tio toousana square RULb of streamer suriaces . : 

nary ow ; 

therewas a 

save money I had Calculated the cime sions as closely as possible, ts the streamers came within six or seven inches from the sides of i \ Wa ) building. As boys had been looking through a single window pro- — Gin the rear, [nailed it up. or handling the heavy currents a special switch. It was hard to sul), and I haa a spring so that I could just touch the handle and it would si - me of my assistants down town and wos experimenting al Ip the sion ancvent behind the coil to examine some’ S there the switch snapped in, when sudcenly the 3 ith strea and I had no way of getting out. 
but in vain as I ned no 

oO throw myself on my s 
000 volts, and I had to the narrow ; The nitr: acia was so s réaners rapidly 

t away and y mancced to open 
c z be burn. ped ire exti ceeded in smotne : I [ Snouch, = ; ] j now I can oper ‘ & Tso. its oestruction i Cowles is L excursi into this matter. 

the buildine 

le will 
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I have learned now to put up o vlant that will. 

109, 90, ne volts and hanjle it with perfec 
in voloruso. Ir anyvody, 
ents 25 long as myself, he 

ould surely have betn killed. In this plant I 
are ewere’ It wes a square building, in which 

in Ciameter, ut nine feet high. When 
it was adjusted to resonsancc, the streasers pussed from top to 
bottom and it Was a most beautiful sight. You sse, that was about 

iy I 1 AUNGTeR, cern two toousane s G6 Lect OF streassr suriucce 

save money I had lculated the cim ons as closely 2s possible, 
Gamers came within six or from the sides of 
ng. As boys hac been lool:ing ingle window pro- 

reer, I nailed it up. or handling - the heuvy currents, 

cial switch. It was hard to pull, and I haa a soring 
arranged so that I coulda dust touch the handle and it would snap ine — 
Z sent sSistants down town and was experimenting alone. 
Z threw up th itch andvent behind the coil to examine something. 
While I was ther he switeh snapped in, when sudaenly the whole room 
was filled with streamers, and I hac no way of getting out. I tried 
to break through the window but in vein as I had no tools, and there 
Was nothing else to do than to throw myself on my stomach and pass 
under, The primary carricd 50,000°volts, and I had to crawl through 
the marrow place here (pointing) w the streamers going. The nitrous 
acia Was So strong I could harly b he. &hese streamers rapialy 
oxidize nitro because Of their enormous surface, Which maxes up 
for vhet they eck in intensity. ‘hen I came to the naprow space they 
closed on my back. I got away and barely manzzed to Open the switch 

hie 

when the buildine beg2n to burn. I grabbed a fire extincuisher end 
succeeded in smothering the firs. Tren I had enough, was all in. 
But n I can opsrate a pliant without any foo. of dts) aesiruction by 
firs. Mr. Cowles is responsible for tne excursion into this matter. 

TES PRESIDENTS It there is no further business, we will 
consider this meeting as adjourned. 

The meeting then adjourned. 

y } . ) 
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A Tribute to Nikola Tesla — 
Father of Pol, 

100th anniversary of the birth 
of Nikola Tesla, a pioneer in the 

development and application of elec- 

tricity. 

Te month of July marks the 

Despite the tremendously 

rtant contributions which he 

the electric industry, Nikola 
remained comparatively 

It has been said that the 
principal reason for this is that his 
inventions, unlike the electric lamp 
and telephone, are not continually 
in evidence. As a result, they and 
their inventor are little known by the 
general public. 

Tesla’s two most important inven- 
tions were the polyphase alternating- 
current system for the transmission 
of electricity and the induction mo- 
tor, with its basic concept of the 

rotating magnetic field, which was 
heart of Tesla’s new system. 

have been described as being 
the several most important 

ntions in the history of the 
industry. 

n in Smiljan, Yugoslavia, 01 
Nikola Tesla was 
Orthodox Church min. 
also a linguist, writer, 
cian, and an inventor 

‘esla was well edu- 
his elemen edu- 

¢ and Carlst 
years at 

Gratz, and lat 

_vately constructed his first commuta- 

NIKOLA TESLA 

to Paris where he did electrical work 
for the Edison Electric Light Com- 
pany. During this period, Tesla pri- 

ss motor, but could not obtain 
h to develop his in- 

hae phase Alternating Current 

The period between 1886 and 1903 
is considered to have been Tesla’s 
Most productive in electrical inyen- 
tion. Altogether, Tesla is said to 
have invented over 700 devices many 
of which he patented. In addition to 
the induction motor and polyphase 
system, many of his other inven- 
tions were of considerable impor- 
tance. He invented the Tesla coil or 
transformer, and laid the basis for 
subsequent development of neon 
lights. He also first advocated the 
use of oil in transformers. Tesla was 
responsible for other important de- 
velopments of dynamos, condensers, 
and special coils. Little of his work 
after the turn of the century was di- 
rected toward the electrical power 
field, most of it being devoted to ra- 
dio and other studies. In the field of 
radio his experiments, together with 
the inspiration which he provided 
others to achieve accomplishment, 
are also noteworthy. Tesla envi- 
sioned radio, television, and the air- 
plane long before they became real- 
ities. 

Developing Niagara 

The desire of engineers to convert 
the tremendous energy of Niagara 
Falls int poles 

listant points for 
or in the accep- 

1886, 
Ni- 

power which could — wi 

ess of f Tesla’s 



one point jlities at 
yuld be generated by 

economical 

fe production 
where power 

the most efficient 

means, and then transmitted to the 

mills whereyer they might be lo 

cated. A major obstacle to this latter 

plan was that it required facilities 

for transmitting the power over con- 

siderable distances, and at that time 

there was no adequate equipment by 

which this could be accomplished. 

and 

Devices and Systems 

Electrical development in the 

1880's was characterized by the in- 

vention of useful devices, such as a 
lamp or railway motor, and then the 

subsequent development of a “s: 
tem’ to operate the device. The sys- 

tem was usually identified by the 
name of the inventor. During this 

decade there appeared numerous 

such systems for different types of 
lighting and for a dozen street rail- 

ways. 

‘The same year that the charter for 
the development of Niagara Falls 

was obtained (1886), William Stan- 

ley, a Westinghouse electrical ex- 

pert, successfully demonstrated a 

single-phase alternating-current sys- 

tem. He had developed it by com- 

pletely revamping a system devised 
by Gaulard and Gibbs, the patents 

for which had been acquired by 
Westinghouse in 1885. The demon- 
stration was followed by the design 
and manufacture of commercial al- 
ternating-current apparatus, and the 
actual inauguration of single phase 

a-c service in Buffalo in November, 

ge for 50-volt incandes- 
While the new system 

panded the area that could 

m was handicapped b 
sticcessful small altern: 

lounces Polyphase System 

7 1888, Tesla announced his 
Phase system of a-c moto 

aper before the AIEE. In thik 
olyphase system, two or three 

irrents from the same generator 
‘ollowed one another in sequence. 
his Produced a iting magnetic 

the mot ch in turn in- 
currents le closed motor 

EDISON ELECTRIC INSTITUTE BULLETIN 

circuit, thereby producing 

mechanical rotation. Realizing the 

importance of Tesla’s motor and 

what it would mean for a-c service, 

George Westinghouse acquired these 

patents for the Westinghouse com- 

pany that same year. At the same 

time he secured Tesla’s services In 

order to have him work on further 

development of the a-e motor. After 

working for Westinghouse for a brief 

period, Tesla returned to his own 

New York laboratory in 1889. West- 

inghouse engineers subsequently de- 

voted much effort to adapting the 

Tesla motor to the predominant al- 

ternating current in commercial use 

at that time, which was single phase 

at a frequency of 133 cycles, but 

without success. 

second. 

Nia 

In 1889, contracts were entered 
into between the Niagara River Hy- 
draulic Tunnel, Power and Sewer Co. 
and The Cataract Construction Co. 
Under these agreements, the latter 
company became the representative 

of the Niagara company and as- 
sumed responsibility for the design, 
financing, and construction of the 
proposed Niagara plant. The Cata- 
ract Construction €o. organized th 
International Niagara Commission 

ra Contracts 

My 
and a world-wide search Way 
by this Commission for met 
apparatus by which the @ 
energy of Niagara Falls cou 
harnessed. The Commiss; " 
posed of eminent scientists f 
eral countries, extended iny 

Seventeen projects were sub: 

the Commission. Six were ej, 
and, of these, four proposeq than 

of direct current while ty, 
cated alternating current, 
latter two, one proposed si 
alternating current but w 

scribed in detail, and th 

His proposal said in part, “ ‘ 
only practical solution for 
and the best solution for 

to build near Nia, 

erators and motor The nl 
synchronizing motor which } 
developed in a practical forn 

Tesla motor. 7°)?" Althot 
Commission looked  favoral 
electrical methods, i 
vinced that. i 

ast 

Bite n Ot erm che 
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financing, and construction 
of the 
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organized th proposed Niagara 

ract Construction Co. 

Niagara International 
Commission 
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TESLA'S CORRESPONDENCE WITH RELATIVES 

TRANSLATOR, NICHOLAS KOSANOVICH 

PREFACE BY DR. A'S. MARINCIC, DIRECTOR TESLA MUSEUM 
BELGRADE 

There are about 70,000 letters of correspondence and about 7,000 correspondents. This 

book contains the original eltters to his relatives and those letters received by him-including 
telegrams. These letters were written during a 60 year period from 1882 to 1942. It is logical 
that there are about seven times more letters written to him than byhim to others. A large 

number of correspondence to Tesla were from other sources and even up to the present a small 
number of his descendants gave few copies to the Nikola Tesla Museum. Tesla himself did not 

replicate his correspondence to others. 
Most likely the reader will see no replies to letters about interesting questions or 

discussions from the letters that 
can be anticipated by any collection of this type of correspondence. In fact, we should be 

mostgrateful that Dr, Tesla preserved all.of these letters which were precious memories to him 

and they were spiritual ties with his sisters and close relatives with whom he corresponded. 

Undoubtedly, this correspondence had significant historical value to the personal life of Tesla 

and for a better understanding of his views about human problems and of his close relatives and 

friends. 
A very huge effort was demanded to prepare this collection of Tesla correspndence from 

the phase of collating, deciphering handwritten letters to preparing documents that enabled us to 

identify the people in Tesla's family tree of both his father and mother up to the phase of 

comments and compilation the register of names, geographic locations and correspondence. 

The workers at the Nikola Tesla Museum deserve a special appreciation of gratitude for its 

diligednt work. A special thanks to Dubravka Smiljanic and Zorica Civric who is also the 

Curator of the Museum. We would like to remind the reader that this is the first of its kind of 

anthology in Yugoslavia and the word. The staff prepared it with professional presence and 

enthusiasm. 

This anthology of correspondence was published in the year that was proclaimed-"Year 

of Nikola Tesla in Yugoslavia" and marks the 50th anniversary’ of his death-one of the 

great engineers of all time-1993. Itis also a significant anniversary—100th An 

the Chicago Exposition where Tesla‘s polyphase system began its triumphant 
of ( 

to the world. Only 100 years ago electrification of Serbia was introduced in Belgrade 1 | 

The world was the beneficiary from many of Tesla's inventions; many are st utilized today, }| 

most likely in the future. i 

Tesla;s correspondence in this collection is only a’portion of his rich legacy which is in_ 

the tireless inspiration and organization by Radmila lvank [ 

donors who helped fund the cost of this book. We hope that 

the next publishing effort by the Nikola Tesla Museu! 

BELGRADE, JUNE 1993 

PROFESSOR DR. AL 
BELGRADE UNIVERSITY ; 

DIRECTOR, TES SE 
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’ 1 ! mney @gured every dollar worth 5/01 Francs which amount to 

I do not know what type of Post 
one in Vienna that here it is near pipiens: sreyene H 
sent?! However it could be for postage fees in Basil we: rate | determined, becaause of the exchange rate put too much Ss. | short. So that you know the truth, I am sending coupons from 
the money orders, then, you will see that the Post Office made a O- mistake RED: S should be made known. Sune I am sending my receipts to you , not knowing what good it AW will do, ; I cannot tell you wid the interest will me Be Swrssyqyel sure I shall tell you exactly in due time. 

I in my last letter to youat your respctful request thank 
you and said, I do not have the opportunity to invest your money 
at a favorable return. I want to make sure that the investment is 
secure and profitable. 

Our Marica may give birth any day now. That is if God wills it 
and she overcomes this crisis and her health will most likely 
improve. Her illness is mostly of her pregnant condition. I will make ukse of the money and give it to her as she needs it. 

| 

PAGE 16 

On March 3rd I thought of going to Zagreb with little Nikola to 
see the doctors for the spots on his eyes for a visual exam-— 
ination. If they cannot help then I shall go to Budapest 
and vienna. I am afraid that if he gets older they may become 
worse.. 

We here and as well in Gospic and Plaski are will and in 
fairly good health-only some influenza attacked some of us. 
Marica is turning for the better now and as they write us, she 
may give birth any day now. 

Write more often, especially if you are successful with a 
new invention, because you don't imaginge how much any new 
invention or new idea concerns us. 

Accept our warmest greetings from all of us . 

I remain Jovo Trbojevic #8 

PAGE 17 : _ 
Rev. Nikoladin Kosanovic to N. Tesla Plaski, Lika 

March 27, 18 { Tesla's Brother-in-Law 
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daughter and your 100 forint money order : 4 
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health who inciddently was the first to cor 

arrival-Marica firmly believes that her heal 
She thinks her sufferings were aig cod wills 
She will not go to a thermal spa God wills 

Lipow A ta 
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Angelina Trbojevic to N. | 
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Milka Glumicice to Nikola Tesla 
(Tesla's sister) 

Dear Nikola! 
We received your tellegrand and it made us very happy-}ike there was 

We could not understand anything for the longest time. ther is well 

the little girl. Did you receive the wine from Uncle 
we fccl very lonely at home. Mother asks if you can 
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Plaski, Lika 
| Dec. 2, 1891 

vic to N. Tesla 

hat mother in Gospic a well and go is Milka and thank God , 
sd co last year, has completely recovered. 

sidereably last yeast. 
ron the newspaper 'Srbobrah', uncle Petar became a 

in Gom . We were alnps sitive that he would beeone Bishop-but we were fooled. 
The Synod electeda certs gic for our Bishop. He is a man about 30 years of age. 
He went fo the Seminary with my Sava at the sane time. He is from Ganja. His 
uncle wag an Archbishopthe day he left Gomirje for|Xarlovac as an Archbishop. 
Now, we fhink again that he will go to Tuzla(Bosnig) soon as 4 Metropolitan. 
In Gospi¢ in uncle's plape I assumed that it was ordered by the Consistory 
on ane bagasse: But Rev. Trbojevic, who tts to be in Gospic ae a 
protes e Patriarch to sto; transfer x eting oO 
Sabor which will take plhce Toa nae TERNS oe Ne cir pretends {egally f 
the seleétion , the Arctpriest will be transferred to Gospic or renain in Medak. 
Now the Administrator fdr Gospic is Lalie and my brother Stevo who is the te 
chaplain! in Smiljan. Jdvo Trbojevic wants the Gospic assignment and both are ane ‘3 
us. for my asking for Godpic. I did this only on the expressed wish of mother alice Wie 
and saidiit was my wish|that I go to Gospic. a ¥ 

Mothef still lives ir the parrish home and I will move there in spring/2 
wills itko be elected by Gospic parishioners. Then 1 will go home immediatels 
the inte ith me. 3 
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Marica Kosanovic to N. Tesla
 

Plaski, Lika ‘ 

sister 
; Sie 12. 1092. < * 
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Marica Tesla to Nikola Tesla 
, } 

Tesla's sister 
Plaski be er ane 

Dear Brother! 
; 

Ni Your telegram electrified me somewhat; one, that it made me happy; the other my ‘ ‘al 
didn't you write. Forgive me please, we were waiting however for you to write 
words, but now we did not have to wait-the letter would have found you 
incorrect address, Thanks to heaven above allfor the money you 

_ | shall tell you for what we had used it. My health has improved and 
‘ ired. Nobody wrote you about a copy of the Times ne per 
Missed you and | would write often and long letters if | didn't 

I s) at Niko(Rev. Kosanovic) prepared for Glumicic’s 
too | think that in a nice way Milka was liberated. : 
| see th he feels sorry for him however. Angelina ; 
well; littl not in Goospic anymore but in Novi 

ene id how he brilliantly passed his doctoral exam: 
about this a 
have your pictur 
doctorate -Ah, 
she can enjoy | 

express 
‘these are 
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PAGE 43 

New York, NY 

Jan 2, 1893 

Nikola Tesla to Sima Majstorovic 

Tesla's First Cousin 

Dear Brother Simo: (1) 

| received your letter a few days after | came back from Pittsburgh where | had some work to 

do. | am working to have them accept system of rs long distance S100 

‘Niagara which they are discussing and | am hopeful that they accept it. ‘ 

to me. ‘ve ee prs | don't know if | should be happy or sad about what you write 
would pass with honors the doctoral exams; take care of your health. If you are 
you / well. M 

rself and after these tremendous efforts, | can attest that you will | 

One , youth is on your side and the other was that | was ill at your age 

that you. 

on a man, wrote two letters 

before God. | will attempt to 
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Milka Glumicic to Nikola Tesla 
ae 

Tesla's sister Feb. 10, 1893 

Dear Nikola! 

| feel very sad that your wrote to everyone but me. Through the other letters | see that you 
inquire about me and you are concemed about my behavior. Firstly , so you do not concern 
yourself about my behavior, now | am a compleely different woman since that heavy bt 
removed from my shoulders and the burden was Vujo. | wa completely sed at t! 

_» fearing to say anything bad or do something bad to someone. In that despa 
__ perhaps, but not any more! Now! tell you from my heart that one can 

; \ 

- 
» 

concemed about me 

ine for me here, only for your dear | must correct myself and 
peoples homes, but it has to be tha way. Our house 
ded. Only if | had a separate room, it woulc 

ia is endemic here. Bett 
rS Why you don't write to me. 

is coming here. 
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PAGE 46 Marek 14,1893 

Dear Nikola Your | 

Your precious letter, however it is [...] written pleased me very much. | know with all of your 

work it isn’t just babble scribbling. White a leeter to me and Niko and most of all tell us about 

your health. | reported immediately to you about Milka-to tell you the truth, itis rare that | say 

anything about her, It is incredible that Milka has changed completely(...] they tell me somce 

Vujp died. (her late husband). She writes to me often and | in wha ability | have that work can 

bring her back to serious life. Her letters are very intelligent, even though, ten percent is 

otherwise and we should be calm. 

Certainly | would like her to be with me or at Angelina's. She would 

be prepared to accept all responsibility. 

Don't worry | shall write often and to Aunt and Uncle Trivun often; Ithink the more often the 

better! | will send some goods that | think she might need , but, | think she has enot clothes. 

Meanwhile, you do not worry at all. | asked Angelina to write to her often. We 

a Dalmatian paper"DUBROVNIK’. As much as | enjoy reading about it | know all of 

required by you. zi know hsat you do not find effort as a sacrific. shall pray to 

you good health. | don't know in my nervousness if | had some tosay7 

J . : > < 

be closer and then | would 
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Mariea Kosanovic to N, Tesla Plaski, Lika - \ — 
pe Oct, 2, 1893 . $ 1 

\ —_ 

Dear Nikola! AY j >> 
Lit 

ns 
. mm, 10% 

Her you can enjoy the clean and beautiful air and go hunting which 
ys a. a | 

you. This would strenghten you. You would hav good company ho 

“sweet it would be to enjoy meals; | think that y dno eto 

ey say he is a good man eve 
it is many degrees a bette 

o relax as | have written.(1) 
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Nikola Tesla to Pajo Mandic ‘The Gerlach Strictly Fireproof | 
Tesla's Uncle Hotel, N.Y. Oct 20,1893 

Dear Uncle: 
| received your letter of September 25 two ro three days ago and | and | found time 

today to answer in a fewwords. 

| was pleased that ou left the service and decided on a peaceful life with your family... It 

was a good decision for you and it looks like there will be trouble out there and you are not a 

young man, even though, you feel young. | would be immearsurably happy if you come here to 

See the Chicago Exhibition; Petar advised you well because, here was a large number of 
unsure roads and collsiions on the railroads daily and financial panics that America has not seen 
until now... Now, everything looks better and improvement will continue. It will take two or three 
years for the wounds that plague industry and a belief back to normal. | have much to tell you. 
I lectured Ibefore a scientific congress on the advice of many showed the 

inventions that | am working on now. They are new steam and electrical machines which | 

cipate to be successful. Also witth my motors along with bankruptcy of a company | 

a general financial weakness there were was very little demand. 
PAGE 51 

and now they will be used more and more and the outlook looks good. 
ions will be neede at the Exposition. [T LOOKS MACH 

SSION OF POWER FROM N 
many of my ideas will 
gh money. | think then | could help re 

discipline; that is what they tell 
d. There are ideas before my eyes. 

world will feel it. 
dly pay if | can ge > 

me to uncle Pero, 

Yo Nikola 
P.. Djuro Cani 
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eS N. Tesla to Pajo Mandic New York, NY e 
is c's unela Nov 30, 1893 . oe 

The Gerlach strictly Fireproof Family Hotel - ‘ \ 
27th St., Between Broadway !& 6th Ave 

Dear Uncle: 
| received your letter and it made me very happy even though some of the news could have 

been better. [haven't time to write an extended letter, just to let you know that | am fairly healthy 
now. However if God wills it we shall see each other in a few months. | just completed a new 
invention that is great! Success is wonderful in every aspect except money. That will also be 

soon. if | had enough money to maintain myself, | would have achieved greater success and 
fame. | find myself in a situation before hand | have to do the best | can. 

You write Serbian beautifully. | am afraid that Simo (or Milan) helped you! | am happy that 
S is well and | hope now that he will be completely cured. | am sorry that uncle is 
ssatisfied. | told him everything before hand. The best to all. 

Your Niko! likola Har : 5 
Xx - PAGE 53 pom ‘ 

dill at times a 
h. 

will ever write to us; 
In conclusion, | wish you t 

lam 
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P.Siz: Fo Et. Rove Nitola Danas. 
Eurozds 
From Nikola Tesle, $5 South Pitch Avemuo, Tow York, Dace 8, 1893. ' XY 
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aro plonty of arly (2) Be bus a enath ace of those 
Sustead of 4. 
feslings on @ 

(Bs is working 
Zuo to manlzind, 
p something diffioul 
stators he is 

: 
L books is being pudli: ; 

) leading write: nt 
Phe uncle wil Ts 

ings d cong7atu Le’ 
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x Tesia's Correspondence With Relatives-Tesla Museum-translator Engl 
Nicholas Kosanovich PAGE 54 q- os iba = 

Tesla to Petar Mandic New Yt 
Tesla's uncle Deo 1800. 

from N. Tesla g 
35 South Finth Ave r 
Right Rev. Nikola Mandic, Metrolpolitan 
D. Tuzla, Bosnia, Austro Hung. Empire 

Dear Uncle, \ 
4 The letter of yours that | have waited for a long time finally arrived today. 

that | wrote you twice on leaving London and se3nt a telegramand you 
you find time. Tese are all small matters. | received again two letters | 

ised that your would write when you have the time. 
| arrived | had achieved many successes. My machines enlig 
bia Exposition, Chicago) . My inventions to say the least were 

ibition and | told you that my system will be used at Nia 

5 ChicagOMillidelivered lectures aboutaitiiatae! 

idea how | am respected here in the 
‘the greatest minds, proposing tt th 
;ducated men but a small number who h 

y work, they inspire me. | received 

there will be more. Th are that | recently received a photograph of 
inscription-"to Tesla fron 
1am working night and d 

this ; there is no dot 
Ifoound something © 
give out before | comp 
There is a book he b 

one of the best writers in 
, it will be in En 
prowihow Aap 



5 Pagel three = Nikola Tosia lovters 

P38; Addvensy Unimam 

oe 2 Pee: Fae 

+ yay 

Front fhe Gerleoh (as above) NoYes, Jan.23, 1so4, 

peat, Uncle: 

Somaonss upon mot having tim towrite, then states clo = which he ds awaiting as "the dows (awe8) 
= yete) = 

being used at fF 
iy ani tho of 

erge glass of wh 
c9D, and in t! -will no 
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‘ Tesla's Correspondence with Relatives- page 56-translator Nicholas Kosanovich SS J 7 

Nikola To Pajo Mandic New York, NY \ ) 
Tesla’s uncle Jan 23, 1894 : { 

letterhead: The Gerlach Strictly Fireproof Hotel : 2? 
oy | 27th St, Between Broadway & 6th Ave. 

Charies A. Gerlach, Prop. 

‘ 
‘ Dear Uncle, 

| couldn't answe your letter that | received a few days ago and now, | have a few! 
thea want to show a good example to my uncle; and with this to enlighten. tl 

have given me before land | realize it. This is "Veritas", but it isn't "in vino” | 
_am waiting from you which is like "Jewish message"(waiting for the | 

In general | have good news to tell you. My system is being used at 
uncle Petar told you, because, | told him be wire. My newinvention whichis 

ressing well and looks most beautiful. to mention machinery m 
it could be worse. aa 

ful. There is a second printing al 
able to visit . All my frie d- 
it, it is difficul e my work is no 
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TESLA'S CORRE a ih chee RELATIVES TRANSLATOR N. KOSANOVICH 
AGE 58 

Marica Kosanovich to N. Tesla Plaski, Lika 
Tesla's sister March 3, 1894 

Dear Brother! 

Received your letter where normall 
that | cannot express, what all that we should your countenance-! don’t know how it is with others, | know how it is with me and Niko- 

immediately wrote how the Serbs 
wouldn't the relatives enjoy this success, 

One day we also sent the magazine, and we hope that this too will be translated into Serbian by 
in. 

Here, | am sending you a picture, only the one that is by us by chance. | think that you will be 
@ where your mother had lived and where she had ; 
one can see the high school where you had spent 

happy wth the editor, this is the hom 
what is to become of it-what is more, 
years, 

Nikodim sent the pictures and the literary works where they should go immediate! 
literary books as soon as we get them. There is a committee in 

the cleaning up 

like Cengic(Death o 

do not have, he 

3. "The Mountain Wrea 
ls ied recently in 

n healthy 



Yo Sen. Colo=si Paul Mo~sig) 
Werasdin Humgery Eurose 

fson; fhe Gerlech (as 
®. tev York, April 

m thst there is still n 
ind these asnt ty Un =} a 
tho emall barrels; = hava expe 

d te to sent Magyar wine in bol 
sriclin instivute for his asco 
NG: 
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a Teslato Pajo Mandic 

1, Thad experimented with t 

ili from the bi 
s to me that | also 

interest you. Eve 
pleiny WOreHOrtie en it 
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TESLA'S CORRESPONDENCE Malte RELATIVES, TRANS. NICHOLAS KOSANOVICH 7 } 
1 ay 

- \ “hee 
Manica to N. Tesla Plaski, Lika >. a8 
Tesla's sister April 22, 1894 a 

Dear Nikola! 

Yesterday | was happy about your letter like the sun being frozen, because | was | 
about your health, after so much tedious work and effort{....] must take its toll. | a and now | feel alive and I will be just of 40 years of age. Now! go outside and do 
the house; only as much as | am able to do, Since | broke away from the f 
iimprove with time. | was in bed seven weeks, and it really became a way of life, | Dut, 
well now. es \ : - 

here is in good health-Angelina & Jovo wrote to me 
If only God gives you good health-this is the only tt 
de me so happy and gave me strength (1 a 

drunk. | would try it , but, you didn't say it it should 

me recently, and she says that she is not oth 

she feels differently. Sit ° 
Uncle wrote to us recently. It seem 

1 you his realti is worse. V 
hurried to reply te 

__ | salute you on youl 
to hope for 
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.* Page four = Nikola Tesla letters 

P. 34, Addwese of person to whom writing not given, 
Hew York, Hoy 17, 1694 » 

Dear Uncles 

(@ ic onssering to his and Maria's letters huricdly, for tine ts prociows.) — 

~ eccs Fre 
(Dont worry abows the wins, = 53 got hold of somtiing ez: 

not as good, but it gould bo worse.) | : 7 

intends to go th: Him if the Unc 

he could visit nine) 

re corti, . 
thav Serbia protive 

tye (2 om not ole 

. Yar¢iole” in the se! 

and on 

an dssuo cf ths 
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TESLA'S CORRESPONDENCE
 WITH RELATIVES PAGE 60 TRANS. N- KOSANOVIC 

New York, NY 
i Nikola Tesia to Pajo Mand

ic 

Tesla’s uncle 
April 13, 1894 

Dear Uncle: 

| received both of your | 
very busy . 1 want to take with this situat

ion to reply to so 

About the wine there is nothing until now, howev 

that uncle Trivun had sent must have been 
had experimented with that and 

bottles. Here | received a few.da 

% services, and it seems fo i 

‘ Ph.D-ih Science. | know this interests 

aririg to go there after | complete some new! 
est to all, Your Nikola. ’ 

P. 
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de TESLA'S CORRES 
.  F 

& , 

translated in the Srb 

you wrote it! This is a contribution for 

Fx se —+ ~~ s 

‘Even the Grodts Rave to Pullintieic on 

yy everywhere ‘our Licanin’, our g , 

arrival here, and | anticipate
 this 

nt, what will Niko do in Rijeka if tt 

yo with another inventi 

ab this and travel thro 

it is very popular witing. 

o, everyone is we Milka always pro 2S 

pes that y ome she and | will be togeth 

family is sons who is tough, they sé 

Th oldest pla monica and his teacher 

and you prob have the time to 

and | kiss 



‘arica Kosanovie to N. T
esla 

sister 

Dear Nikola! 

Her it #8 a few months have passed, and we live in h
ope,that you will come 2 

you last letter. However we could have written you-no 

"that you are 

comingand 

other side of the earth. 

th ago we received those newspapers, that was sen 

es much hi 

#44 \ 
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PAGE 66 
yi | 

ori 

\ } ter wnere it. 

we would not have not suffered as . 
not : 
| can let it pass by without greeting you a 

happy name 

and et God wish you the bes on this day 

wt 
= ~»- wer \ «sy yy 

as changed, mostly that we moved to Rijeka 

and we had toswallow a jumpling si 

afew 
or me | feel there is 



here and he went to Plaski ye: 
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Radivoj to N, Tesla ‘Skare near the Islands 

‘Tesia's Brotherin Law Sopt 24, 1895 oO ae } 

Our Dear Nikola! > \ 

On the Holiday of Aug. 18(Transfiguration) of this year, the gift of 100 Forints made us very: 

happy when we received it. 
Thank you very much from me and Milka for this 

our sleep and also when we see your beautifcul photo when we need 

honest benefactor.; at the end of our giving credit and consolation , we 

remain healthy and live that you can succeed in your enterprise that the 

Little Djurdjica is going to the VII grade in Gospic at the girls high school, and 
Forints for her and for Milka's needs in the home -a now we at least barely 
For my good Milka and little Gina, do not worry, they do not lack anything; 

everything. These are my responsibilities. We have money that we !o 
lerest helps us live a little better. 

“4 Ly, eee ae 
that the money due is paid up to January 4,then, I 

char and 8 jutars (1 jutar is 2 acres) of la 

ivak Nikola from Osijek. 

ngs from your sists 
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Tesla Correspondence With Relatives 
PAGE 70 

Pajo Mandic to N. Tesla Pomaz, Aust. Hun. 
Tesia’s uncle Jan 24, 1896 ‘ 

Dear Nikola! | 

v a 
Here it is almost a year past, and no letters, no word from You*. Trealhuite a bit about your " 
inventions and and | understood to be in awe at your great mind, like a wonder of an unknown 
and unseen; and this wonder | still cannot grasp. Your noble mind inspired us to worship you. 
A whole year with no letter. | 

A combination-what is the cause of this-double recognition. | 

y 

To have You* and Your‘ brilliant future before your eyes,the most important wishin my 
contemporary simple life to follow that to write You" , and in the name of our whole clan | beg : 
that your write to ugand that you are alive and well and that we have an opportunity to see you ‘ ~ 
within a year , because your promise of last last year was ot fulilled. - \ 

In short, | shall let you know about us here. { 

Marica is always sick; her daughter had died, the pet of both parents passed away in December. 
Nikodim is well and also the other children. 

son received a scholarship | 
see each other often. He is 

Nikola , Mojin's other so 
Obradovic is the mo 
Milan studied in Zagreb 

agreb. Jovica began to 
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Tesla's Correspondence with relatives Tr. N. Kosanovich » : 
PAGE 72 . al 

(Rev.) Nikodim Kosanovic Rijeka, Italy H 

Feb. 3, 1896 Tesla's Brother-in-Law 

Dear Nikola: 
Last Fall in October we received from you a beautiful 12 PPIe ot ae eee 

money.We even did not expect this and like settling accounts let alone our appreciation. But 4 
forgive us, we had very difficult times. ais! 

You were thinking about sending that other money that Marica go to a larer city, toa better 
doctor, to seek adviceabout her debilitated condition of health. But a few days ago, priorto 
getting the money,she fell il\eey 5 Ins NOShal bed ond nee ters tone or 6 Seana 

ride, let alone take a just able to get out of bed during the day. She still cannot go outside and ride, 
walk. Her stomach, innunraa, os faa ome ating ef iced, at whet seared 

= 7 : and still does. 

, during the course of her illness aur litle daughter that a 
d in spirit, passed away just before Christmas and we will always m 

she had meningitis \...\. 
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TESLA'S CORRE Sa Sas aN TRANS. N. KOSANOVICH j 

%) 

Marica Kosanovic to N. Tesla Rijeka, Italy 
Tesla's sister Feb. 25, 1896 , \ 

\ 

Dear Brother: 
} : 

) 

[cannot resist to write and beg you to write at least two or three words. Mephisto A 
bed and tearfully writing, and you don't want offend your sister that which is true. | have | 
some months, and in this my sickness sadness overtook me, that from Nikodim’'s letters you 
know even if | wasn't sick, | am so weak that | spend most of my time in bed. My weaknesis 
that one of us doen's offend you, whom we have to look up to as a saint and to respect. | beg _ 
youand appeal with sisterly love who is the holiest of all, that you write at a 
to know that you are not ashamed of us-without this | don't think that | can im 
Thank you very much for your gift a hundred times,that it came in a large ar 

den you wih a long letter, maybe you do not have times to read but | 
that youwrite at least a few wrods and let us know if 
aryl. All are well and the best in spint with love, 
thankful Sister, Marica. Ve A 

PAGE 75 Cun 

teat 
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P. Mandic to N. Tesla Pomaz, Hungary 
~ Tesla's uncle Sept. 6, 1896, | 

7 > =a) 

My Dear Nikola! “np 
It is more that a year and no word from you. *s/, 
When | go to Serbia your name is in all of the Newspapers and honor you. But | would rather a 

single word from you than all of these testimonial in the papers. : 
It is such a long time,that you left us in an uninformed way and fear for you 

how long it will be before we hear fom you; | am again risking, that this letter 
responce, without big hope that it will not be such a long period again to he 
| shall not; because, | do not have the will nor the time that | tell D 
ther shall | tell you, that Marica is rather well now, Nikola(Nii 
ojeviches, Milka are all well. My brothers, all three are fine. = 

Marija married Lazo Lijevic-brother-in law of mir C ir 
romoted tp Dr. di Juris . Now , he has to go in the military 

Ulan Battalion. ; a 12a 
lie in Pomaz near our brother in etic usa have our 

nth ago A. Mechwart Director of Ganz & Ko cme to | 
Il visit us this er and he asked me you ci 

aS SO! i o discuss with you. Among 
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Tesla's Correspondence with Relatives page 78 

Pajo Mandic to N. Tesla 
é Pomaz 

Tesla's Uncle September 6, 1896 

My Dear Nikola! 

I did not hear from you in a year and some months. 

Whenever I come across a Serbian newspaper and see your name, 

about your honors and celebrity status.I would rather hear a 

word from you than all of this. 

It is a long time, that you put us in such fear and gxpkdxzktrepidation 

ARk*RR about you, and god knows, how long will it be before we 

hear from you, I) however | risk sending this letter hoping to hear 

from you, machana great hopes to hear from you after such a long 

time. 

I shall not, because I do not have time near the desire, 

Wy send you a word about all our relatives; to tell you that Ma- 

rica's health is coming along; Nikola, her husband, Trbojevic and 

Milka are well. All three of my brothers are well also. 

My daughter Marija married Lazo Ladjevic-Brother-in- Law of : 

Vladimir Matijevic, in Zagreb; my son Milan was promoted 

. Juris-now he must go into Army to serve fis. sic dip eee 

Ry service with the Sth Ulan oa ? 

ke Lina and I live in Pomaz with t 

k 

that 

wd our own home. 
ago,Director 

are coming 
ar A. Mechwhwa. 

Kompag and he ask 

a3 ‘summer on av 

Bercend you greetings and 



th sy 4 TESULA"S CORRESPONDENCE WITH RELATIVES PAGE 7 FO 
Radivoj to Tesla 

Skare, Nov. 25 1896 Tesila's Brother-in-taw 

4 Dear Nikola! 

To your noble ‘nameday’ my HeartXenMaxxxanaxeanrx ano souL SINGS that God wills you a long life: 
{ Your sister Milka and Brother-in-Law Radivoj. 
{ 

Good Nikola! 

Milka is very ill for more than a month so bad that she cannot 
get out of bed, and I am occupied with my service, I have to taake Gare of her and watch over her. We had the doctor here twice and thank God she has turned for the better. Jovo and Angelina 
were here for a short time but they had to go home.’ Little Gina 
is doing well im school and this pleases us. Forgive me for gi- 
iving you such news but what can we do. 
Please accept my and Milka's greetings. 

a4 

Your Ve wi, 

Radivoj. - 

Marica Kosanov: 

sla's sister f) ' 

Nikola! 

Although I do no (ee 
ie this letter - 

you are-nothing els 

ee 
3s 

Rijeka 

December 6, i 



SSSLA'S CORRERFONDENE WITH RELATIVES — paaertn JT qo tH BG ‘a 
heey Rosanwic 

Rijeka, Tealy Piume a Tesla's nephew 
Dee. 7, 1896 

Dear Uncle: 

T congratulate you on your namecday! May God find you in complete health for many 
and many years and to the glory of al) Serbdom, and for the benefit of all 
humankind, 

T often read in Srbobran(Serbian newspaper) ,and our children's magazine 
"Golub" to know that you are well, for how mach you do work. 

I kiss your hand, Your nephew, Ljubisa. 

dace 83 *# 57 

Nikoladin Kosanovic to Tesla XT Rijeka, Italy 
Tesla’s Brother-in-Law married to MBefpa Dec. 7, 1896 

Dear Nikola! 

1 
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terice Kosanovic to N. Tesla Fiume(Rijeka), Italy 
Tesla's sister Wbodz, 1896 

Rileat Dec. 8, 1896 

I congratulate you on your nameday wish wish you health! Can you write two 
paragraphs with your hands, This would be so wonderful for me as a deed. 

Madame Cuju from lika sends her greetings through a letter by her son, andi 

most warmly thanked her and I am afraid that you might even had seen 

her son. Everone is well and there is nothing new. I was a little weak frm 

last autumn, but now I am in fairly good health. Milka and Angleina with 

their families are well. I am afraid to write more , becuase you do not 

have the time to read it. Lvoe you in spirit! 

I am your thankful sister 

Marica #59 

PAGE 85 

Angelina Trbojevic to N. Tesla Petrovo Selo, Vojvodina 

Tesla's sister . Jan. 2, 1897 

4 a le 

7 
My dear Brother NIkola! 

I have written to you a few times,but I ne
ver got an 

know why you don't at least wri
te a post 

prageaben 0 Ve 
far oa 2 
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Trivun Mandic to N. Tesla Gracac, Lika 
Tesla's Uncle Feb 8, 1897 

MyDear Nephew: 

Time had flown like a second since our separation, and in such a long time we 
WEES RD KAAIARATHAENEEX were not of any help to each other and cannot but iy 

through letters ask about your health. Already onl: ture that I must awake and as a: 
where is my lighthouse -our dearest relative ees os i 

A long time ago it was learned that I could find out where my great one lives. . 

What luck, that the means that only I can find my Nephew to hug him and love him from a 
my heart. : a. j 
Day after day it looked like your arrival but in vain and unsuccessfully se " 
hopes . oe @ 

. <= re 7 

The does not give us peace, to decide to write some paragraphs at least that = = 
in distant land thrust myself on my dear and deserving Nikola and would a 
respond to your imaginary uncle, who prays to God that health of his. 
stand up. , wen 

I would <e to know how was that wine from London and the agency wants 
want to | those casks, then I shall go to MIjatovic, to inform 

to Dubrovnik to the Late Simo, to inform you of this 

r > >see 
$a participant in Dolnjoj Tuzla, wher 

Diocese and will go to Saraj 
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Kosanovic to N. Tesla aes ane traly 

+ 1897 
Marica 
Tesla's Sister 

because no word from you in a long time nor anything 
Uncle Petar wrot a few days ago and asked if you write 

letter from Nikola. I have no reaise this csi aa ch, oe eka eae 
in hearing fram you now I of you to write a few words, two or three, 
to settle my nerves -that at least you have written to m. send it around as 4 \ 

@ircular letter, and help put everyone at ease. 

y to God of you, do not be offended, that 

His: the son of a prosperous businessman in 
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Milka Glumicic to N. Tesla Skare 

‘Tesla's sister 
June 6, 1897 

c Dear Nikola! 

/ 

As Radivoj had written to you, Little Gina is completing the (Licee) high school 

t to do for her after that.. I would prefer to prepare for a 
advise. - and I do not know wha eee Seat your advice.I would rather hea

r what you might 

my biggest concern. your health that you can tell me. That 4s
 

beg of you to write. We are well, my 

PAGE 91 aod 

lo Skrbic to N. Tesla 

a's Cousin ¢ 

Cousin Nikola! 

an inclination that as a relative you forgive 

sh my request about my son, who works there 

compelled to bother or annoy you as h
is uncle 

until he gets another job, because , h 

business for a long time. he lost 

nt relatives, your your 
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Marica Kosanovic to N. Tesla Gomirje, Croatia Tesla's Sister Aug. 11, 1897 4 
Dear Nikola! 

and I am speechless to 
find words how to thank you. May God give you good health and let him fulfill every 

Gesure and keep you from harm-you aayg. been so helpful to us with your concern for us. 
May Sod grant you good health, 63¢ you are so useful to us. Your concern for us 
your protecting us so much as a result we can endure our problems easier. 
(I am not thinking of material ones). I could not thank you immediately, because, T 
was full of worry and unhappiness recently and now thank God it is better -I am telling you and thank you for all of your deeds, T oaildn't tall you befexs tecase I vas full 

Macy 2d ucharniness intil! nov. and toy'therks to Gu it is mich better. We sent the doctor yestercey 5) : 
Haier bills are paid We are tills mesthiin Comins Hececsse Nile ss, 110) (att nico) etek bs eee | 
hare (....) and we selected Gmirje. Iwas afraid becuse he is very weak ard row he is muh better ! 
truth he recovered here ompletely-he decided to quit stoking and that wes hishiggest downfall. Here: Ps 
he looks like nver before. We sere yesterthy at Sovo Mrvos's if you rerenber, and acted me to say hello FO 
you He is very pos but row it is mh better for him row. That lady Mets. Cuclic from Pijum visited rm 
day and thank you for your favor ad toxk her sm into you laboratory. ‘thek oleo fom a a Satate 
luck has improved that you accepted him at my request-SecondilySecoily, he can keep us infonred yu 
freqent writing to his perents.. All is well, ad all seme their qreetims 
Most thank to you ad I love you 
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Nikoladin Kosanovic to N. Tesla Rijeka, Italy 

Tesla's Brother—in-Law 
Oct. 12, 1897 \ 

‘ 

II year of high school in Susak. Children are good studen! 

school books. 

Uncle Petar from Sarajevo was here last autumn for 2 or r 

(seashore) to rest from his duties and problems. The Sarajevan public criticised | 

him in the newspapers, that he is a ET) Mow it is is less critica
l toward 

saying that they have their hands full with this man. 

Uncle Toma was here recently. He went to Zagreb to consult a doctor, noel 

kind of pathogen (bropa) (.---) it ts a cataract that has to ripen in 5
 oF ch 

Jovo— 
We were in Petrovo Selo for a

bout 2-3 days last autumn. Angelina & « 

The children are well. Nikola is now in high school I grade. He 3 

sual s player for his age. He beats all of usprovincials, 

Our four young sons are well; three are in school and the 
ts but do not read 

the 
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Milka Glumcic to N. Tesla Skare 
Tesla's Sister Nov. 4, 1897 

Dear Nikola! 

T recognize you great generosity, that you have done for us especially now, not only to me but, to my child Djuka. 

She now is in Zagreb in a State Teachers’ School and is prparing to workrun September of this year 

We pay 25 Forints monthly for the apartment and the materials are a few Forints monthly, Your letter of 1893 is still intact. 

I wish you the very best. I remain your Sister 

¥ ! 
Milka 

e 

Skare Nov. 9, 1897 
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Simo Kosanovic To N. Kosanovic Grubosnjo Polje, Tesla's Cousin Nov. 11, 1897 

Respectful Cousin! 

You will be con 
region I am 
don't know if you care to think a 
tives if you may remember, then it 

a 

y surprised for where after all of these years 
19 -but before I explain, I must tell you how-we a: 
a at yo h in our ki Lika and we . 



Danilo Skrbic to N. Tesla Rijeka, Ital: Tesla's Cousin teem 4, 1897 
Dear Brother Niko, Hello! 

I don't know if my late aunt and your mother mentioned me to youthat I in my early youth 
left Lika, and now I am now in Rijeka as a [AOLLBEAMTER] & served 40 years 
also a [ZOLLOBAROFFICIAL]. Now I have a pension. I often mention my kinship-your--*". 
late mother's father & my father's mother were brother & sisterI am compelled to ask 

you ina far away land, if you pay attention to them. Do me a favor 

My only son who lived in Rijeka(Fiume) many years as a businessman has a desire to trave ] 
to American to find work; he is prepared for a job only if he can be his existence, besides he is bright, who learns fast, and I beg of you , that in this | 
far away land, if he came to you would you help him? If not in your laboratory, at : 
least some kind of work, if you can recommend him to some stranger to find bread. 

In the hope that you can do the above and your sister Marica sneds greetings and Very 
Rev. Nikola, who are in good health and I wish you . 

I Remain Warmly 

Your faithful brother, as = 
Danilo Skrbic- Zolloberofficial President Serbian Church , tie 

PAGE 101 
pe al 

My son will cross the ocean and will remain with Josip Cuculi¢ and as 
him and take into account that you will help him — 

Nikoladin Kosanovic to N. Tesla 
Tesla's Brother-in-Law 
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a : PAGE 103 e7e \ 

eee “ay Rijeka(Piume) Italy \ 
im Suee June 4, 1898 

Dear Brother! 

ky I do not know how to thank you for you generous gift; should I thank you or should I apolo= 

~ gize for accepting so much with a telegram. In my desperation and difficult situation 

I did not know where to turn. Nikola had to go to Gleihenberg(for TR) and I panicked. When 

I had seen that there was no other recourse-I relieved him of this concern, because 

he did no know where to borrow money. 

Forgive me I beg of you dear brother, and I know that you will because you know us well-tht 
I am very sensitive about the matter and it was my special problem, when I had to tell you by 

by telegram. May Go grant you health, to help remove such a burden from me. Niko went in{. 

....] and if God may save him, because the doctors say"[.....]" I suffered for a year and he 

coughs consistently, and a specialist says after 3 weeks here he will improve. I do not want 

to complain how it was in th recent past, along with such concern that I do not become 405 

May God grant you health and I do not know how to express myself what is in my heart. ) 

Grateful Sister ; 
Monsieur Tesla, electrical engineer, New York 
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Marica Kosanovic to N. Tesla Rijeka, Italy 

Tesla's Sister Oct. 19, 1898 

Dear Brother! E 
T had hoped in hope that as a result of good news about Niko's illness would you would 

P send at lealst one word; but nothing. I do not think of anything else that possibly someone 

here had offended you that you don't write. T also thought that you had forgotten the 

Serbian language and it galve you problems-or you have a lot of corresponde
nce; because there 

are many of us.[...] You can reduce your correspondence and send me a 

unhappy, because Niko is two months in Gleihenberg and I would 

* of the relatives. It doesn't pay to ask yuou even if I geg you, 

F you must have so much work that you do not write
. and I am not the” 

are many of usof all I am one of the most delic
a' 

- be there for a longer period; « 
fos teotore Trbojevic passed away 

f Gleihenberg. He is raid. 



Angelina & Jovo Trbojevic Petcoro Selo, Austria Hungary 
Tesla's Sister & Brother-in-Law Oct., 9, 1898 

My Dear Brother Nikola! 
I don't remember since I 

* long time either. We all fee. 
as not well with you. If things are as they should be, 
when he feels well writes to strangers let alone to his sisters. 
-nything about you. When one asks we shamefull tell the truthwhich exists. (0) 

one thing about you is when the newspapers write about you which is positive and 

we don't know. I can say for Jovo and his father and myself all is well. TI have five chil- 

@ren-educating three sons. Peter is in Budapest, third year law student; Uros is in higah 
school in Karlovac; Nikola is in Budapest II higher school and Marica is in the second 
year elementary school and Milka is only 4}. 

All my children are well and gifted(especially Nikola who is in IL 
in Budapest perhaps because he is your namesake. You must defenitely 
worries and work hard, but, what can I do when it has to be. Both 
well. Niko(Very Rev.) has his health back since he was in 5 

whom you don't is very ill and doesn't care to live She has nothing but 
is in II Pedagoical School. Uncle Petar was here last summer. 
happy and uncle Pajo(Paul) is well also who writes often. Both complain 

write to them. Uncle Petar says that he will write and hope you reply. 

write to mor at least a post card and just say that you are well which 

It is hard to accept this lack of writing, because nothing is known about you. YO 

Always. I dream about you. an 

and run to the post office and nothing . Moreso, I pray to God that 

to wirte. Jovo sends his greetings and I and the children, ANGELINA 

Dear Nikolat = ~~ 
Hwre Angleina has written hurriedl we are very busy and 

Truly we are all sad that you never ite a word, even 

shame. RA ye 
We know that you 

to suffer 1/4 of 



Smiljans Coradwie te NX. Tesla Gracec, tite 
Tesla's Aunt bec. 27, 1898 

Dear Nikole! 

You will be surprise! te read from where C qreat tance, rf Yves compelled L would foe tell you ee a oo 
it is known you that our Milka, your sister was with me for 16 months as 

my re, @loog with my poor children. T accepted here at hyur and Petar's request 
or purging. a ’ 

When we separate in Gospic , when our late sister died(Djuka), you promised to send me monthly funds; so that I take Milka with me, [t is possible that you 
forgot, and this burden fs pot seen by anybody. 

Sear Nikola! Believe me as your aunt, I am not complaining to bore you, but 
Tmuist, because I am foreed to. 

Not only had I kept Milka with my expenses and even Milka's debts which T paid 
70 Forints to Tslirevic. I beq of youto send me tha mount and for the cost of 
keeping her and her daughter. I shall be satisfied if you can send it soon. 

If it wasn't for my Great need, believe me I would not bother you, but I need 
it for my two children. I do hope you send it. 

In the hope that I Go not remain without success, I greet you warmly, 
Your Aunt, Smiljana Obradovie - 

PAGE 111 # 79 
Marica Kosanovic to N. Tesla Rijeka, Italy 
Tesla's Sister Jan. 20, 1889 

Dear Brother! i 
It is a long time since I have written; one, is that you never reply and with 

this I am afraid that my letters bore you. The other is that Th 
to ite and it is not for you to listen to my woes. Sa 

Please do not be angry with me so I pray to God that T turn 
try tyo write a short letter. I know that you were told abot i 
and this is his second time [....] and even the doctors told me 

ay's and today's “Budapest Tagb 



h 

Marica Kosamovic, to N. Tesla Rijeka, Italy 

Tesla Sister March 20, 1889 

Dear Brother! 
» My Lord don’t be angry to your sad sister who is in bitter straits with the telegraam 
and argue. I wrote about 2 months ago and complained why you did not write about the 
news in the newspapers, and when you didn't reply, maybe it is nothing . Nikoladin is 

p suffering and waits daily for a letter with the hope that 
you might help him-and when he sees no mail from you in response to the telegram I sent 
yhou Forgive me my dear brotherbut I am very angry of how I fear for Nikoladin's life. 

I kiss you hand for this gift that you sent. May God grnat you health and that is 
why I pray to him. Sava had to thank you in place of me, because, I was ill in bed for 
one month and recently was able to get out of bed. I am weak and forgive my for writing 
like this. Milka & Angleina and all of >>. are well. May God grant you health. 
I Remain your Thankful Sister, Sad Marica 
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Marica KOsanovic to N. Tesla Rijeka, Italy 
Tesla's Sister May 1, 1.1889 

Dear Brother! ; é 

Please don't be alarmed by my letters- I am brave a 1 true daughter of Djuka's. I write | 

this letter now becuase I glrieve more for you than myself. 
But where is their intelligence that they telegraph you and God has seen them. You 

| are a mild mannered person and I feel sad why you answer So infréquently.. 
You don't answer sometimes with not even a word and so it is like 

that, you must think about us; I am, thank God, holding up; Enc th 

The children , all four, are not onnly ented, van aaminist 

I am in fairly good health 
of time Angel. 

well and as bad as 

| they have rheumatism. 
instead of that tel 
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Pajo Nondi€ to Nikola Tés la 
Pomags “lay 244 11999 

, 

Pomaz, May 24/12,1899 i 

My dear Nikola! 

A lot of time has passed since I last received a letter from 

You. I think this was perhaps three years ago. 

llow many letters have 1 written to you? Registere 

reached you or...I would rather not-Say anything 

Tt is a bitter experience for someone who g 
x — 

admiration, is willing even to give his live - to” await” : i 
ie - 

= such a long time and not be a 

What has c 1 
u 

' that you wo 
= 

‘ to me 1 a@ month?Am I 

wrongdoing, any justify your Keeping me so long w 

news, consolation, y { 

= 

A 

My whole life h ne 

me of your 

ace in my family. 



» May 24/12.189 

three years ago. 
T ‘Titten to your Registereq and double 

“oFortunately to no avail. Perhaps they never 

“T Would rathe; “*Yeanything elsey 
a bitter €XPerience for FAM rat jon, is Willing @ven to 

to await news for 

Such a long time and NOU bevabie to receive what he yearns for, 

What has become of YOU Promise _ 8iven to mel ay Varazdin — 

Chat vou Would write 'o me once a Tonth? am I guilty of 

“ronsdoing, anything to Justify youp any Keeping me so long without — 

news, ©onsolation, Joy. 
My whole life has bee 

Saken place in my family, 

Wounds to my heart, “~ 
the last of my days, 

> Which Upheld my dul] life, 

j i 
hay 

a Joy of living. By even this one and only cy T hav, 

sea and the h 

q s6m 
) ond the Se 

m lethargy, 



‘iting worg Which couta Satisfy 

TOUCH voy, make y 
and Pious duty 

Four 
and write me briefly E would Sladly ang Profusely do so. IMPres sion that Chink ye You have become cold S about us, What hurts me even more is 

12 abouy 
*°comp] ishment Of Your 

the When 
You 

inventions, fram ast year, ; replied by telegraph, 1 

Wrote Youa detailed 
TeCeived no further new: YOU showe 

letter, 
Ire member eve T¥thing OWn eyes, the excellent Inventions 

instantly, 

NeWspapers bublished simi} aT news, d had Succeeded, but then 

T was stunned as i 

when | heard thers had 

y adopted Your excellent ideas and begun USing them, Like telephoning 

and Ce legraphing Without * rotor, vial Rontgen Dierass been sted here by others, 
» h te ave already 

feady for the next page, 

11. I'mnot sure how to 
ved Marie Your w 4 

little bo the oldest son 
WR. suffered oma long i} 
WP. ..., last 

his fall 1 st, 



a 

BD: Ba s ents 
sould SPB res Deras has done the same, ang I 

Wis} Me limi vei, {cy to Bet her third SOn into °Ur focal 
boarding 

Schoo | at hare °F no Cost, 
Nave Already 

asked about 
this and I 

tk PROMBL 1 y ao WHOIS te nig POSsibie 
ang Necessary, 

we are hoping 

fo sent her Second son bo a Cadette 
School. 

the Oldest son jg 
| 

©SPecially 
Ziftey, 

he is * Studeny 
1 Rijeka 

highschoo, 
and since 

heWiis 
NOt very healthy 

Marion 
Wishes 

him to Stay with her in 

Rijeka 

: Tt js Very 2MPortant 
YOu lot US Know if you could Send aid to 

Marica 
ona Tegular 

basis and how ™UCh that Would bew SO We could 
\ 

somehow 
Plan her further 

life. 
This Whole Winter T Suffered 

from Rhevmat 
ism in the Tight hang 

q 

and holding 
@ pen and Writing 

Bives me great Pain. 

iv » : 

My Lina ls in 00d health, 
Marija 

and Lazo are tao, my son 
ae 

Milan has become @ lawyer, 
Right NOW he. ha: 

Maneuvers 
[Bes 1 to joi 

“ d 
Plans to Open his law 

i 
Anga and Joco Trbojevic. 

Bed to gy ta place fo 
I free o Charge, 

Perica j the Univers; 
: he was he three days 



S82 
Maricn NOS anovip to 

Ny 
Rijekae 

Ta tT I late 

Dea Niko; 

T just SNAGt Unde Cand wha, has happened, how come that in 

My ho Tible ny STortune You have NOt written me a single Word! Apart 

from my Sorrow, thi 'S wha Most UPSets me, T just don't know how 

lo begin, here an Wr LO you Again, Pe 

Pity for POUT poy, Thaps yoy Will have 
f 

Siste my. ©Vverwhe Ining Stier 
could Console 

to have a word me in is the 

fing 

only thing 

1 myself With four Children 

in this world that 

me" because if 
in 

am now alone 4 horrible Condition. 7 in 
Were [ healthy, 

t 

Close here With me. 
a foreign World with no one ak and have jus 

what to do, 

1t would not be as bad, 

ng I must do, 



Your er 
Sister 

“ournfuy Maricg 

atefay 



° C+ 3) 
ey Tesla’s Correspondence with Relatives 

ExcePt for this fact that you 

i 

Know about any of your Inventions. zLas 
replied by telegram in 

reeorce gaf eae ee The 

Ron gPers Mention similar things "am Sursed thou hve ceded ns ate Te 

Roentgen, etc 
Ts this known to you” | 

Tesla’s Sister 

Dear Nikola! 
I 



Rijeka, 24/10, 99, 
Dear brothe 

T have heard + OM an “8ineer that you Were in fact 80ing to 

Rerticipate in th aris "xhibition and that 

Your things now in Noy enber . T was — “S the Saying 80es — as happy 

@s a freezing man Welcoming the Warm sun So I am writing you, 

PeThaps You Might Want ty feply, 7 a here in Fiume, Waiting for 

your advice, what to do where to go from here, 

advising me 
My uncles are but 7 wil] delay my 

the CXAIDi tion, Perhaps God wi 11 ing you will come, ang then ; would@ 

finally decide Where to 80. T must livesin g town so my Children 

Could get their education, One of my Teceiveg C. ol 

ent of 

highschoo) no). ae 

t this is that he Will be 

able to learn the Hungarian | 
Sava is the administr, 



your laboratory), but "hey about You Cither, ATL our family bothering You. 

Loving you SPiritual ly Sratefu] 
Marica 



Gospidé 7, 2. 1899 My dear Cousint 

Tt has been Seven years Since | last 

Metropol it 

» my leted two years at the University 
(law 

Schoo!) 
4nd is now doing army Service, 

| am good in Studying. 
as 

you Know, Seventh 
Stade js Very Vifficult, 

one of the most difficur 

in highschog). 
So Tr am “Titing to you, my cousin, how it is over to let you know 
here in our Parts, 

Send me, 

could, [send] money 
POSSible before the 29 
cold. 

Sert 
c 

an eptional 

EP na 1 amount 

. ae [ask 

a man the wh 

- 
nd j 

wh 



7 Your cousin 
F 

q 
Milos son of Trivun Mandic 

| 
7th grade highschool] 

Student _ Dear COusin, 
do me this favor, 

T live. | 
I will be étateful as long as 

} Sood-bye from your cousin Milo T. Mandi¢ | 
(Z think you will remember Me. J tea 

} 

% Inserted. . 
FOssed out, Um erted 

} 
“Se. ertically, 1 

; 



PAGE 3:29 119 Msaricva Kosanovic to N. Tesla 
Rijeka , Italy 

Tesla's sister 

Oct. 24, 1899 
| My Dear Nikola: -—_— 26 yoo eran, ined that you wild in tact 

and that you will begi n Now in Pleased like the froz; 

On Of the children. One of my sons is 

in Budapest. He received(...] a Croatian Stipend and isin the Gimazium. One thing 
is useful that he will learn Hungarian. Sava is the admini: i 

and comes weely to serve in church. He 
priest, bat rahe lbasn!tineda up itis mind, Sacsaes eh ose 

here; He tol me to write to you to d.e. if it js true that you will come heve te dare WorssUin your lab) parents and they US are well. Forgive me for boring you. % You in Spirit, Your Thankful Sister, 



\Y 

ip? / 

Tesla’s Correspondence with Relatives Page 122 Manica Kosanovic to N- Tesla 

Rijeka, j 

Tesla’s Sister 

April 24 1900 

Dear Brother! 
| Only wite this to relat ang ee then you might 

and possbily at least a word, 

Now is the Exh and you you; oY hope and wath ena 10 see each other o 

at least 
hear 

Teg you, forpi ‘me that I am 

the 
about you, 

Hiss 

oP oe | cage Ss 
rms 

up, 2 eee siento 
ea 

te 

Marica Kosanoy *10.N. Tesla Tesia’s Sister 



nVErSation, * He isan excellent student hike 
Manica Ks. MOV) ON. Tesla 

Rigeka. thay 

Tesla's Sifter 

Dees, 1976) 
Dear Nike} s 
Tareet ybu on your Na St. Nicholas } with the 

that ou wrfte this ve ¢ first of my desires thar God grant 
tulate you but don's know where you are and ¢ 

cir chil, 
NE JUSt to Bore you fe: “ath me and my children 

Love you j Thankful Sister, Marien Note: Rijeka Was called Fiunie at that time fp MEANS river ' pae 126 Marica Kk, ‘ANOVIC to N. Tesla 

Rijeka, Italy 

Tesla's Sider 

date 
f Tes useless to Live in beautiful hope or you returniny 
, Did anyonk offend you? p SPiritual Yad méod If | jy You-what j Cuculic doing? Only from isterly interest 1 Tesla's lau IF this is'a likely bly answer 

mercy 
f 

jubisa is there EB ti tary 
Hiyi® the Und year high cans and woul Lan asking you whatever 

My oddest son 1. 

1 , but, I have 4 irit, Mari, and that is not - Ca, Fron 1899 £0 1900 Tesla was in Colorado Springs. {ad 27 Ni tésia EP? ho date to 
thatar Pleased spi al ‘red 



: 

27, 1906 

1 Dear Broterh} 

March 

ty family is weaker, Sava is very weak 
| 

P ig i 
= 

5 § i i 
anyway he will not rep 

“to time that is g00d for 
© Teamot refrain from wri Na CE ie 
Ss approva 



Tesla's Correspondence with Relatives Page 130 

Marica K. To N. Tesla Tesla's Sister 

Dear Brother! (Ed. note-the exclamation Was used then-now a come is ues for address.) you; I Biss mods gi? See Sth Carey semtciandiatdd ee eae ae eae 
word or two. to any of us. 

I woul Tike to know the reason; did one of us offend you that you had broken 
the correspondence with us. T write & write and include in every letter ny sisterly love & 
concern and I alwys think that maybe the letter was lost when you don't reply. I write 
Sain in the hope that you may reply, I beg of your, er a, em tastee kilns =f yoiieaad ae deen teks eee 
your sister, ef 7 le ne Something about you. 

Marica Kosanovie to N. Tesla 
Tesla's Sister , a. Dear Brother! ” 2 a, 

I was almost late to gre 
am feeling much better an 
it is on time for(Dec. 19(St. N 



ciety Inc. 
4 aw ae NEW YorK 14218 



TESLA'S CORRESPONDENCE, WITH RELATIVES PAGE 132 Marica Kosanovic To N. Telsa 
Rijeka, Italy 

Tesla's Sister 

May 11, 1902 
Dear Nikola! 

write tome. A single word 

I beg of you please to write to any of us if you don't want to from you wouldwith your handwriting would Stop a million tears and Strngthen me for 
furure Struggles. I now inten 
found already, [I have no one here and everything is expensive 
there, becuase all my children are 

i better becuase I shall be close to 

Tow can read & write. My 2 g0 to a sanatorium, Otherwise nothing but sufferingPlease concern. Hoping fro a wor. Sister, Marica 

PAGE 133 

Rijeka, Italy 

Marica Kosanovic to N. Tesla 
Tesla's Sister 

May 24, 1902 
Dear Brother, Nikola! 



| TESLA’S CORRESPONDENCE WITH RELATIVES PACE 

Simo Mandic to N. Tesla 

Tesla's uncle 

» Love You in My Heart, 

My Nephew Nikola 

Promised in Gracac that you would write often; not only 

are alive & well; and Lord Almighty helped to 
s sake. 

iy you? 
you write; did my son Demetrije come to see you? 

of Zepce and all at once went to America and 
xe and to you. I am sure that he left about 5 or 6 

months ago. I looked for him all over Austria and no trace of him. However my beloved and hero 
nephew, I would feel better if you would take him under your wing. He was graduated 
from the gimmazijum and then went to Bosnia to my brother Petar in Sarajevo. I was with 

Demitije 3 daysand got a job as a clerk immediately. I also had lunch with your sister 

Milka and little Gina married Rev. Lalic in Srajevo. He spoke about you as the greatest her 
in the world.Uncle Toma, the priest and uncle Trifim are well and all our people congratulate 

you. 

However my dear Nephew, please reply to uncle Simo who is“buoken up about my son Demitrije; 

5 ‘e hopes he is with you. 

Thnaks to Lord Godthat you reply and the warmest greetings. who loves & hugs you. 

YOUR UNCLE SIMD. PAGE 135 

Petar Mandic to N. Tesla Sarajevo, Austria 

Tesla's uncle Sept. 2, 1903 

Dear Nikola ! 2 

According to your wish I attemted to work out a loan at the
 Serbian Bank and use your 

stocks as collatoral, but, was unsuccessful. 

This in itself is not surprising, because the Board has people who do not know of
 your firm 

ml their officers do not approve for ‘them to 
go into such an operation. 

our friend, Colonel Kodapovic disturbs us enough 
writing negatively about your ‘situation 

there. This’brough all of v concern. If it wasn't 

result off your e that it is diff; 
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5 CORRESPONDENCE WITH RELATIVES 

far from my residence to Consecra r your health and everything will come about 

with God's help 
>» Accept my Dear N. la warm Greetings in the whole Spirit Your Uncle Nikola Mand Metropolitan (Archbishop) P.S. L sent the bank 5 shares of your Stock, 

PAGE 137 Rev. Toma Mandic to y, Tesla 
Tomingaj, Hungary 

Tesla's ule 

March 25, 1904 
My Dear Nephew Nikola: 

order to write to youl 
Kinfolk and not onl; 

i 
; May 

God grant you health and succ 
especially People of the Karst region (Lika-Limestone area) andyour dispersed relatives! 
Bravo My dear Nephew! 

you know T began this létter in the strong hope that you will, if it is Possible, honor my request. 
~ T and my brother-in-Law Dane Zoric formed a 

My dear nephew we make bricks in snall prodiétion anil abandoned stean power for the sawmill and little by little it Se 

© For “of the possible factory a 



—— = —— 
* = 3 — ———. — = 

ve thankful and I i ernal 1: etn 

ery an remainet Y grat r a i 
Beak ne nese, Tika, Diocese Lik Kebavay Ste Ronse, expreoston oF ay Dear Nephew Nikola: 

Tt is all of 5 months that Tam looking for you without Success aid cued to the 

PAGE 145 written in Latin script 

Zadar, Italy(now Yugoslavia) 
April 1, 1908 

cousin 

SSI fini something shout roll n 
all proud. why not? = 

wall I would like and our 



Tesla's Correspondence wiRelatives PAGE 146 147 

; a Tnvun Mandic to N. Tesia 
[IP | 

Tesla's Uncle 

. The last letter | sent with venue in New York and | the é LA away in. Abbazzia(Opatija) on the beach of a hear attack. 
The judge need Your power of attemey \b\ to settle the estate which will take place in Gracac- 

We all paid 8 kronen 80 filers inthe National 1 Oth sa0"2b and no word or trace of you 

Jovo Tomanovic replied to my last letter the 29th of February and said the following as a reply 

to your letter respectufully. JOvo tOMANOViIC If this is true what Jovo Tomanovic writes, then | cannot know what is the cause that you did not 

want to write at this trgic moment. 
PAGE 147 Please don't abandon brotherly love that | have to go if you did not sign a power of Nheritors can be satisfied and Now| conclude and ask yu dear, The 



OTrivun(Trifun)) Mandic to N. Tesla 

Gracae, ka, Croatia 

lenad Mandic of HBNM Chem-Great Qrandfath, 
Dec 7, 1908 

My Dearest Nephi W Nikokia! On August 2 Of this year-it wil be a Our un brother 

Nikolaj(Petar) 3 Stroke in Opatijaca\ au taly) 
to In 

Merica to fi ad hat wea cond Your pone’ te a OF ate of 

us Power of 

approval to Settle the estate of my late brother finally. | havent acest Went to an 

Editor of a Serbian Newspaper in New York, Jovo Tomanovie and pleaded with him if he knows 

the races and that he mails MY address to you, He replied with his letter on Feb. 29, 1908 

e following, "Mr. Trivun Mandic, Gracac , Lika" Respectfy Sir AS a reply to your letter | Personally gave Nikkola Teslaf....) which will surely fulfil) your wish, 

He replileg to me ang this is what he Said. 
Respectfy Jovo Tomanovic: How was | able to fing Out from no Where your address; then this Settlement through the court 

WaS a year Old which Was given to m in January: the date expireg and even if you received 

letter ~you, have to send mea Power of attomey form if YOU oppose the Will 0 90 to the person it 

Was intended, | cannot believe Tomanovic's letter that you received my letter and found out the 

Sad 
NEWS Of our Beloveg Brother's ang My uncle and a benefactor to the People Of Sarajevo and not 

allow: Pulators to change the last wi) and testament, Je 149 

q Being that the decieased. Seriously offended there 



Tesla"s Comespondence with Reatives Page 149 cont'd TRIVUN 

Respectful Sir! AS a reply to your letter | want to tell you how! Gave the assigned letter. |t was 

given personally to Mr. Tesla (J. Which will fulfill your wish, ‘completely. 

Following our letters of the Previous month, | am Sending this one to find the address your 

Nephew Nikola Tesla from other sources and our kin do not know, We are Feturing the letter so 

that youcan, arrange for Mr. Tesla the ‘subject matter, so that maybe you will want to change 

something before it Is mailed, 

President, N,N Sec. N.N WN. Tesla, Hote! Waldort Astoria, 5th Ave & 34th St, New York Most Egregious 
Mr. Tesla, Electrical Eng, 
Hotel Waldort Astoria 
Sth Ave. & 34th st. 
New York, NY 



Tesla's Correspondence with Relatives—Page 151 
Angellina Trbojevic 'ON. Tesia 

Medak, Lika, Croatia 

Tesla's sister: Wwm Terbo's grandmother 
<arcj 21. 1919 My Dear Brother Nikola! A long time has passed Since not even one word was between you and me. 

Since it is known that you and | are brother and sister. fand how much we like each other, 

tthen it is really Strange! | shall Not reproach you, because, | know your situation and m:y sisterty 

heart tells me that we are true brother and sister as\1\ when we were i 

engineering in Budapest, | have two inters Marica & Milica AS you can see by the postcard 
q 

Manica is geting mamied, The yoREeSIn a 908s to \IV...\ high school in Budapest. We are all 
well and we would be happier if we knew that you are WI and content. 
For this reason | write. Accept love from my children, Jovo and me and greetings . Your Sister, Angleina. 

Page 152 Anka Babic to N. Tesla 
Staro Selo, Croatia 

esla's cousin 
Dec. 24, 1911 Dear Nikola! 

. ; ( Surprisedfrom where this | er is coming and | shall make it clear. y (ae oor \ cn the widow and am married to Liubomir — 
lest. iy 

¥ 

=) 
le to do this favor. We are 



aT) Teas Corns SPonder ‘c@ With Retatives Page 13 

Page 154 Wi vaite a tetter Sisterty Greetings Croatian literature 

PAGE 185 18 In ENGUSH 
» 

(Ea note-tranvatcr NK-This is Wen, Terto's tarner “HO wate his frst letter in Engel om Page 186 & 157 are in Englisty “sis 



\ Kjegovan, 

Prosvjete, Zagreb - * 4 > eos Taare 

om of electri . tee a he in use, of the 
api anc euthor of x 5 : rot. “mn 

y Pe Radosavi evid, ¢ rere = 

q 
| 



) Tesla’s Correspondence with Relatives PAGE 162 
| 

Nikola Laie to N Tesia Tesla’s great nephew 

trap Tor Se resort az ge 
ki 

| 
receive letter from here, your homeland, 

‘ 

! 
Your sister Milka q My grandmother. left this word before this terible war was 

Whose ‘NCES a little later death took her condciuded, daughter , my mother . | hardly remember her 

! graduate this year which is later due to the War interrupting 
Th 0n alll sides in our 

tion, Mer C2860 alot of comupton a se ‘systemimorality, 

in short extreme cormuption, ton 5 it dns we 3 
le ond what's worse, when one has to do such rast 

le, VO, Yugoslavia, , Letiees 

: PAGE 163 Is IN ENGLISH PAGE 164 Is SERBIAN EQuy.. 
ions. 

PAGE 165 
* = 

Fanika Tesia tON. Tesla Tesla's neice 

Ruma 1901. Milutin Tesla 
Tesla, 
~ 

Thojevic to N. Tesla : 4 a br pcs ahaa 



worshippers-in the 
to meet me some time 

| have a letter from 
Your Nephew, SAva 

Rijeka, Italy 

Sept 20, 1926 

Hotel Navarre . 
7th & 38th St.Room #123 ™ 

<_ 

HY Of Social Politics of 
and other Tesia 

YOu if at all it is possible 





Page 17} 

i 

= 
Sava Kosanovic to Tesla 

New York, Ny 

7 

™ 
Tesla’s Nephow 

Dec 16, 1926 

> 

Hotel Navarre 

yf 

7th & 38th St. Rm 4405 letterhead 
New York, NY 

Noble Uncle 
Treturned today from my tour of Serb colonies. Twill g0 (0 Europe Dec. 23, Jam at your disposal to 

i 

accept me before departure. 
Greetings, Your Nephew, Saya N Kosanovie 

Nikola trbojevic to N Tesla Tesla’s Nephew 



TESLA's CORRESPONDENCE WITH RELATIVES PAGE 178 
Telgram in English -WESTERN UNION 

N. Tr ic to Tesia 

Nikola Tesia Hotel Pennsylvania Hear you called will be in plant ait day tomorrow, Nikola 
PAGE 179 

N. Trbojevic to N, Tesla 

Detroit , Mi 

Tesla's Nephew 

Sept 11, 19280 
Letterhead-Timken-Detroit Axle Co, Gen, Offices 100-400 Clark Ave. 

MI 

ery will be very important can be built ‘ 



TESLA's CORRESPONDENCE WITH RELATIVES PAGE 182 N. Trbojevic to N. Tesla 

Detroit, mi 

| 

Tesla's Nephewwm Terbo's father) 
Sept 19. 1928 

Dearf Uncle 

bronzeand the sector _ hardened steel g Ground. This all goes with Some of my patents and | 

hope to receive at least $20,000 to $30,000, 
ss 

My work i going weil , Only that | am a little tired, You know yourself how constant worries and 
iit human i 

ets Greetings, Your Nephew, Niko 
PAGE 183 

N. Tesla to N. Trbojevic 
Hotel Pennsylvania 

Tesla's Nephew 

Dear Nephew, (In Serbian the Vocative or address is followed by 
| received your yesterday's letter and | thank money however and Please do not yourself. the situation \with you a 

i the Waltham Watch 
fights for thismy invention-$ 

the same amount before 
out. Thi 

bigger ll be greater. | a 
doll: 

| found one fine improvment 
touch with each other. 
Proportional in size and ' of area can \aribitrarily\S be 

eS havi 5 

Sd 

else. : 
€ and faame cannot remove 0 are more powerful than than yo oO ing. Change your work; t D be fine that you read light 

In, Your Uncle Niko! 
inserted; 2. as 1; 3. same as 1; as 7; 10. same as 11; 12 



Tesla’s Correspondence with Relatives PAGE 186 N. Trbojevic to N. Tesia 
Detroit, Mi 

Tesia's Nephew 
Sept, 24, 1928 Dear Uncle. 

i send 
; 

Cash, but, | eroneously loaned st at ficult to collect when one need it ! loaned money 
for the Serbian Church in Detroit Whcih was $5,000 loan \in January\ and they are not paying lurch "Ravanica" 

. 
PAGE 186 STERN UNION; NEW YORK, NY SEPT 25, 19203 

Axe Co, 



TESLA's CORRESPONDENCE WITH RELATIVES PAGE 198 
Nikola Trbojevic to N Tesia 

Detroit, Mi 
Tesla's Nephew 

Oct. 5.1928 My Dear Uncie: 

machine by means of a helical cutter, \ 

Place the cutter where oe 1 Teas oN ed the Gear 10 be cs the warm is noes oe 

Or screw, Such a worm \gioboid\ meshes with a ‘with a common helical 
‘Spur gear, whereas, 

same. 

Some luck. Warmest Greetings, Your Faithful, line 
<@ PAGE 197 N Tesla to N. Troojevic . Tesla's Nephew 



_" 

Tesla's Correspondence wth Relatives PAGE 189 
! shall seng your elegram to My mother. This wit bee dear to her and more than all the gold in 

the world, She foves you more than her own children ang you have uPSet her it looks to me, 

What do YOU Say that we take a nice Car and take Our time traveleing 
a 

Switzerland, Italy ang Yugosiaiva We can 0 all of this ing Weeks or two Months. \> We shail 

fake Alice /& the little boy(Wwm, Terbo was bom in 1930-this is 1928),, Many 
PAGE 190 

N. Tesla to N. Trbojevic 

Hotel Pennsyivania 

Tesla's Nephew 

Oct 1, 19928 Written in English 

PAGE 191-192 tRANSLATION INTO SERBIAN OF 190 193 
N. Trbojevic ON. Tesig — 

MI 

Tesla's Nephew 

Oct 2, 1928 Hewre | am remitti a check for $500, tan i tity confidential and dnote 

AES er anyone else about our 5 Soe Wish you Health & Luck. Niko 
PAGE 194 

This isa Very good inventi be less than $10,000 y you. a 

"1 that \'° good patents \veceive\ j __| think that | didn Clearly express \in viey ea tion to the t 





a #3 B m é ‘ i 2 8 8 
N Trbo) T 

Mi 

+. Tesla's ew 

Oct. 19, 1928 

\ 

LETTERHEAD TIMKEN-DETRO}T AXLE co 

; 

esau received your letter of ast wee, Was in at the 

Here | am 
‘nce ade ter ag een money fro GM. 

Which will be es Next week, 

ankCovee 

are you ron ad Eee Sel ow acocnan ne 

Give You millions for Steel, becaluse lost the in these patents 4 | 
* N. Terbojeic to N. Tesia 

et 7 

Tesla's Nephew 

ou 27 
My Dear Uncle: 

A Sons Ge 

Last week on Oct, 19, S601 YOU $500 for your sezoun. | dont 

Was specia| Delivery. 
- ' 

How are your? | am NOt well ang have Something in my stomach, cannot eat and 

ow Nike” 2024 doctor whois exanar in? !hope that it is not gs 

ephew, Niko ae 



is dangerous [ e ) the Way itis 
Nd it is £asily Dickeg up and does Makes too 

ilk i 



Tesia's Correspondence Mth Relatives PAGE 208 
WESTERN UNION TELEGRAM 

New York, NY 

N. Tesla to N.. Trbojevie 

Nov 9, 1928 

Tesla's nephew TIMKEN DET; ROIT AXLE co. Your letter made me v ery happy, | was afraid of the oS followed in the letter but one 

must react along With local locality through blood relations ts know your private 

addressGreetings Nikola 
PAGE 209 N. Trbojevic to N. Tesla 

Highland Park, Mi 

Tesla's nephew 

Nov 16, 1928 My Dear Uncle: 
i received your ind telegram a few days ago, The illness is still with me Le. ! am still on a diet, 

\, better: 1,186 well and | am not losing any 
How are you? My i contract with GM was signed 

last two Months. This check is coming from, the Saginaw 
you $500. 

are in the illness fmif letabolism and the little 

PAGE 211 STR PAGE 212 



. Tesla's Cores NT Pondence with } Tesiatg noe (2 Tesla” “elatives Pace 3,4 ‘\ a 
_ 



ial ee 
— 

Tesla's Correspondence wih Relatives PAGE 217 

| 

9 N. Trbojevic to N. Tesla 
Detroit, mi 

Tesla's Nephew 

Dec. 18, 1928 
Dear Uncle: 
Here | am S4ending a check for $500 which wil comple that $2,500, Finally, | got a check 

from GM $3,000 Which will be in Place of 3 $500 monthly consultative fee. 

My other things are not 90iNg so well at Timken, | stilt did not ; that transmission 

(synchronized)is \yesterday\'refuseq 'M. My health is much better and stomach does not 

pain me, even though, | am Still on a diet How are You? | You will Succeed with you big projects, Love & Greetings, Niko 

1. inserted 
: 

CABLEGRAM 
PAGE 218 New York,Dec 19,1928 

4 

N. Tesla to Marica Kosanovic 

) 

Tesla's sister 
TO; MARICA KOSANOVIC PLASKI, LIKA CROATIA, OGULIN YUGOSLAVIA 

The best of greetings-Hug you Your Brother, Nikola 
PAGE 219 

N. Tesla to N, Trbojevic 
Hotel Pennsylvania, NY Dec, 22,1928 

Tesia's Nephew 



health & Satisfaction to continue to benefit the Serbian People and your kinfol 

warm greetings, Your Cousin Olga. 
PAGE 222 LETTERHEAD TIMKEN-DETROIT AXLE Co, 

N. Trbojevic to N. Tesla Tesia's Nephew 

nd some Kren AoW my stomach is in eer ete order and still have 

acid(imitation) and some kind of cramp or "spasm" in the num d 
90 away when the stomach |. The doctor says that it wall 

heals. ‘As | told you, | am living in.a smal bachelor's hotel(men). However, | visi my wife & Jackie 

and | pay all the expenses, You will at your convenience will 
forced to make that desperate step , 

ini 

understand | was absolutely because, my work and life was 1 danger due to 

mynervousness. What is one todo! Now! 

as 4 PAGE 223, , “et a 
Trbojevic TIMKEN DETROIT AXLE CO. 

Tesla's Nephew 

and cheat her. The 
at with my best intention 





‘ Sy ee 

MikuTine Testa aie, of Mr: 
i 

a: 
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the Manauh, yjax Huxo.re Tecate. 
bie npunsio une Huxo.taj - | 

ucts booties) Y mouaurroy. 
FeTAR MANDIC, Lek (. { 



‘Kyhay Tocumhy re je Huxoa Tecna ca. nopomMuom xuneo oit 1863 7 
Ha noxehunn pororpapuje, cecrpa Mapua Kocanoonh, xoja je Tecan 

pororpapujy y Amepuny, je wanucane 
‘lio heus moja y np»sopiy’ 9:20 
“aN MO TOOM MiKo WICTAT’ HeMa. 

\ . ‘ap. njecna”™ 
House im Gose Where AT: : 
(1m [863 aut aftor.'He Received Hida pe 



Attreaus1a TpGojeanh, cccrpa Huxowe Teese 
Amgslina Thécjevic’ sioter +f MT 



russ Tp6ojeanh, cun Auresunre « Jove Tp6ojcaha 

Mitkoua Tasozeue, ou CA AngcBmaa Tove To 



Muaxa Days, 
. —* . . F Duna Daysivinh, hepa Mane um Byja Paysorutha, nylon 

Miks Ceumittte’ Ad . 
Cu mile Cia GluMre aot 

! Grunie?’, with 



ny UKocaiionith, myx Mapuue Kocaionnh 
bn Gororpapije croji: "Hine Kocarroauh 1889" apie 

NiKOLADIN: KOsanov(e, Ausderd A MRL. 

0m becx Alda fadete Wik. Ky G82 



Huwoza Tec.na no nonacry y AMopitxy (1iaxou 18847) 7 
NAT, Lepore fiaig OVE/MUBE aq US 
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TESLA'S CORRESPONDENCE WITRELATIVES PAGE 225 
N. Tesla to N. Trbojevic 

i Tesla's Nephew Hs ae ro eee bas 
My Dear Nephew. 

| wan't able to answer your jast letter imediately, because a lot of work here in Philadelphia, | was very Pleased that you work with Timken which has a good outlood and that your domestic Situation is improving. 
\l can't\! understand Why that a greater amount of oil circulation is so important. That can be easily achieved. The main thing is that itis \realized\2precision and that the surface is in 

ba mill be more successful with Timken because these are people of a higher caliber\® than the ers. 
Your wife would love you if she understood you. Stay at the hotel because distance i strengthens the desire. 
In some way it is well for me and again it couldn't be worse and until | extract from some source a lot of money. | waited for that machinery-all will be well\®. 

PAGE 226 
What it means | had an aweful situation, My | aches that | didn't \! send to our kinfolk some money-they are suffering\'! must nae. \unnecessarily\'2 Greetings to you, Wishing you the best of success, | remain Your Uncle Nikola 

PAGE 227 
Nikola Tesla to N. Trbojevic 
Tesla's Nephew 

Dear Nephew. & 
"1 usd rot ttuo ol fay's letter that t 
unit that in in a normal worm: O a on lines o 
peripheral velocity\so mcuh\* ? In the 
there is a specific pressure the 
than what will be achieved in another cas 
Your theory is rational but it must be exp 
pee a consequence \from the same\+ 

Tapia, “pee 
a very high speed according tot 



163. 

Huxona Tp6ojeauh - Huon Tecan \ Jetport, 23. anpitia 1929, 

(Barnarne: The Timken - Detroit Axle Co...) 

Cprijesa, Apr 23. 1929. 

Mun moj Yjaue: — 

v 3a G.M. stecring gear. 

Xnawa Bam na untepeconaipy, H cat hy Bam pehu o noTeilkohama ca 
onMM "worm gear". 

Eno Bam utasem crea aeuiy on Timken Cam Gear a uctTH gear je 

We have a ratio 26 into 6, 5" centers, 33° helix angle. ‘The worm is 

bronze, the gear steel, hardened ground. 

helixal tooth in the worm 85" ¥ 

We are getting A ing" i ire Icngth of its 

threads, 85 inches in cach of the 6 ort bearing, a 

1", The errors in spacing of 

is noisy at high speeds (2000 RI 
at once which would be 

Now I am g to reground th 
to bring. th ci iB errors down to 



y Fiwy nw  } 
Tuncover 4 times as great an oil film arcas Per sccond. At the same time Ave/' have 
an overlap of 4 teeth whereas the Present gear has only 1.5 Overlap. The 
cost of manufacture is Approximately the same as formerly, Perhaps 
even less on ace’ t of less bronze being used. At 33° helix angle the 
drive "eoasts" very frecly from which | hope that the efficiency _ is 
rather high. 

fe, the worm tooth is partly convex, and partly concave (in the mid 
Portion). ‘This may cause some trouble as convex Pressing upon convex 
will smesh the bronze. The wear is very favourable as the gears tend to 

Tinumte mu o Baum cTBapuma. Kan 6u moray 41H Bu nn ja y6p30 
yenujeTu, cne 64 OHu10 cuno | Mac o6anna. Ann bpyijeme, bpHjeme 

afew = 
Tpan nac Bam BHjcpni ~~ 

cTpauino 6p30 nponasuy. 

HuKo 



165. 

Huxoza Tecna - Huxoau Tp6ojesithy 
Ebyjopk, 15. maja 1929, 

Hotel Pennsylvania N.Y. 
May 15, 1929. 

My dear nephew, 

Under inelosure I am returning your specification descriptive of the [hour- 
glass] work with some Suggestions relative to the same. 

You are very deep, indeed, in the gear science and must haye burneda lot of 
i midnight oil /to /‘evolve_ sucha device. It is evidently a very valuable invention and 

there is no doubt in my mind that you will secure broad claims. 
‘The greatest adventage of your work is the relatively very small specific 

pressure ( Hiotal gear pressureibe It has a beneficial effect on lubrication Area of actual contact sq. inchs 
and efficiency and wich greatly reduce Wear which diminister with the pressure 
according to an exponential function. You do not get a grcatcr speed but only 
uncover a farger/* oilfilm surface per second. The speed of the worm is the same as 
that of the wheel /since 7 /es / there is no slip. Nevertheless you will improve the 
lubrication /through the reduction of pressure?. The force of adhesion is / 
great /enough/’ /as/* to carry the oil into the pressure area at the smallest veloci- 
ties but, according to my thcory, the lubricant can only pencirate up to an isobaric 
contact line at which the pressurep = cuv. As the coefficient ¢ is usually 
not much greater then 8 it is clear that when driving the worm with 
fal? low speed in Jengine/'® the lubricant is cut off not far from its entrance into the 
Pressure area so that for a considerable portion ofa revolution the gear runs dry. In turbine operated worms the conditions are incomparably better, 

Your of generating the teeth has /much/! impressed me. Nery much/!? $ practical value it is a notable contribution to theoretical science. You have st uncanny. knowledge in this field. The modification you have indicated with § may be useful in driving /the/"*twin screws of ships. 

t 

233 
~ 



) The Spurgears, | understand, have nO work to perform other then keeping the 
worms in step. 

T hope that yOu will soon attain Perfection in the manufacture of this worm 
drive which is [ideelly Skiled] for trucks and automobiles. In My Opinion you will | 
reach quicker results by making the work of Nitrogen hardened steel instead of 
bronze. You must remember that the life of a Bear is limited to / that /Mof its 
smaller member and bronze js advantegcous only Avhen pO) in fi sl iding 
Contacts, 

With best wishes for success I remain 

Your devoted uncle 
N Tesla 

Nikola Trbojevich Esq. 

The Timken Detroit Axle Co. 

Clerk Avenue 

Detroit, Mich. 

——— 

1 yMecto npeuptanor HeaHTKo ManHcaHor cnosa 2 Hanucano npeko greater 
3 ymetuyro 

4 npeuprano 
5 ymetuyto 
6 npeuptano 
7 ymeTuyTo 

) 8npeuptano >. 



TESLA'S CORRESPONDENCE WITH RELATIVES PAGE 228 CONT'D to express the \idea of your improvement\!9in English 1) Your resort to high relative speed in 
contact: 2) You employ a constructively larger contact surface to reduce the specific pressure 
and to do so still further enhances the first effect. 

1) inserted; 2)same asi: 3)in place or redrawn; 4) same as 4; 5) redrawn; 6)in place of. 7) 
inserted; 8) redrawn ; 9) corrected from small; 10) in place of PAGE 229 ‘ . 
letterhead IN ENGLISH 

~~ a 
PAGE 230 _ IN ENGLISH \ : - PAGE 231 IS TRANSLATION OF ENGLISH 230 a) PAGE 232 ' N. Trbojevic to N. Tesia 

Detroit, MI Tesla's Nephew \ “MAY 6, 1929 — — 

completely abai brona ected the design now and hope this path will go further. | Of cutting spur g ansmissions by means of "solid so is progressing sa ly and | have no 

a ratio of 26 into 6, 51/4" ce 



mM a bank in Phil 
'ong ago the Federal 



4 
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TESLA's CORRESPONDENCE 
WITH RELATIVES PAGE 240 N. Tesla to N. Trbojevic 

Hotel Pennsylvania Tesia's Nephew 
May 19, 1929 

My /Dear/'Nephew- 

jave enough money to complete the speedometer, because, | 
had to stop work many times that? With respect to those other [....] metals the 

needs. They don't want to/11 their discipline and apparatus 
5 s and my goose would be Co 
ae | thought about everything and | ‘saw that the best solution to my Problemsiswiththe = = = 

Waltham Co.. | /can/get e noney from Waltham Watch to Pay off $20,000 and 2 
is money. | would g out of a hole. G 

3 Office that from you, > = 

Detroit , Mi 

7, 1929 
Tesla's Nephew 

My Dear Uncle: 





TESLA'S CORRESPONDENCE WITH RELATIVES PAGE 244 N. Tesia to. N. Trbojevic 
Hotel Pennsylvania, NY Tesla's Nephew 
July 10, 1929 Myf" Dear Nephew. 

cutter and would like to rea ___ PAGE 245 
il not succeed with the first of bronz 

irdened. This is a, 

1) inserted 2)inserted 2 

N. Trbojevic to N. Tesla 
Tesla's Nephew 

: 
My Dear Uncle: 

| haven't written in a long time d 2 0 d the tests, be }, they have d 

gon 



l 
. 
F 

POSTAL TELELGRAPH 
New York 

N. Tesla to. N. Trbojevic Tesia's Nephew 

October 4, 1929 
Nikola Trbojevic Detroit Timken Axle Co. 

Oponents want to get my stocks, Now | aM positive that they cannot succeed. That amount has 

to be paid. Uncle 

PAGE 248 N. Trbojevic to N. Tesia 
Detroit, MI 

i 

Tesla's Nephew 
Oct. 4, 1929 

. i 

Dear Uncle: 

. 
any money ron eae ne 20°” am alsoin sad sen gles 

ea 

"( Cousins are called brother): ata 4 
think & hope truly call you my brother, because, you d. 

you and Fon her lap and with her motherly kindness rais eI > 

» 

sib ly help her with ny s t s in v 



Tesla's Correspondence wth Relatives PAGE 251 
N. Tesla to N. Trbojevic 

Hotel Pennsylvania, NY 

Tesla's Nephew 

October 

© situation is gett worse. With respect to GM | had 

four months ago, ' said that the wou rt pay you ames aM 

Was written, To bad that you dig not inform me sooner about 

metals So that this time la | still not finished that work on 

Pot 99iNg into debt for a1 © Sum that is needed ato begin the 

Project. | hope the best., Your Uncle Nikola ¥ PAGE 252 
N. Trbojevic tON. Tesla Tesia's Nephew 

Dear Uncie: 
I Feceived your je tter of Nov, 12 with an this will not help you Fr symbol, like the A, of 3 

FOS honestly 1)Do you have a 
lon? 4) Do t! 

N. Tesla to N. Trbojevic esla's Nephew 

> Ireceived 



Tesla's Correspondence wthRelatives PaGE 254 CONT'D LETTER 
2 
as soon as | get the money, | will complete What | began. Starret has wnittenme twice already 
about the situation and | FT Delete Netto make arrangements vt cn 
! left the date open . but, | believe extending the time might help-how is July 1, 1930, 
Hope that things are better for you and for me, Your Honest Uncle, Nikola PAGE 255 WESTERN UNION CABLEGRAM Nikola Tesia Hotel Pennsylvania New York City: Plaski, Lika, Dec. 18, 1929 From all of us we Congratulate you on your name day, Marica 

(translator's Note-Dec. 19th is st. Nicholas Day, ) 
PAGE 256 N. Trbojevic to N. Tesla Tesla's Nephew LETTRHEAD TIMKEN 

daily (for 3 cars) and | do n steering gear, first two we 



Tesla's Correspondence with Relatives PAGE 259 
Marica Kosanovic toN. Tesla 

Plaski, Lika Croatia 
Tesla's sister 

Dec. 18, 1930 jecelved at 264 Fifth Abe, New York, NY Manica Keser” YOU" progress and ret you on your name b 
Manica Kosanovic 

a 

Fanika Tesla to N. Testa Ruma, Seria Tesla's Cousin 

er and Marija Tesla nee Ma Milutin was a railroad repres 

y ha that my letter reaches you and / to take this Opportunity to co 

Tesla's Nephe 

Govemor Clinto Hotel. 
Your sister A ingelin 

Uros Trbojevic to 4 
fetes Neos 

STAMPED Dr. U Dear Uncle: 
_ lam sending you a picture of 

\ —_ 

> \ \ ’ ~ 

\ Nh’ 
- ‘e AS 

yan Fe 



e) Tesla's Correspondence with Rlaives 

Ss ad Tesla's Nephew 
Oot. rs 1935 

Dear Uncle: 

¥ 

PAGE 268 

| 

Sava Kosanovic to N. Tesla 

| 

he is now two months here and it is very there is much greenery around it and room for a € terrace and from the Window a heavenly view of S. Mother always liked the city and the sea, and she is in her own home. Her first wish was to,as Meanwhile she had an accident; 

life. He died at ou 
love that he deserved 
died of(Slaga-diabete 

seven years since we touched base 
Your telegram to mother was /ed, 

n Tosic? Mother will tell you what he 
er she is well ind please try to r ds her m: « ti and 



yn his 80th birthday. He received cone? 

2. =xcerp 

33rd floor of the New Yo 
permission.“ 





Tesla's Correspondence th Relatives PAGE 270 
» | 

3 
WESTERN UNION 

7 o 

’ Manica Kosanovic to N Tesla 
Susak, Yugoslavia 

Tesla's sister 
Oct. 23, 1935 SENT TOHOTEL NEW YORKER, NEW ORK cITy 

it 

Here your Night hand loves you, Sister Marica, 

: 
PAGE 274 

\ 

WESTERN UNION 
; t 

N. Tesla to Marica Kosanovic 
October 24, 1931 

Tesla's sister 

New York, NY 
i 

SENT TO ISTARSKA ST. SUSAK, YUGOSLAVIA HAPPILY AND Happy | SEND BROTHERLY GREETINS., NIKOLA PAGE WESERN UNION CAB iC to N. Tesla 
R 

LEGRAM | ‘ ; 



Tesia's ence with Relatives PAGE 277 oa” COMMERCIAL CABLE N. Te t Kosanovie Tesla ey 
Oct. 29, 1936 SENT TO SUSAK, YUGOSLAVIA ISTARSKA 39 

Se presenting me was too much for you, | am pleased to hear that you are well again. Take care 

Of yourself | am very happy of a relative who helped me in a difficult struggle that the country la Nikola Troojevic to N.Testa 
‘Detroit, MI 

Tesia's nephew 

Dear Uncie- 



Tesia’s Correspondence with Relatives PAGE 280 
NN Troojevic to N. Testa 

Detroit, i 
Tesla's Nephew 

1938 

PAGE 281 
WESTERN UNION PRESS MESSAGE Nikola Tesia to N. Trbdojevic 

New York, NY 
Tesia's 

+ 
N. Trbojevic to N. T 
esla's Nephew 



Telephones Adis 4529 office Townseng 8- 5669 home 

‘ 
Aug. 25, 1939 

Attention of the Manager 
New York 

q 
Re, 

Nikola Testa Who resides in Your hot 

Me 
i it woul necessary Tor me 10 g0 there tog Tee 

/ / 
Mr. Testa’s nearest Telative in this cou 

receiving lettcrs from my sisters in Jugostavig tel 
ill According to the FUMOFS ANd Notices, hich, I wrote to Mr. Tesla some tj ago from him if 1 Could be of any help, 



3ahnanne 
Hotel New Yorker 

Thirty - Fourth Street at Eight Avenue, New York Office of Leo A, Molony, resident manager 

August 26, 1939 
Mr. Nikola Tesla 
Room 3327 
Hotel New Yorker 

Dear Mr. Testa: 

We received the enclosed letter from Mr. Nikola Trbojevich, who states he is your 

nephew. 

We are Sending this letter to you so you May take whatever action you deem 

necessary or desirable, 
With kind regards, we remain 

Cordially yours, 
Leo A. Molony, LAM: EM Encl. 



N. Trbojevic to Hotel 
Tesla's Nephew 

e tter from Nr. Nikola Trbojevic, who ing this letter t ou may take whatever action 
ards, we remain = Leo A. Molony 

PAGE NS OF PAGE 286 
PAGE 281 



Tesla's Correspondence with Relatives PAGE 291 Mara Mucovic to N. Tesla 
Sarajevo, Bosna 

j 
Tesla's great niece 

July 29, 1939 
4 My Dear Granfather: 

Think about why | am Now whiting, and | would have written Ccording to me a long time ago. 
"Today sintbuld Be an intrude f | wrote to you as an orphan of peek 

very Rev. Petar Lalic You recognize her a an only child of your late sister and my Grandmother, Milka. The late grandmother Milka lived with my mother 
and father and where my father was a priest in Pazarica and now all of the three may god save 
their soulds deceased, 

Hercegovian my is good and the same luck as my brother. He for his 
2nd years of service should be president of the Judicial court and not what he is : Give birth to me lucky mother and throw me intothe | 

hat I can swim out of it 

a od gave us what we alreadyhave. PAG j 
“nn 

My dear grandfather you are my oldest relative and the closest and | would be happy if! can 
touch base with you and how you are, 

aD he 
Thinking of youand | kiss your hand, Your Greatniece, Mara ia 5 

PAGE 293 N. Trbojevic to N. Tesla Tesia's Nephew J « , “ 
» 

Here, now my luck 
Co. in Toledo, Ohio, | 
and will have a significant 

is 



gd Tesla's Correspondence with Relatives PAGE 298 

March 4, 1942 Western Union New York, NY ; 

N. Tesla to Sava Kosanovic 
March 2, 1941 ) 

Poor with words | still didn't explain it enough it would be necessary to increase up to twelve 

stations eight for Croatia each of the same construction like at Wardenclyffe and only 20 meters 

he station would be using diesel oil for energy with mechanical : 

manner and transformed into 

without danger. | am waitng for — 

energy will delivers particles thi 

second. This is .394579 the sper 

trucks, automobiles, various machi 

other machines. The particles can 

with them metals i all kinds of material 

about peace. Particles are practical with neutrons, because 

. PAGE 289 i : 

‘cannot penetrate spce for great distances. 
attempts with 20 effective | 

cared 40 ti \ slectricty tl rE i etl 

N. Trbo 
Tesla's 
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ink and act, we are held to; ether, like the Hint Pe the firmament, with Ae inseparable, hese ties we cannot see, but we can feel Sian T cut myself in the finger, and it pains me: this finger is'a part of mo, T see ‘a friend hurt, and it hurts me, too: my friend 
d Tare one. And now I see stricken down ny, a lump of matter Which, of all the tmatter in the universe, | care least till it grieves me. Does this not 

ch of us is only 2 partof a 

s been proclaimed in the consummately wise teachings of religion, probably not alone as a means of insuring peace and harmony among men, but as a deeply founded truth, The Buddhist ex- presses it in one way, the Ohristian in an- other, but both say th 
one. Metaphy, 

bring 
nce, too, 

perfection, 
being lives 
ephemeral, race, 

ane explanation of man: 
$ phenomena of heredit He result. o£ countless centuri but persist 

acter, implying cl 
laws of mech 

it,and thee 
an ie 
n principles, by 

h the square 
tance, ae 

8 a cert 
at, whic 
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PROBLEM OF INCREASING HUMAN ENERGY. 177 
4n idea of the total heat-energy contained in the ball, which is only seemingly at rest. In this purely theoretical estimate this energy may then be calculated by multiplying half of the total mass— that is, half of the sum of all the small masses—with the square of a velocity which is determined from the velo- cities of the separate particles. In like man- net we may conceive of human energy being measured by half the human mass multiplied with the square of a velocity which we are not yet able to compute. But our deficiency in this knowledge will not vitiate the truth of the deductions I shall draw, which rest on the firm basis that the same laws of mass and force govern throughout nature. Man, however, is not an ordinary mass, consisting of spinning atoms and molecules, and containing mere heat-energy. He is 4 mass possessed of certain higher qualities by reason of the creative principle of life With which he is endowed. His mass, as the Water in an otean waye, is being continu- ously exchanged, new taking the place of the old. Not only this, but he gates, and dies, thus al 

pendently, bot 
is most Wonde: 

appropriating more 
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Ocity. However 
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Correspond to H ofa human bein, could be contro] ing obstacles, re, tive to th le dis| and, last, but mothe by: and unres ONSIVE, all calls but that i” quirements made it iy the control of the i T other rayg, Nt TO IMMUSTRATE THE SUPPLYING Which prop: in 

light- o: 

agate ENERGY THROUGH A SINGLE s) <8 WITHOUT RETURN. Space, like sound, 0 
least resistance, ho " : the result ai ‘ 

5 : x Sue t aimed at : t through circuit placed wii ih the eoil @ as electri vorked only to oy tuned,” e} co of 01 ent. of its full eapacity. 
of the proper kind “telautomatics ” has been suggested, which ; means the art of controlling the move- » ments and operations of distant automatons, This principle evidently was applicable to any kind of machine that moves on land orin | the water or in the air. In applying it prac- tically for the first time, I selected a boat (s Fig.2). A storage battery placed Me furnished the motive power. ‘The propeller, . driven by a motor, represented the locomo- tive organs. The rudder, controlled by an- other motor likewise driven b y ihe battery, took the place of the directive ¢ : _ fo the sensitive organ, obvi 
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THE PROBLEM OF INCREASING Hi MAN FNERGY 

frotism shall be identical with religion 
jehen there shall be one Jang 
gry, oneend, then the dream wil! have 
come reality, 

Ta THIRD PROBLEM: HOW TO INCRRAS 

FORCE ACCELERATING THE HT MAN yw 
THE HARNESSING OF TRE SUN'S EXER: 

Or the three possible solutions of the + 
problem of increasing human energy, 

po caaee? r the mos: 

iS which de- 
+ Inorder termine the movement of humanity 

would beneces- Dio proceed system 
for me to dwell on al 
which have guided me from . 

efforts to arrive at a solut nd 
we led me, step by,step, to the re- 
il now describe. “Asia preliminary 
the problem an inves’ 

I have made, of the chief 
determine the onw: 

f adva 
dea of th 

BO 

al man, the observer, the man of busi- 
ness, he who reasons, calculates, or deter- 
mines in advance, carefully applies his effort 
80 that when coming into effect it will be in 
the direction of the movement, making it 
thus most efficient, and in this knowledge 
and abi lies the secret of his success. 
Every new fact discovered, every new ex- 
perience or new element added toour know- 
ledge and enteri o the domain of rea- 
son, affects the same and, therefore, changes 
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Tesla's Correspondence with Relatives PAGE 298 
, 

March 4, 1942 Western Union New York, NY N. Tesla to Sava Kosanovic 

Poor with words | still didn't explain it enough it would be necessary to increase up to twelve 
Stations eight for Croatia each of the same Construction like at 

er 
it mi = : ' 

electrical aletemating currect un pressure Sixty billion volts without danger. | am waitng for 
Govemor Subasic select one station on {0p of Mt. Lovcen'. There will not be any light, electrical 
energy will delivers particles through space with the speed of 118837370000 

PAGE 299 
at cannot penetrate Spce for great distances. In 

Carried 40 times m ct 

Toledo , Ohio 

June 16, 1941 

7 





4 >» 
_ Tesla's Correspondence with Relatives PAGE 283 

N.Trbojevic to N. Tesla ee * 4 1939 - Tesla's Nephew ‘ola Trbojevic _ 

Dear Uncie: : Detroit, Mi EBs, Vi sone . . | heard that you are ill. How are you? Would you like to move to Detroit? Let me d . you are. q 
e \ My work was slow up to now, but | just completed good "uni on %, drive". | think that | will sell this patent by this sumn 

4 Sa , __N. Trbojevic to Hotel New Yorker Manager 
_Tesia's Nephew 4 

we ve 



a a me | 

Tesla's Correspondence with Relatives PAGE 291 Mara Mucovic to N. Tesla Tesla's great niece 

My Dear Granfather- 
Think about wh | felt that | would 

their soulds deceased, ! have one brother Nikola, and » Mi he received, ilka as a reminder of you the - 

mere, Now my luck has tu 
'd 2 gcod ccniract from Spicer Mfg, 

Co. in Toledo, Ohio, | si NO eeme; Sshich | think 
and wil have a significa ti cons ti tom Os 
fi the constant veloci | h 1S 0 

Mata A 



/ ait turbines, st - electrical aletemating 

| @ulOMobiles. various mach, 
eer machines. The particles can 

Mth them metais i ail kinds of mat 
©. Paticies are prac 

wheels - 
Pe Aer han that of the diameter of Grails ‘sned t0 all distances and good ri 
ot wah "estrone, because 3723 times igh 
PAGE 299 -o A 

M penctrate 8908 for great dista In my atte wth 
ed 40 times mon i . mpts 

oy O normally N.& moment enc 
ofinish bec. 



a
 

So you will hear from me again. How are you and how are your things 
Moving? 

With kindest Tcegards 

| 

yours sincercly 
Nikola 

| 
P.S. Tam also enclosing a feprint with notations, 

TIpeson: 

Zparn rocnoanne Teena: — 

Per sienao cam | al 
YPAMHTH 6H1n0 ura y M MeTasia 40 nepdexuy) A Mpe ner ronuua. Ca , 
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226. 

| Huxoxa Tp6ojeauh — Huxoan Tecan 
| Alerponr, 14. oKTo6pa 

a» 

| The Timken Detroit Axle Co. 

General Office 

104-400 Clark Avenue 

Detroit, Michigan 

ayy 

pat 
Oct. 14. | 

Dear Mr. Tesla: - 

1 arrived here last week in good order and found Alice and the litt : also well. My job here at Timken’s is not so good as they did not doa — a 
tie cote months completely. You know you ee 
it is; as soon as you step ou me know vyo' how 

as the slightest excuse. Cy stop working on your proposition 

I will send you those | 
Soe MT a1 

% 
aS 



Tesla's Correspondence with Reltives PAGE 305 WESTERN UNION TELEGRAM - N. Tesla to Sava Kosanovic 
New York, NY AY Tesla's Nephew To: Belgrade Yugoslavia Dec, 26, 1941 

| have discovered not long ago a new main transmission of unlimited power for the complete defense pir pir dear homel: i 

' 
Power, Decause she will be able todestroy all gunpower, etc. | will explain everything thwough — nw me representative, | ha i eee, telegraph $500 at least to Hot Greetings from Your Uncle Nikola Tesla 

PAGE 306 ava Kosanovic to N. Tesla April 2, 1942 ‘esla's Nephew Yugoslav Minister of State New York, NY 

you kindly to send this telegram 
ple in Pittsburgh lare using your name evilly, and tog 

lonorary President of Serbian National Defense,v 
javia, against tt 

used to accept our telegrma . It would be betti 
Nephew Sava | 



;\ ¥; ” : —— SS EY 
N48 COttespondence wih Relatives PAGE a14 we \ | 
N. Trdojevic to N. Tesia 

Detroit, MI id : 
Tesla's Nephew 

19 

1 
? 

‘Waar ,.% A yea y ; Dear Uncle: 
f ’ i \ t ndersta y letters at least even one was not answered? ; goi many patents, but all are very thin. - Vee 

PAGE 315 LAST LETTER vic 10 N. Tesla K Uncle: . es 

ly what that is from my own e 
things are about the same, for 

'er 8,000 miles and while | e 
hore exact measurements. | am 

n, this is the situation- rest of letter is in 

LETTERS a 





HUKOJIA TECJIA 
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Tesla Memorial Society, Inc. Newsletter Fall Issue 1993 

LELAND |. ANDERSON, one of the most knowledgeable Our Society has the following viaeotapes ror sale: 

Tesla buffs has a list of books and periodicals for sale Address 1 Tesla The Genius Who Litthe World 30 minutes. 

Leland| Anderson, 2525 S Meade Street, Denver, CO 80219 $19.95 plus postage 
2 Belgrade, 6,000 Years of History 30 minutes 

ANEW BOOK titled “The God Particle” by Lederman and $19.95 plus postage 

Weinberg mentions 'Rudjer Boskovich’ as among the great 3 Kingdorn of Montenegro (Color), i hour Vintage 

scientists of the world Boskovich’s “Theory of Natural Philoso- film. $24.95 ] 

phy” was the philosophical precusor to the “Theory of Relativ- 4 Rudjer Boskovich. Scientist, philosopher, etc His 

ity” theory of Natural Philosophy 1s precursor of relauvity! 

Tesla called him the ‘Father of that theory * 90 minutes. $29.95 

MEMBERS WHO ARE INTERESTED in the Tesla Coil and The following books are available: 

some of the construction problems, we recommend ‘Tesla Coil 1. Tesla Man Out of Time M Cheney Paperback 

Builders Association.” Mr. Harry Goldman. editor of a quarterly $5.00 plus $1 00 postage 

magazine has many articles of input for coil building, etc 2 My Inventions (Autobiography) Editor B Johnston 

Address is 3 Amy Lane, Queensbury, NY 12808 $795 
3. Prodigal Genius O'Neill Paperback $8 95 

Nikola Tesla Subject of National 4 Colorado Springs Notes. $100.00 Leatherbound 

Public Radio Program Teslas Colorado exp. ; 
3 Tribute to Nicola Tesla $75.00 - 

THE TALK OF THE NATION of NPR 4/21/93 was devoted 6 Catalog of Tesla Patents. BHinqual. $4.00 aa 

to Tesla on at hour broadcast. Participants were Bill Wysock, postage a oe 

Margaret Cheney, Charles Ruch of Westinghouse and Wm. H 2 Photos of Tesia 4x6 $1 O04ab Colorado Springs, 
Terbo Audio cassette.can be purchased at NPR, 2025 M St Facade of Bidg,, etc. Wardenclyffe Tower 

NW, Washington, DC 20036 $1250 B Love Letters Albert Einstein-Mileva Maric 
$19.95 Hardcover 

A MEMBER OF TMS, INC. by the name of Countess is the The Tesla Museum in Belgrade: 

founder of Tesla Pathfinders. Her address is PO Box 464, Paim and data in detail about this great f 

Beach FL 33480 She recently held a seminar with 35 people Nikole Tesle, Or A S Marincic, Dir 

present She is a poet and we will print some of her works in 11000 Belgrade. Serbia, Yugostavia 

ensuing issues There are more than 100,000 pieces 

with some of the greatest men in science and tec! 
ume 7 . 

a Ifthere are other 

. 

A Letter from a New Member from Puerto Rico , 
— i 

LOS J. CANGGIANO, an al fr 
Rico wrote this letter to us 

i Mr. Kosanovich 

a renewed interest in the figure of © 

te it be that the Establishment has a necessi his 

ognition, or a belated remorse for his bolivi oe 

tocop an article titled Nicola Tesla Creador gli 

xxfetured: igma” magazine #53 - published in 1992 11 

Puerto Ric¢ 5 article stresse 

‘oblivion also an intrig 

“Enigma” bout an olasc! 
Mihay ov, who seems to be a contemporary Oo! 

Tesla Vitae 1s enclosed with photo ” 
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TESLA'S CORRESPONDENCE WITH RELATIVES “ . TRANSLATOR, NICHOLAS KOSANOVICH ? : 
a ‘ PREFACE BY DR. A.S. MARINCIC, DIRECTOR TESLA MUSEUM : i 

There are about 70,000 letters of correspondence and about 7,000 correspondents. This 
book contains the original eltters to his relatives and those letters received by him-i ing telegrams, These letters were written during a 60 year period from 1882 to 1942. It is logical 
that there are about seven times more letters witten to him than byhim to others. Alarge 
number of correspondence to Tesla were from other sources and even up to the present a small ; number of his descendants gave few copies to the Nikola Tesla Museum. Tesla himself didnot — 
replicate his correspondence to others. a | 

Most likely the reader will see no replies to letters about interesting questions or 
discussions from the letters that 
can be anticipated by any collection of this type of correspondence. In fact, we should be 
mostgrateful that Dr, Tesla preserved all of these letters which were precious me tohim 
and they were spiritual ties with his sisters and close relatives with whom he c 
Undoubtedly, this correspondence had significant historical value to the personal 
and for a better understanding of his views about human problems and of his c 
friend. “en 

A very huge effort was demanded to prepare this collection of 
the phase of collating, deciphering handwritten letters to preparing docum 
identify the people in Tesla's family tree of both his father and mother up’ e 
comments and compilation the register of names, geographic locations and co respo 
The workers at the Nikola Tesla Museum deserve a special app ciatio of gratitude fe 
diligednt work. A special thanks to Dubravka Smiljanic and Zorica Civric 0 tl 

= Curator of the Museum. We would like to remind the reader that thi 
b anthology in Yug a le world. The 

2 andenthusiasm. 
This anthol 

of Nikola Tesla in Yug 
engineers of all time- 
Chicago Exposition wh 

n this endeavor-in 
{ organization by 

ost of tl 
he Niko 
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pased on the theory of Mnoar relation between this constant 

and the temperature and checked by practical data. _ I fina 

that the specific heat of the combustion products at constant 

pressure is 

cH = 0.212168 + 0.0000233545 t. 

Thus ,for one pound of nitroglycerine cpx t = 6217 B.ToUsy Le¢e 

>,»t- 0.212868 + + 0.000c28s545 t? = 6217. 

The solution of this equation gives 

t w 4561 ¢ 16948 m 6964 Centigrade or 12387 Fahrenheit. 

Considering now a 70% dynamite, that 1s, one composed of 

70% nitroglycerine and 30% inert matter, it is evident that the 

heat disengaged, the ‘temperatura of the gases ami their volun, 

will be about 70% of the values found for the first named 

substancee Hence the quantities will be as follows: 

Heat liberated per kilogram 0.7 x 2570 m 1099 Calories; or 

" " " pound 1099 x 5.96 m= 43552 B.T.U.; 

Temperature of the gases 0.7 x 6980 w: 4886° c,, or eg27° F.; 

Volume of gasos por kilogram 0.7 x 713 (eee ) = 9432 asress 

a ‘ 

ees 9.432 255.3148 
Ot ee ey to 



crn rE TEE 

cubic foot of gas wi 

which is satisfieg when 

V mV 64x lois x 778 = 9765 fect per second. 
But in actual Sxperiments through expanding nozzles not more 
then 8000 fect per second are obtainable, and it is certain 
that, in such applications as prospecting, the velocity will 
be much smallor, Assuming the maximum realizable, the 
force of reaction per pound of this dynarite would bo 

p= Oe pounds, 

t being; the time consumed in the escape of the gasos from the 
container, let the latter bo a cube with the topside open 
then, since the specific gravity of the Compound is 1 «5S and 

1 und of water takes wy of a cubic foot, a pee ° Bas , 
pound of dynamite will occupy 

2 1 eS ———_ =: = 0.01068 of o eupi ~ 62.425 x 1.5 93.6375 lubic foot. 
The side of the cube will be 

3 
2 = \/0.01068 

the opening at the top rill thus have an aroa ’ 
Ag = 0.22 x Olea 

= 0.22 of a foot, ana 

0.0484 of a square foot 
Y £ so 'that, at tho vo 

-) 



volume boing 151.09 cubic feet 

“1 =) 251.000 A) “Grape second. 
387.2 

Consequently, the force of reaction 

< t= 8000 
und of 70% dynamite. 

32 21050 Fg, eae a 
But thio is far above any result obtainable in practice. In the 

» the energy rad 

turo of 8827 + 451 

first place 
tated per second at the absoluto 

tempers 
= 9288° F, and from a surface 

Shoe G x 0.0484 CL 0.2904 of a square foot is 

9288 
©.16 = 0.2904 = — 20.2904 

( loo / 

4 
) = 960.6 B.T.U. 3600 

and during 0.39 of a Secon would be about 375 ig 

thougl. the radia 

T.U. Al- 

tion diminishes repidly with the fall of 
tomperature the loss is considerable, Then again, tho un- 
avoldable yielding of the enclosure of the charge detracts 

from the useful effect. Tho chier sconomic disadvanto 

however, is due to the fact that th 

Go, 

0 explosion dovolops an 

immense force in a very short time intorval in consoquence 

of which most of the energy of the shock is lost in hoat, so 
that comparatively little of it remains for the production 

Undoubtedly, if tho 

Opening for the escape of the G200s, instead of boing 

of mechanical effects at distance, 

Agu 0,0484 of a square foot, an assumed, were greatly re- 
@uced so as to prolo scharge correspondingly, the 
vroactive Would be more effoctivo, at distance. 
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Supposo the time were lengthened to one second, the force of 

reaction would be 8000/32 wm 250 pounds per pound of dynamite” 

and that is, in all probability, moro than can be realized in 

practico. Some prospecting companies employ charges of ote) 

pounds and in such cases it is desirable to still further osm = 

prolong the detonation. 

Considering now the results at constant volume ,accord= 

ing to my calculations the spocific heat is 

Cl = 0.160413 + 0.0000175844 t and 

6 

xt = 0-1 p04ie t + 0.0000175844 t? = 6255 

Tie solution of this equation gives 
19 40/.13 

t wm -4561.25 + 19962. o2 = 14440.8 Centigrado or 26025.4 Fahronheit. 
‘ca e 

7 A) 

p of the lucas method is encountered in 
The greatest handica 

recorcing the effects at distance as the pallistic instrument 

generally adopted is subject to one single Gmise end amlfi- <P> 

cation by resonance is impossible. The Xs aveil- = = | 

abic for the operation of the receiver is 9 gnificant . 
‘ 

mhe Lucas method has peen used | 

one success is 
improvement. 

. roly oro on their imovwlo 

ntuition than on GAG FE aph of tho 
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RCE OBTAINABLE BY TESLA's ISOCHRONOUS OSCILLATIONS 
These 8re generated by Tele-Geo-pynamic 

traneuitters which 
are reciprocating 

®ngines of extreme sg: Amplic4 ty adapted to im- press 
tsochronous vibrations upon the earth, thereby causing the propagation of corresponding rhythmical disturbances through the same which are, essentially, sound waves like those conveyed through the air and othor, The energy carried by such waves 

per square centimeter per second is 

Boe 2 RW? yy2/1,? 
Ro being the density, V the velocity, A the emplitude and Lg the 
wave length, 

Applying this equation to different media it is found that 
for the same wave length and amplitude air conveys 50,000 times 

more energy than the ether and the earth over 20,000,000 times 

more than the air, Due.to its great density the displacements in 
the eerth are so tiinute that it behaves like a perfectly elastic 
body conveying the impulses to any distance without loss, This 

is the reason why Tele-Geo-Dynamic transmitters enable the at- 
tainment of many - nee and commercial results of inostimable 
wees. Among others they offer the best means for prospecting, 
Wiienparaviy more economical and effective than any Imovn here-. 

, ; ree, malding poss 

(of oil, coal, sulphi 

accun, te and unmistakable location 

ot mineral deposits in the 



Secured in the investigation of the intornal structure of bodies by penotrativo rays. For just as 
the vacuum tube projects Roe: mtgen shadows on a fluorescent screen, 80 the tranortttor produces on the earth's surface shadows which can be detectod by acoustic devices 
instruments. 

or rendered visible by optical 
The receiver can be made so sensitive that pros- 

pecting may be accomplished while viding in a car and without 
linit of distanee from the trensmittor, 

The experts of the Toxas Conmeny have assortea emphatically 
that isoclronous impulses, as generated by my machino, aro entirely unsultable for locating ore deposits, But just tho Spposite ig true for the impulses are absolutely non-interfering, each ; succocding being a precise repetition of the preceding so that 
ee vnore effect on the receiy r 
-_ y y Yee from boing 

-Perior in this 
= 

in the Luca 

uncertain as 

=es I heppened to 

“oceurred somevinerg 
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rely mechanical, ‘Tho £3 

omplicated and further 



wear, When it is put in Action, the rapid vibrations of the 
plunger alternately supply to and abstract heat from the inner 
walls of the chambers but owing to the quickness of these opera- 

tions the absolute pressure ‘of the gaseous medium in the chambers 
remains constant and the law of Mariotte, in regard to the inverse 

-- yatio of the pressures and volumes, holds rigorously true. This 
means that the device constitutes a frictionless indos! 

. The power apps to the 

n extent the stroke of mes Par 

est influence on the period, It woul 

ger back and fort force to push the | 

s it not that the 

‘neigpiticant 
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79th Birthday for Him 

Herald Tribune photo—Zerde 
Nikola Tesla 

Tes la, a a9, 
Discovers New 
Message Wave 

NY Herel 14s 
At Birthday Luncheon He 

Announces Machine for 
1-Way Communica 

Nikola Tesla announced yesterday. 
on his seventy-nirth birthday, the 
Giscovery of “the art of tele-geo- 
dynamics.” or the propagation of me-~ 
chanical impulses to the far ends of 
the earth, which can be Used as a0) 
unfailing means cf commuulcation 
anywhere on the terrestrial globe, a8 & 
guide for ships at sea and as an in- 
dicator of where the mineral wealth 
ofthe world lier stored. 

‘The machine by which this ts ac- 

complished was called by Dr. Tesia 
‘“my best achievement as an en~ 

ineer.” He spoke at # luncheon and 
press conference lasting six hours at 

the Hotel New Yorker. In addition, he 

diseloss4 his invei of an induc- 
on apparatus whi 
‘current without com! 

ist and inventor 
beliefs as to cosmic 1 
‘nh were at material 
ntan physics. 
unveliing of these ¥ snd 

© | tall, thin, almost cadaverous acientist 

Dr. Teale 

aller 
|[ Amplitude. These waves lost little or 

(Continued on page eight) 

‘Tesla, at 79, 
Discovers New 

, Message 
(Continued from pepd one) 

[amid The greatest dist 
‘he had tried out the carrsing 

jaaie, sas 
[they would reach ‘to sny pi 
[ine terrestrial globe. He emphasized 

———— ane ase 

there was an earthqqueke, the Pi e | 

Department. responded to an alarm 
frantically turned In. fou 

flew across the machinery oe 
lapse wan the 

Teain in seizing 

the 
‘The Empire 
could easily | 

Loath t» Deseribe Device 
Dr. Tesla appeared extremely loath | 

to describe his machine In any detail. © 
Une fact that they were mechanical 4 muititude of questions drew from: 
Apa not elec 
they were not | mission of power. H 

fun the information that {t con- | 
sisted of a cylinder of finest steel, 
Suspended in midair by = type of 

The frst practical use which theory Snicn was old in principle | 
but which had been amplified by a) 

envisions for the waves 1s communt-| Secret principle and a staticnery part. | 
. It will matter not whe 

pe it be is 
Equipped with a small receiving set 

his pocket he 
Mill be able to hear messages sent 
from any part of the world, They 

passing throu; 

fe earth to another. 
But this disadvantage is overcome by 
the advantage that there can be no 

Ne interference by weather or 
state, Dz. Tesla an 

of the mini y ves is that they 
it sea with absoll 

eo-dynam| 

pont 
To keep on his curse, the captain 
of m anip receiving these mpi.lses 

has only to determine the angle at 
which the ippuloe strike the reeety 
ng se 

WH Spot Minerals In Earth 

“he cae tae 

value beneath the 
ventor says, This ls not a 
tchoes recelved from 
jlast, as used In geoph: 

tion ‘for oll and other 
rather « tuned system 
mite of qualitative differentia 
twee! various ores and 
under! 
A au) tary use for the 

“I have found means for impress- | 
“he sald, 

theories soon after 
he bad consumed « quart of hot milk, 
which he had considerable dimculty 
In getting served to him. the while 
his guests had » six-course luncheon 
topped off with a birthday cake sup- 
porting one cevulc. Dr. Tesla would 
hot even touca the cake, aaying that 
he feared to interfere with the In- 
jurated habits of a lifetime: 

thenegeaged ta tbe ime 
picture pho- 

phers to aa} words 
‘the newareels. a” - 

His new motor, Dr. Tesla confers: d. 
‘A stunt something like aquaring 

chine found in thine of war, 
In setting of bombs 

ped 

[8h SSW 







New York. 
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I hope you will excus 
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ventor’s inventor." Hecently, on the oc- 
casion of his Ss0th birthday, both the Ser- 
ian: and the :Yogoslav Governments. honored 

‘Tesla with high decorations. 

In 1899, while experimenting with a wireless re- 

ceiver of extraordinary sensitivity, I detected faint sig- 

nals from Mars, our brother planet. ‘I.could not interpret 

the signals, but they ccened to MoE a mumerical code, one- 

two- three - four. The Martians, I assumed, used numbers in 

their attempts to commmiocate with the Earth because atithmetic 

constitutes a universal language. 

In my attempts to elucidate the problem of these im- 

Pulses from outer space, I received ridicule instead of co- 

operation. Other, more practical, problems monopolized my 

attention, but the idea of experimmting with inter-planetary 

Sommmications never ceased to intrigue me. One reason for 



TRL 
Rett 

ntil man can talc in some manner ‘with the esi tact of other 

he remains an earth-bound | vorn. My most recent discov- 

O85 it werified by experience, will give wings to the earth— 

worm. To me, I trust, they will cive abiding fame. The man 

~ who: evolves a.method of commmicating with other planets, will 

be Yemembered in human annals after all present inventions are 

=“ dipped in oblivion: I would willingly sacrifice all my other 

“ashievements to realize this dream. I am certain that I have 

found a. solution theoretically beyond dispute. 

Fy NS a 

“T balieve that my recent inventions, bearing upon this 

point, are more 4mportant than any of the seven hundred patents 

I previously gave to the world. Man reaches his maximm power 

in his old age, not in middle life. Every one should have a 

decade or so to sum up his life work after seventy-five. Every 

one would, if we lived sensibly. after man is seventy-five, he 

has gained so moh experienc that he can solve many problems 

that hitherto seemed insol ». I hope, by systemtizing my 

work and organizing the income and expendi e of my body with 

aaintialt 2 es 

Joab e at ods a1 



fo resol the ripe age of 140. Long be- 

ation with Mere and other stars will have 

beyond the mates possibility, But it will be possible to 

flash @ message to Mars and to receive some response from 

intelli gent entities there-fH. G. Wells, in an audecious 

rf. short story, "Star-Begotten", advances the: theory that the 

“\ertians, recognizing that they are living on a dying planet, 

, are attempting to influence life on earth, with the object 

“of reproducing themselves,so to speak methaphysically, in us. 

“He insimates that cosmic rays, directed from Mars, affect 

our genes, those carriers of Imman characteristics, and produce 

deviations in the Imman species important™enough to create in 

time a new, more civilized mman race. Ur. Wells forgets to 

tell that Mars is 10,000 light years away from the earth. If 

thetr raypvare to effect the present generation of men, they 

must have been dispatched 10,000 years ago, when most of us 

were howling savages- ays transmitted today (unless tiie 

Mertians have anticipated my discovery) would affect men 10,000 

years hence. 
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A 
“Sek aaa he would have to wait 
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buried 10,000 years. Message and > 
- 
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on many plan: ta. {noluding Mere, and in universes revolving é- 

xount bout suns more gigantic than ours. Mars, {t-4s-gese— 

neil bettered. dn many respects resembles the earth, an earth 

grom old. It is logical to assume that the biological evo- 

lution of- the Martiars more or Bah ae that of the mman 

species, although they my have reached a stage far in alvence 

of ours. Their perception of the external world mst corre- - 

spond more or less to ours. They see, smell, feel, hear, life 

through the same senses 8s nan Jt is no strain on the imagi - 

nation to assume same super-Tesla on Mars, perfecting at this 

very moment some new system of commmication with us, since 

we have been deaf to all previous signols. But unless a re- 

volutionary discovery enables the Martians and us to overcome 

the gap in time, both their and our present civilization will 



ly it might te possible to create som self- 

of acientists that would keep its ear glued 

Jar telephone for ten times ten centuries; prac- 
i, ¢, 

ag it is out of the question. New nations, new 
ie , rsd 

ew Oceans, may be bornebefore the clock of 

Tegisters another ten thousand years. 

Commmication between two planets involves two essential 

1) . Coincidence in Time 
2) Similarity of Evolution. 

fo meet the first condition, we mst flash our message, not-with 

eid opead of light, the fastest at resent known to science but, 

to all intents and purposes, instantaneously. ‘To.meet the second 

Gondition, it is essential thet the inhabitants of the planets, 

with whieh we desire to establish som contact, have reached a 

phase of evolution similar, or, superior .to ours. There can be 

no intelligible or intelligent intercourse between an Amoeba and 

& Goethe or a Shakespeare. 

I¢ is safe to assume that somewhere in the universe, 

Probably on Mars, the prerequisites for an interchange of 

ideas exists. But how can we meet the first-condition 7? — 

to overcome the handicap of distance and time? We need a 

force that transmits our age with infinite velocity. tm- 

fortunately, the velocity of every ‘mow ray, however fast, 



~ 

Sve that I have circumvented the gif oulty- 
8 it possible to 

wi th Practical instanteneity. With such a force 

= flash the message directly to the other 

might use the moon as our writing pad, aus inscribe 

Ss our message on its pallid surface. Tho planeterians eould re- 

six highly technical inventions to beat the obstacle of time 
Ste. ™ 

- ply flash by finan to our commnication, if they too hare solved 

= as I think they must have -~ the problem of instantaneous 

Seomeetesi on: 

> How? - 

“fhe mathematios and physics are so intricate that it 

is impossible to explain my plan in language intelligible to 

the layman. For the present it mst suffice to state that I 

aan kind of energy and the canbined resources of thirty- 

an@ space. ‘he description of these inventions, even in tech=\~ 

nieal ols, would take a great deal of space. Fortunately 

the apparatus I have arte is small and compact. Im spite 

of its modest size, it. “Tlashea energy in considerable amount 

through interstellar space without loss or dispersion. 

ana 

other men wi have to collaborate to work out t: the 

details of the plan for interplanetary commmication. I expect 

to confer with my friend George E- Hale, the creat astronamist 

r 
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eation with other wets: 9 Tam convinced that the prize will 

be awarded to me because, I repeat, the problem is solved. 

“fhe money if a trifling consideration, but for the great his- 

‘torical honor of being the first mortal to achieve the miracle 

of a Planctary commmication I would be almost willing to give 

omy ire. fercthe eremtentcthimo tcht
cteres & 

n Relativists may object) that ‘my efforts will be thwarted 

“by what Einstein calls ‘the curvature of space". My own inves— 

tigations based on 4 now dynamic theory of cravity demonstrate 

conclusively that space is not ourved« j According to the Bela- 

tivists, space is distorted into: curves by the influence upon 

4t of celestial bodies. But the law of cause md effect is 

action induces 8 

dumtable. Ever reaction, Gr the planets act upon smce, 

space in turn reacts upon the planets. If the Planets pull 

space out into curves the counter-pull of space upon the 

planets neutralizes the effect and straightens out the curves. 

Inasmch as action and reaction are coexistent, the supposed 

ourverture of space is 4 figment of the mathematical imagina- 

tion. 

The relativity theory, by the way, is mch older than 

OTT? + ole 



bes 

ite a 

es. ee 
nm a vast z variety of subjects: 

vity, 

a Boscovich dealt with relati- 

iuding the So-called time-space-contimmm, which 
ent ers into my calculations for inter-planetary caloulations, 

masterfully ani faultlessly. what he wrote was gold, compared 
with which the modern additions are dross. 

My invention will carry my signals through space, 

curved or uncurved, with instantaneous precision. My state- 

ment will be attacked as fantastic. I am accustomed to that. 

It has happened to many of my ideas. But in most cases those 

who scoffed at first, eventually agreed with me — if they) 

Jived long enough. ze disagreed with Thomas Edison on: the 

most effective electrical current. Edison championed the 

directy I the alternating current. Events have justified my 

preference- Alternating currents are the life blood of in-— 

dustry today- Events will verify many of my predictions. 

Even with our present limited \nowledge, it is safé 

to venture certain prophesies. I visualize the whole earth 

ag a huge brain in which before peers recone. Next be. akke 

i oommmnicate with each other through vest pocket radio equip- 
eee ent Pioiently delicate to catch thought wares. Planes > 

Men will 

tap the eterna’ heat reserves of Mother Earth to run his m- 

411 be operated, newspapers printed, by wireless. 

chines; he will tame Vesuvius as he has (with the aia of one 
Ee 



anddcross vast 
and, air and sea vill be his carriers. All this 

is within sight of the present generation, the product of 
_ the imperfect human brian, But the imagination talks at the 

_ immense possibilities that will be open to man when, after 
Perfecting my system of inter-planetary commmications, he 

igent beings by will be able to gather knowledge aiiemietadioontioe stars- 
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contact /with the outer 

world. 
The waves Of “sound, heat and 

light beat Wpon ifs feoble body, its 

Sensitive nerve-fibres: “quiver, he 
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By Nikola Tesla: 
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ich is his power and michf that 
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What has the future in’ store 
this strange be norniof aibrea 
of perishable tissue, yet’ immorta 

Withshis powers fearful and divine 
What m vill wr 
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t decd, hi 

men 
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nercenptible matter cor 
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1 conception and {ill 
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things ar 
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inexhauatible ‘energic¢ 
a their fictions: att 
more still—can he sp refine 

mean control as (a put them in 
opera ti mply. by foree of 
his will? 

If he could do this how 
powers almost unlimited.an 
natural. “At his command, with but 

slight effort. on his part, old 
would disappear and new 

of his planning would spring 
nfo being 

He tould fix, solidify and 
erve the ethereal shapes of his 
iagining, the fleeting visions of 

ams. He could express all 
tions’ of his) mind, on ans 

nt forr nere and im- 
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A NEW survey of the entire not ; 
conducted by astronomers at mia 
nstitute of Technology's Mt. Palomar 
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L Ginton, N.Y.C. 

CELEBRATE BIRTHDAY 
| 

la, father of radio and of | 

sion who will celebrate his | 

s he apozared today in 

“his suite at the ww Yorke: 
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_ “fr connection with resonance effects and the 
_ * * * transmission of enerzy over aisingle conductor, 
*** 1 would say a few words on a subject which 

© constantly fills my thoughts, and which concerns the 
welfare of all. 1 mean the transmission of intelligible 
signals or, perhaps, even power, to any distance without 
the use of wires. lam becoming daily more convinced 
of the practicability of the scheme; and though | know 
full well that the great majority of scientific men will 
not believe that such results can be practically and im. 
mediately realized, yet | think that all consider the 
developments in recent years by a number of workers 
to have been such as to encourage thought and experi- 

t in this direction. My conviction has grown 
g that | no longer look upon this plan of energ; 
lligence transmission as a mere theoretical possi- u p 

a serious problem i electrical engineering, through a di r 
u day. * * * In fact, certitude. Popularly. explained 
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Tesla - Telautomata - Rival torpedoes 

Letter to RUJ, Columbia College 

46 E. Houston Ste Feb. 28, 1900 

My dear Luka, . 

«-eHave you seen in yesterday's Evening Post 

the reference to the "steering torpedoes"? I will 
keep low as I did in the Niagara episode, but I am 
sure the government will come to =e. 

Swezey card file 
S-4, frame 34 



TELsutOomeT ON 

Letter from Tesla rto:: Sam. Cohen A oe , 
“Samuel Cohen, 
Experimenter Publ Co. 
233 Fulton St. 
Mar. 19, 1916 

"J. sendi hotos of two of my wireless boats of which smaller one 
was iitfas teaeee in my article in Century. Constructed in '97 ane 198, 
This was long before issue of my patent. In fact, I peas a 
great number of friends with principles of 'telautomatics’ in 
experiments from '92 to '95. 

f "In smaller machines all apparatus was condensed in space 0: 
about S feet and it was designed specifically to pert orm, ae eee 
operations with great precision. Patent does not show pee = 
of control because at that time I had not obtained Lee 
individualizing methods, but I had embodied. prinvi pleat Seger 
methoas) in my telautomaton. Usually, when exhibited. v Be sy 
ask questions they liked and the machine would answer by 8 e ies 
such as shifting rudder or rotating propeller, or een eee 
exploding cartridges, firing revolvers, ets. At that pe 
designed automobile automaton with several novel features. 

see: Llectrical Review (NY) Nov. 9, 16, and dec 7, 1898 

from Swezey card file 
8-5 

—_———— 



TELAUTIOMATON 

N. Y. Sun, Nov. 8, 1898, p 7, col 1,2 

Tesla's New War Wonder 

Has Model of ship Operated by Magnetic Waves from shore 

"Nikola Tesla, whose original discoveries in electrical science during 

the past ten years have placed him in the foremost ranks of science, 

and whose application of his discoveries have made him recognized as 

one ot the world's greatest inventors, makes -ublic today his latest 

discovery and invention, which he believes is also his greatest one. 

In brief, Mr. Tesla believes that this invention will not only answer 

many useful purposes in ordinary life, but that it would make war so 

terrible as well as expensive, as to make it prohibitory, and thus 

to assure peace between all the nations..." 

"Phe idea of the invention came to Mr. Tesla years 280s and he 

has never lost sight of it since, but it was not until the war with 

Spain came and stirred him with patriotism ~= for Mr. Tesla is American 

to the backbone - that the scheme took definite form and shape. Then 

the idea completely possessed him and gave him no rest until the 

problem was worked out in its entirety." 

In lab atE. Houston Ste, Tesla has working model of vessele 

S-5, frame 35 
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TELAUTIMATAON 

phila. Press Way 1, 1898 

int | concerning device for telegraph to warships 100 miles 
aviay ‘ 

| Wikola Tesle*s Revolution in War Telegraphy 

i | Interviewed concerning ideas on war with Spain: + 

tQne reason I cannot tell you just what my machine is, ‘4s that if 
it can be used on our ships it will give us an advantage; and I 
shall be proud to have been of so much use to my country." 

"Then you consiger. yourself a good American?” 

The inventor threw up his hanas and looked incredulous at the 
-suggestion of goubt. : 

"I a-gcod American?" he said, "I was a good American before I ever 
saw this country. I had studied its government; I had met some of its 
people, I admired Americal. I was at heart an American before I 

thought of coming here to livee 

"What opportunities this country offers a man! Its people are a 
thousand years ahead of the people of any other nation of the world. 

They are big, broadminded, generous. I could not have accomplished 
in any other country what I have here. 

"...The American people are quick to hold out a helping hand and to 

give recognition. Yes I am as good an American as there is. I 

bove noting to sell the government of the U. S. It it needs my 

service in any way it is welcome to them." 

wezey card file 











No. 613,809 
Patented Nov. 8, 1898. 

= 
N. TESLA. 

| 

| METHOD oF AND APPARATUS FOR CONTROLLING MECHANISM OF MOVING VESSELS 
- 

OR VEHICLES. LL (No Model. 
' 5 Sheote—Sheot 1, 

‘ ; 



JELAUIOMATON 
Phila. Press May 1, 1898 

Nikola Teslat Revolution in War Telegraphy 
Interviewed concerning ideas on war 
"One reason I cannot tell you just it can be used on our ships it y shall be proud to have been of so muc 
"Then you consider. yourself a 

_The inventor threw up his hancs | suggestion of doubt. = 
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TELAUIOMA 

N. ¥- Sun, Nov. 8, 1898, p 7, col al 

| Tesla's New War Wonder 
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Electricity to Guide Torpedoes 
Principle of Wireless Telegraphy to Make Engines 

of Destruction Certain in Their 

Work. 
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Prices for City Arc Lights. J NQUIRY having been made of us as to the new contract for St Louis. ity lighting. 
feb incinnati 4 

city lighting in Boston and the data Spon which it was uc See based, we may say with reference to that interesting and im- Baltimore, park lights 
portant subject, that the agreement was de Augus: Philadelphia (average Price). 
and runs for ten years, as alre: our'columns. It New York... as 
Provides for the use of enclosed arc lights of 2,000 €. p. and the OF course, in preference to this equitab 
scale of rates is as follows! 

tory contract, Boston might have put i going through the conditions Fequired by 
Number of lights, , Cent mag wisely decided not to venture into that 

Not less than 2,365 nor more than 2,749. | Tt finds warrant for such decision tn som 
nn 2750 mee remaib fo cently by Alderman Wesley Sears, of Jackson, ; 
tow“ S000 

raprominently in the October issue of "City Governme: a jours uch has certainly no bias towards private companies, Bard to get all the data he could abens municipal ives t of it, but the comments: that came in ig and striking than the figures. Fors “We figure. no depreciati 
” 3 ve t, because,” etc. What a fool's 

oe “4 5 ¢ inl Grawiordsville, Ind., says : 
we would not, for 

This scale is subject to submission to arbitrators n pe in City, Ind., says “The ti h ic light plant f 
in favor of the city from time to time, if inves = wie an it was rin in the prices to be eapable of reductio: Howance bein the pla . aos for got less tham 7 per cent. for de ion and 6 p ; ° : ‘ h fixed charges. These arbitrators have the abili 0 And|so ost was company the adoption of any new system or d ae shown itself uslil as a means towards the 

in 

if i8 certainly a notable and remarkable contract, br rit of equity, and embodying to the full all those n 
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corporatio as bodies of | olely for purposes of mut ‘ected and fostered 
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it d recalled to economically 88 the space without wires, sa Falls to Paris. By this facile distribution of war c and ‘steam would become unnecessary to industry, The plan may explain why Mr, Tesla has abandoned his old : oscillator. It is earnestly 
week by a fire in Huber’s Mi prove workable. Balloons it by the burning out o! but that is no criterion, have some superior \t he fire wa: es. It will be remem- 

A aa phe ties balloon © panic which resulted and which quickly : enty miles ptie< hoi was a scrious lesson, however, for the 
Proving in advance the tenability Y ‘ ,2 ho should insist, as Gast Brophy “The tremendous hold that war hi a it in ; miachines alaaver, eee, is shown by the fact that even a gé n 7 ° de" must be complied 
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The Baggett Fuse Repair Screw Driver and 
Portable Lamp Socket, 

cult of ace 
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driver, 
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Tesla's Electrical Control of Moving Vessels or 
Vehicles from a Distance. 

I N view of the public interest of late in anything which has a warlike appearance or apparatus tending to render war less probable by making it more horrible and destructive, and in 
view also of numerous recent disasters at sea, the current de- 

iptions in the daily papers of a new invention of Mr. Tesla 
and reported interviews with him have been received with widely differing comments. In Mr. Tesla's own words, the invention 
consists of a complete and practicable solution of the problem 
of controlling from a given point the operation of the propelling 
engines, the steering apparatus and other mechanism carried 
by a moving object, such as boat or floating vessel, where- 
by the movement and the course of such a vessel may be 
directed and controlled from a distance, and any de- 

Fig. 1—Cap Removed and Lamp Attached. 

and clamps, shown in Figs, 1 and 4, for tapping the legs of the 
circuit. These clamps can be connected to the lamp-plug socket. which is the base of the handle itself, by means of plugs. 
and the operator by inserting a lamp into this socket will have the advantage of a light even during the operation of inserting a 
fuse. The manner of using the tool and attaching the clamps to 
the wires is clearly shown in Figs. 3 andi4 The tool has es 

RE CLAMP. 
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Fig. 2—Screw Driver with Contents Enclosed. 
BAGGETT FUSE AND REPAIR OUTFIT. 

Fig. 8—Replacing a Blown Our Fuse. 

vice carried) by the same brought into action at any. desired) time. The system is based on the use, upon the object to be exploded or stcered, of a Branly cohercr and Mar= coni ‘agitator of novel form, toward which impulses are sent from.a Hertzian radiator. It will be remembered that this is what was but very success! way at the Elec- trical Exh Square Garden last May, when miniature tened on a board floating under the bottom’ @ thus blown up. dail Without wires, 
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{THE entire space occupied by the Paris Exposition will he 

fore it Feached its destination, SPOt, s0 how great an ad $70, 0 1 n advance 
agBtOf, A. E. Dolbear, of Tults Colle This last so-called inve 

“The announcement is most amazing, and, coming as it does from Tesla, scientists are all the more chary about accepting it. During the last six years he has made so many startling ane nouncements and has performed so few of his promises that he is getting to be like the man who called ‘Wolf! wolf!’ until no one listened to him. Mr. Tesla has failed so often before that there is no call to believe these things until he really does them. Meantime, we are all waiting with much patience and without 
solicitude. We will believe them when they are done.” 

Regulations at the Paris Exposition. 

considered as a bonded warehouse, and foreign products 
forwarded to the exposition will enter France through all goods 

the option of the partics interested, 
aational.or ordinary goods traffic will not u 

: Sealing will be d rs 
‘om statistic charges. 

exposition grounds will he 
department of the exposi- 

bonded warehouses. 
ed with more than a 

le most favored nation. 

n origin: imported und 
‘to any other duties th 

| materials. 7 
ent of the osition will 
“all t E 

491 
be required to Wear a tnilorm or distinctive emblem, and will obey all rules and regulations of the management of the ‘exposi- tion. 

the intermediary 
transmissions required for the reception of the motive power on - 

tors will be required to pay all expenses connected with packing, shipping, unpacking, storage of cases, placing objects on exhibit, repacking and reshipping. No exhibitor will be al- lowed to erect a private building until the complete been submitted to and approved by the ement of the ex- 
Position, and all earth work and gardening done by exhibitors 
must be at their expense, and only upon the approval of the 
management. No exhibitor, concessionaire or other person will be allowed to advertise within the limits of the exposition by means of posters, prospectuses, hand bills, etc,, without author- ity and permission from the Commissioner General. * All industrial products admitted to the exposition must be Placed. within the exposition in the period from December 1, 1899, and February 28, 1900, 

Exports of Electrical Material from New York. 
The following exports of clectrical material are from the port of New York for the weck ending Nov. 1: Africa—13 packages ‘electrical machinery, $1/209. British Australia—3z packages electrical material, $1,179." British Pos- Sessions in Africa—16 packages electrical machinery, $7,450; 2 cases electrical material, $213. Bremen—4 cases electrical ma. terial, $255. Brazil—15 packages electrical machinery, $12,722). 105 packages electrical material, $3,242, Merlin—t2 cases elec- trical material, $300; 3 cases electrical machinery, $803. Bel- fast—a5 packages electrical machinery, $1,704. Bristol case. electrical material, $12. Central America—3 packages electrical West Indies—1 package electrical ma- 
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N. ¥. Sun, Nov. 8, 1898, p 7, col 1,2 

Tesla 's New War Wonder j 

Has Model of ship Operated by Magnetic Waves from shore 

" aN eOne Tesla, whose original discoveries in electrical science during 

aa past ten years have placed him in the foremost ranks of science, 

@ whose application of his discoveries have made him recognized as 

eae oi the world's greatest inventors, makes public today his latest — ) 

scovery and invention, which he believes is also his greatest ones | 

In brief, Mr. Tesla believes that this invention will not only answer 4 

many useful purposes in ordinary life, put that it would make war so 

terrible as well as expensive, as to make it prohibitory, and thus 

to assure peace between all the nations.” 4 

"the idea of the invention came to ‘re Tesla years ag0, and he 

has never lost sight of it since, but it was not until the war with A 

Spain came and stirred him with patriotism -- for Mre Tesla is American 

to the backbone - that the scheme took definite form and shape. Then 

the idea completely possessed him and gave him no rest until the 

problem was worked out in its entirety." 

In lab atB. Houston Ste, Tesla has working model of vessels 

8-5, frame 45 



Tesla = Telautomata - Rival torpedoes 

Letter to RUJ, Columbia College 

46 E. Houston Ste Feb. 28, 1900 

My dear Luka, 

++-sHave you seen in yesterday!s Evening Post 
the reference to the "steering torpedoes"? I will 
keep low as I did in the Niagara episode, but I am 
Sure the government will come to me. 

Swezey card file 
S-4, frame 34 
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Sam. Cohen TM 

Letter from Tesla to: 
Same Cohen, Experinenter Publ Co. 233 Fulton St. 
Mar. 19, 1916 

eless boats of which szaller one Constructed in 197 and '98, In fact, I acquainted a 
'telautomatics! in 

aga smaller machines ail apparatus was condensed in space of 
ut 3 feet and it was designed specifically to 
rations With great precis Pate: au, ne I had 

ds, but I hag emb. 
Usually, 

and the machi: such as 
-explodi 
“designe 

see: Electrical Review (NY) Nov. 9, 16, and dec 7, 1898 

‘from Swezey card file 
S8-5 
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H. ¥. Sun, Noy. 8, 1898, p 7, col 1,2 

Tesla's New War Wonder 

Hes Model of Ship Operated by Megnetic Waves from shore 

"Wikole Tesla, whose original discoveries in electrical science dur Past ten years have placed him in the foremost ranks of science, nose application of his discoveries have made him recognized as or the worldts ereatest inventors, makes Lublic today his latest Giscovery and invention, which he believes is also his greatest one. in brief, Mr. Tesla believes that this invention will not only answer Many useful ses in ordinary life, but that it would make war so terrible as well as expensive, as to make it prohibitory, and thus to assure peace between all the nations.." 

"The idee of the invention came to lir. Tesla years ago, and he has never lost sight of it since, but it was not until the war with Spain came end stirred him with Patriotism -- for Mr. Tesla is American to the backbone - that the scheme took cefinite form and shape. Then 
the idea completely possessed him and gave him no rest until the 
problem was worked out in its entirety." 

In lab at. Houston St., Tesla has working model of vessel. 



TECAUIGMATAN 
Phila. Press May 1, 1898 

(Intervier concerning device for telegraph to Warships 100 miles 
aviay) 

: Nikola Teslats Revolution in War Telegraphy 
Interviewed Concerning ideas on war with Spain: 
"One reason I cannot tell you just what my machine is, is that if 
it can be used on our ships it will give us an advantage; and I 
shall be proud to have been of SO much use to my country." 
"Then you consider yourself a good American?" 
The inventor threw up his hancs ang looked incredulous at the 
-suggestion of doubt. "4 

"I @-gcod American? he said, "I was a good American before I ever 
saw this country. I had studied its government; I had met some of its 
people, I adnireg fmerical., Iwas at heart an American before I 
thought of coming hére to live. 

"What Opportunities this country offers a man! Its people are a 
thousand years ahead of the People of any other nation of the world. 
They are big, broadminded, Generous. I could not have accomplished in any other country what I have here. 

"JeeThe American People are quick to hold out 2 helping hand and to ive recognition. Yes I am as good an American as there is. I “beve noting to sell the government of the Ue Ss It it needs my ‘Service in eny way it is Welcome to them." 
Bx 

| *From Svezey card file 
“8-3 
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Electrical Oscillato rs 

Fig. 3. Tesla Transformérs 
‘spark, chiefly for wirele 
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Electri 
jikola Tesla 

(Con 1 fron page 260) 
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formation that may be desired. 
The essential parts of such an oscillator 

are: a condenser, a self-induction coil for 
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Fig. 15—Tesla Transformer with Gravity 
Controlled, Sealed Mercury Interrupter. 

charging the same to a high potential, a 
circuit controller, and a transformer which 
is energized by the oscillatory discharges 
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Fig m3—_Tesll Oaciliattn with Magneticalies 
Cdiitrolled, Sealed Mercury Interrupter. 
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Fig, 2. Smali Tesla Coil for { 9as engine ignition and similar 
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